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1.0 INTRODUCTION
4

In July, 1973, Abt Associates Inc. was awarded a contract by the
r ...

Office of Planning, Budgeting ana Evaluation (OPBE) of the United States
4

Office of Education to conduct a nationwide "A§ essment of Selected
d

Resources for Severely Handicapped Children a Youth" (Contract No. OEC-

0-73-7030). The present volume is one of a4A0 ive-volume series produced 411'

over the course of the project to describe the characteristics, quality

and costs of services to severely handicapped children and youth in

100 providers across the nation.,

For the purposes of this study, "severely handicapped children

and youth"were functionally defined as those persons aged 21 and under

who 'are either mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, deaf-blind

or multiply-handicapped and who.exhibit two or more of the/following

behaviors with a high degree'of regularity:

Setf-mutilation behaviors such as head banging, body

scratching, hair pullingv etc.' which may result in,

danger to oneself;

Ritualistic,behaviors such as rocking, 15acing, autistic-

like,behaviors, etc. which do not involve dangarvto
4

oneself;

Hyperactive-aggressive behaviors which are dangerous

to others;.

Self-stimulation behaviors suCh as masturbation,

stroking, patting, etc. for a total of more than 1 hour

of a waking day;

Failure to attend to even the most pronounced social

stimuli, including failure to resPond to invitations

from peers or adults, or loss of contact with reality;.

Lack of self-care skills such as toilet training, sqtf-

feeding, self-dressing and grooming etc.;

Lack of physical mobility.including confinement to bed,

inability to find one's way,around the ,institution or,

facility, etc.

15
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The project was conducted in three phases':

Phase I consisted of an extensive review of the literature forthe

purpose of deVeloping an annotated bibliography and state-of-the7art paper

on research and serviceS for severely handicapped children and youth.

Volumes 1-and 2 of the eries were developed during this phase. of the study. .

Phase II incl4d the,develoPment of dta collection instruments

for use during the thir phase and a mail survey of potential proyiders

.of services to severely handicapred children alnd youth across the nation.

The survey was.cOnducte or the purpose of creating a.pool,of Providers

from which 100 facilit'es could be selected forsite visits. From the

1,550 respondents to the mail.survey,.100 providers were selected who
J.\

serve.severely handicted clients aged 21 and Ater. The Selection of .

the 100-providers 45 accomplished "bY grouping the respondents to.the

survey into eight samping categories according to whether-they offered'
%

primarily day or reslrfial services-and according to the number of

seVerely handicapped clients aged 21 and under they served. In order to
.

obtain a final sample of providers which served clients with a range of

handicapPing conditions, providers were selected based upon whether

they served a majority of clients who are ither severely mentally Ab-

tarded, severely emotionally disturbed, deaf-blind, or severely multiply-

handicapped. In addition, some providers were seletted who served a

mixed severely handicapped population.

Phase III of the study consisted of data collection, analysis and

report writing. Each of the 100 providers in the final sample were

117

visited by two Abt Associates field staff fo
/

approximately two days during

May or June, 1974. During these visits the Abt Associates field staff

conducted interviews with the program or institution director; selected

ward, unit or classroom staff who were most knowledgeable about the

services being offered to severely handicapped clients; and the budget

director or other personnel most knowledgeable about the provider's

_budget and costs of services. In addition, one member of the field team

'spent one of the two days observing severely handicapped clients through-

out the facility. These data were analyzed by Abt AsSociates project

dr,

2
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staff and descriptive cassr#udies were written to provide a coilloosite

picture of the characteristics, qlity, and.costs of provider services

to severely handicapped clients.'
t

The output of tbe study consists of a foUr-volume final reporf

as.followsL

Voume A State-of-the-Art Paper

Volume 2: A 4Acted, Annotated Bibliography

Volume 3: Data Analysis and Results

Volume 4: Case Studies' of Provider Services
.

This volume:Will contain:a discussion of: the procedures and methodology
,.,

used in Conducting all phases of the study (ChaPter 2); characteristics

of the 100 providers (Chapter 3).; client observations (Chapter 4);
.1

costs of services (Chapter 5); the relationship of exPenditure and
,

quality (Chapter 6); a summary of major findings (Chap.qer 7); and

finally specific policy questions and suggestions base51 on the present

data base and/or the expertise of project staff (Chapter 8).

3



s.
2.0 ,PROCEDURES AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the procedures and methodologies used in

conduPting'each of the three phases of the present -itudy.

2.1 :Phase I: Review of the Literature

first task of tlis project was ah extensive revi w of the'

,lit4aLure relating"to severely handicapped children and yQith. This

review resulted in,two prodUct: a state-of-the-art papvt On:research
-

and serviCes relating to severely handicapped children and.youth fVolume

li,and an annotated bibliography of the same boy of literature*(Volume 2).
'

The priMary reference sources for these products were the ERIC

Clearinghouse for Exceptional. Children of the Council for Exceptional

Children, f4ho are responsible for the Exceptj.onal Child Abstracts and

Bibliogtaphy Series. Our procedure.was to cull each of the Volumes in the

series, identifying'items which.seemed to be concerned with the population of

interest to the study._'The'next step was to consult the journal, _hard
) ,

cppy, or microfiche referenced in the Abstracts. In.addition, oVer 400

letters were sent to various tpublic and pri?,4ate agencies, publishers, and

and researchers to c011ect.articles, pamphlets,'compendia of state legis-

lation, incidence figures, directorieS of providers, apd-other relevant

materials.

Although the literature scanned covered every type of handicap,

we included only those.materials which telated to severely mentally

retarded,.severely emOtionally disturbed,'deaf-blind and severely

multiply-handicapped Children and youth. Only those materials published

duriAg or after 1965 were included in the search. .EXceptions Were made,fi

in the cases of certain classic works,'but'rn'general theSe were refec-

enced indirectly; that is, through various bibliographies and-review

of.research in the-relevant areas. Mussen's Third Edition (1970) (4.

Carmichael's Manual of'Child Psychology, 1"rapp and Himelstein's (102)

Readings on the Exceptional Child, and. Travers' (1973) Review of Research

on Teaching, to cite but a few eXamPles, provided'this 'type of reference

material. %
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_All the abstracts were listed in alphabetical order in the major

section of the Bibliography,. ,,These references were then listed under the

four handicapping cdnditions: Mentally Retarded, Emotionally Disturbed,

Deaf-Blind, and Multiply-Handicappdd. 'Some materials, particularly testsi

fell within more than one of these categories. Where the consensus of

/
the reviewers was that an item a.c1 mt4tiple foci it %4ag listed wherever

appropriate. While thiS created,some redundancy, it was felt at the

convenience it offered to the reader was sufficient justificatf n for the

procedure.

2,2 Phase II: Study.Design and Field PreparatIon

The tasks involved in completing Phase II of the project,were the

- identification .and sislection of 100 provider sites, instrument development,

and selection and,training of field staff.
/

2.2.1 Initial mail survey
41.

\ In order to identify the pool of providers o services to severely

handicapped children.and youth, a Mail Questionnaire w s sent
*
to approxi-

,

mately 5;000 providers of services to handicapped people. The list of

5,0001providers was compiled from the ecial Education Information Cenier

1r(SEIM' listing of facilities serving t e pandicapped and from the Porter

Sargent Directory (1973 edition). Because the SEIC was the only existing

comprehensive national directory of. facilities serving handicappetchildren

and youth, our mailing list was based'oniits contents.' A further benefit of

the SEIC listing was that dt existed in computerized form, making its use in

.this project very easy. However, the SEIC list had some known-deficiencies,

centering around the fact that its information.was compiled in 1971. T4e
,..

more recent Porter Sargent directory was consulted to identify any facilities .

,

that were not included in the SEIC listing, and these new names were added
a,

.to the mailing list; however,,the majority of the 5,000addresses were drawn

from the SEIC listing. Those facilities that had lpsed or moved s_Jce the

SEIC directory was compiled could not be systematically identifie: so ques-

tionnaires were sent to all.institutions in the final list with the realiz-

ation that a numb-r of quegtionn ires would be undeliVerable.

1.
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Thejquestionnaire had one main purpose: to

about the lloviders so that a sample of 100 could.be

a broad range of prOvider types. e.iThe first gudat

not the piloVider served children and.youth.who 1,174-re

yield enough information

drawh which reprepented

determined whether or -

everely handicapped accord-1

ing to th behavioral definition used by.Abt ASs Ciates throughout the project.

Theathei main vaidables covered in the Mail Qu Stionnaire were provider spon-
,

sorship (public/private); size of the total population served; size of the

severelyihandicapped_populationp handicapping donditions served; day versus
.

resident/ial services.; estimated costs; and the imputed value of volunteei

seiwices.

The questionnaires were mailed oh January 14 through 18; 104, and
/

responses were accepted until February'15, 1974. Responses from the 5,000

mailed questionnaireSare shown in Table. 2-1 pteto .tillp fact that the

stionnaires wereSEIC list had been 'compiled in 1971, over-2Q

undeliverable and reWtned by the PO's-V4

,& ,

The providers, that indicated.tOterVed severely handicapped children

/and youth .(aged 21 and..under) were,argand into eight m jor sampling ca te-

gories or "design cells" according to:the:,..P izer of the severely handicapped pop-

ulation served, and,whether the providp*Offered day or residential 'services.

\Providers-offering bothday and residential services were considered

identi41 for purposes of4site selection. Within-each of the eight cells,

proVider4were organized'by the primgry handicapping-condition of clients

Served. If a clear majority of clientS with one handicapping condition

was not served, then the pbOvider was classified as "mixed." Table 2-2

displays the distribution of.providers who responded to the questionnaire.

sd

Upon examination.of the actual questionnaires) it was determined

that Virtually all the praviders which fell in the day >200 cell were

acivally outpatient or diagnostic clinics praviding a total of only a few

hours of services to an individual client; rather than serving a group of

clients on a daily basis. Therefore, this design cell was eliminated.

.20
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Table 2-1: ,Questionnaire Respons6s

f 1

.

Category
1

.

Number

% of 3,950
(total mailing i
not including ---

undeliverables)

-

% of 5,000
(t tal
ma ng)

Processed and served severeli handi-
capped clients aged-21'and,under

,

Processed and did not,serve severely
,

ha.rldicapped clients aged 21 and

under

Undeliverable (sent back to 3,bk Assoc.)

Late returns (unprocessed)

Non-respondents

,

779

754

1,050

232

2,185

.

- 20%*

4

\

19%*

---

6%*

55%.

16%

15

21%
%

5%

43%

*For a total, return rate of 45% o questiOnnaires deljlvered.

Table 2-2: Frequency Dii-tribution'of Survey Respondents
Serving Sever6 y Handicapped Clients

C ""\

Size*

, Day Residential**

MR' ED DB : ME MIX MR ED DB MH MIX.

<10

Total
Cases: 118

13 14 . 3

410

Total:

1-

,

61

19 12 21 3 . 3

Total: 57

18

10-,50

Total
Cases: 332

10

_

34

Total:

20

160

73 42 72 4. 13

Total: 172

,41

51-7.200

Total
Cases: 243

25 10 1

Total:

-4
30

117 A4,

51 . 31 37 3 14

Total: 126

41

>200

Total
Cases: 86

7

.

7 1

Total:

1

31

.i, 12 16 6 0 3
.

Total: .55.

30

*Size of severely handicapped population aged 21 and,under
**Includes providers offering both day and residential 'servics

KEY: MR=Mentally Retarded; ED=Emotionally Disturbed; DB=DeafBlind;

MH=Multiply-Handicapped; MIX=Mixed Handicaps
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%

2.2.2 Site Selection

Once each qualified respondent to the Mail Questionnaire was

AsSigned to an appropri6te design cell, the site selection process began.'

The.pufpose of'the site selection was,to arrive'at a final saMple Of 100

providers.which represented a range of p vider types (as defined by size,

day vereus residential services, primer handicappihg condition served,

public vs. private control, and, to a limited extent, estimated costs).

In addition, a maximum geographic distribution was s to minimize thd

extent to which any-state was overrepresented whil rs were omitted.

RandcnLurnbers were used to select the initia1.100 providers and

a backup sample of 00 sites. The initial group was then.screened to

determine if, for example, a provider had teen tisclassified or was other

wise inappropriate for inclusion 'in the study; if so, it was dropped frOm

the primary sample and a backup site was substituted. Sites were Considered

inappropriate for the field visits if the number of severely handicapped

clients-served by the provider was fewer than four; if the site had already

been gelected for particiPation in the P.L. 89,-313 evallation being conducted

by Exotech Systems, Inc.; or if the provider ohly served Clients on an out-

patient or diagnostic basis. .

)-\ The 100 selected providers Were sent a letter asking if they would

/'be willing ta participate as a field site in the study, as well as a letter

signed by Associate Commissioner Edward Martin of -the.Hureau of Education

for the Handicapped requesting that the site participate in the project.

These etters provided the sites with a full description of Abt Associates'

informtion needs as well as the approximate amount of staff time which

would be necessary to respond to the .questionnaires. ll 100 sites were

then 'contacted by telephone to determine whether or not they would pa

cipate in the study. During this call providers were atked, once again,

whether they served severely handicapped clients according to the stan d

definition inclUded in/the Mail Questionnaire. This definition was read

to the di;ector of the provider and the importance of ensuring that some -

portion of the population served by the provider corresponded to the den-
',

nition was emphasi2ed. As a result of thislprocess, thirteen of the

original 100 sites were-eliminated due to the fact that they did not serve

severely handicapped clients according to the definition used in the study,

and thirteen new sites were substituted from the backup samp1 e:11

8
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Overall, a total of 29 of the original 100 providers-chosen to
9

participate as field bites were eliminated.subsequent to the initial

telephone call, includiriq the. 13 providers eliminated above.. Other reasons .

for the eliminan of sites included the fact that the provider Was
0

closing dog (three cases);-was in the middle of moving or had just moved

to.a new facility (four ca'ses) r the provider simply did not wish to

participate in the study for,uns ted reasons (five cases). In.general,

every site contacted was cooperative and eager to assist the study in

whatever way poCsible.

The major problem'encountered in site selection was-in locating
. , .

proyiders 'that served severely emotionally'disturbed.clients. Most of 'the

providers contacted served children' with various belba'vioral problems
. .

that were severe in,the context a public .school,classroom, but were not

01
severe bi, the standard definition being Used in the study. Frequently,

_

the only way to emphasize to providera the severity of handicap of Interest
A

to the study was to-specify that the clients.shoUld'be autistic, schizophrenic,

psychotic or pre-psychotic, not delinquent,'learning disabled or simply

"behavior problems." Another difficulty encountered was in locating pro-
.

viders serving fewer than ten severely handicapPed clients. Approximately

50% of all providers in the <10 design cell served.fewer.than four

severely handicapped clients. It was decided to eliminate all providers

having fewer than four severely handicapped clients due to the general

unreliabil'ty of the estimates and the fact that these clients might not
..

be enr ed,in the provider by the time Of the site visit, three months
-/

1 . A logistical problem involved in arranging the site visits was

the occasional difficulity in reaching the key people within a provider

who could make a,decision about participation or who, once the decision

was made, had to be involved in arranging the details of the visit. Over-

all, this was not a major problem, with provider directors giving will-

fi

ingly of their time 'on the telephone to ensure a smooth visit; however,

0(it was often necessary to make two or three calls to the prdvider befor

the'appropriate personnel couldobe reached.

Table 2-3 outlines the characteristics ofthe final sample.

2 3
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Table 2-3: Sample Charaaeristics*

-Size

.

*.*

N.

DAy Only Residential and Day

MIXMR ED DB MH MIX MR ED , DB MH

<10

Total
Cases: 27 .

3g
2

Public: 7

#-
Population:

range:
total:

average:

3 2

Private:.
.

.

4-10

94

7
.

4 3 4 1 0

,

Public: 4 Private:

. Population:
-

range: 3-10

total: 84

average: 6
.1 .

9
.

,

.

10-50

Total
Case:

.

.

.

10

.

3 4

Public: '4

?Population:
range:
total:

average:

1 3

.

Private:

11-47
299
21,

4

11

.

5 4 1 3

Public: 8 Private:

Population: .

rdnge: 21-50
total: 490

average: 33

2

,

51-200

Total
Cases:

,

29

.

3 3

Public: 5

Population:
. range:

total:
average:

0 3

Private:

51-200
1,137
87 %

4

8

_

4 2-. 3

Public: 8 Private:

Population: .

range: 50-124

tota: 1,263

average: 79

4

Total
Cases: 14

,

,

,

Public: 12 Private:

Unknown: 1

'PopulaXion:

range: 200-908
total: 5,108

average: 365

.

*Some providers were reclassified following data collection.
See Table 3-1, page 40, for final,sample status.

**Size of severely handicapped population aged 21 and under.

KEY: MR = Mentally Retarded
ED = Emotionally Disturbed
DB = Deaf-Blind
MH = Multiply-Handicapped

MIX = Mixed Handicaps

10
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2.2.3 Instruments development/

In order to gather the data necessary'for the case studies and

analysis four instruments-were developed and pretested by Abt Associat

aff. Table 2-4 provides brief descriptions of these instruments .

d their data sources. Because th9 providers varied greatly in terths of

their organiaattonal characteristics, the field teams had to exercise
0.

iudgment n dttermining° which persons were the most appropriate respondents .

for each of the interviews. For the Director's Questionnaire, the director

Table 2-4; Data Sources and Descriptions of Field Ihstruments

Instrument Data,Source Instrument Content

Director's
Questionnaire

Directár of Provider Overall characteristics, policies,
and purposes of the provider and
its services to severely handicapped
children and youth inCluding infor-
mation on admissions, discharges,
staff training, visiti4hg procedures,
arent and community involvement,

and program evaluation

Staff
Questionnaire

Unit or Ward t

Directors, Classroom
Teachers(-

Specific services offeredtto severely
hahdicapped,clients, characteristics'
of client poguletion and the staff
serving them, educational techniques
and teaching materials used, data
from client assessments performed by
provider, staff.assessment of skill

level of clients

Cost
Questionnaire

Budget Director or
er Appropriate

Cot ersonnel

Total annual operating expenditure,
total personnel costs, total non-
personnel costs, parents' fees,
funding sources

Observation
Schedule

an"

Clients 71 Staff- Behaviors and activities of clients,
I staff-client interactions

1i.



e
or assistant direCtor of the total provider or og.the major provider com-

y

ponent seriring the target population (e.T.i, Director of the Children's

Unit;'Director of the Deaf-IBlind Program) were interviewed.in all cases

In administering the Staff Questionnaire, field team members,interviewedk

4taff haiiing direct knowledge of severely handicappedsclients, the spe-

cific services received- by these clients, and the staff providing these

'services. The range of respondents for the

unit director's, head teachers, directors of

or directors of education, and directors of

regebndents were often interviewed in small

-
Staff Questionnaire,,ificluded

social work, school principals

residential services. The

groups in order to Minimize
,

the time of both the provider and 'the Abt Astociates' staff. The Cost
. ,41

Ouestionnaire was adMinistered to the budget or buSiness manager; how-

'
: -

ever, in cases where such personnel did not exiSt, the director wäglife,

typical respondent.

The Obsepation Schedule was administered by an experienced

observer in as mahy as,12 settingsywithin.each provider Where the majorit

of severely handicapped clients aged 21 and under typically spent the .

majority of their waking hours. The settings in which Observations took

place includedwards, classrooms, workshops, Ormitories, dining halls, anci

playgrounds. A more detailed description of the Observation Schedule and

the procedures.fallowed in implementing it marb found in Section 2.4.8 of

this volume. In summary, between 30,and 36 clien s were randomly Selected

laithin each provider Aria were observed, using,a st'ructured observation'scale,

for periodsof five minutes each. In cases where there were fewer than 31

severely handicapped clients who were aged,21 and under at a provider, the

same number (30 to 36) of separate obsetvations of individual clients were
4

made. However,- in these instances an indiliidual severely handicapped client

would be observed more than once. -Multiple observations of the same clients

were determined using.the random selection procedure.ddscribed in Section 2.4.8.

2.2.4 Fieid Staff Selection and Training

Site visits to each provider were conducted by a two-member field

team composed of an Abt Associates field supervisor and an observer. (The

field supervisor was responsible for the overall data collection at each

site, including the administration of the Director's Questionnaire, the

Cost Questionnaire, and the Staff Questionnaire. ,The observer was

responsible for conducting 30 to 36 five-minute observations at each
71,
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provider and.for assisting in administering the Staff Questionnaire in

providers where there were large numbers.of staff respondents.

Abt Associates staff with experience in conducting site visits,

admini4iering complex questionnaires, gathering coSt data and superviping

.the.work of other field staff, were selected by the project director and

deputy project director to serve as field supervisors. For the position

of observer, persons with observation skills and previous work experience

wi,th severely handicapped clients were recruited. Personal interviews'

_with applicants were conducted by the project director and deputy project

director in order to select observers with these qualifications., Observers

hired by Abt Associates tor this study included graduate-students in

special education and psychology as well as professionals working in

providers serving severely handicapped children.

The Abt Associates field supervisors and observers both received

one week of training before entering the field. In addition to formal

training sssions, a field manual outlining all field procedures was pre--

pared for each staff meMber to utilize on site. This manual served as a

resource to staffin the field who wished to reyiew topics which had been

covered during training. The training, of field supervisors included an

orientation to the project; introduction to general.interviewing procedures;

and specific instrudtions in-the use of the Director's, Staff, and Cost

Questionnaires. During the training, field supervisors utilized sample

sets of data representing a variety of problems likely to be encountered

in the field. Training for observers included an overview of the project;'

general interviewing techniques; instructions in the use of the Staff

Questionnaire; orientation to general obselagation techniques; and specific

:

instructions on dtmne use of the Observation Schedule and scoring procedures.

Videotapes of typical observation settings as well as on-site observations

at a state school for retarded persons were used to train observers in

the use of the Observation Schedule. The observets' ratings on ttle

videotape episodes were reviewed item by item to identify individual

problem'areas and to establish high inter-,rater reliability. Individual

training sessions were then held with each observer to review those spe-

cific iteMs which required further clarification.

2 7
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2.3 Phase III: Data Collection, AnalySis and Reporting

Because of the large number of providers participating

study, site visits were svheduled in two waves. During Wave I

(April 29"- May 15) 54 providers were visited; during Wave Ii

(May 29 - June 14) the remaining 46 site visits took place. The 100 sites

were divided'into regions which typically contained five providers in

reasonable geographic proximity. Field teams were assigned to conduct

visits within a particular region in order to mipnimize costs and-travel

time. Before the site visits took place, the director of each proivider
410

was contacted by the field'supervisor responsible for the site to make

arrangedents for the visit. During these.telephone calils, the field

supervisor outlined the information needed during the site visit and

asked the director for information on the names and availability of

in the

the appropriate staff to be interviewed as well as the settings to be

observed. On the basis of this information, tenthtive gchedules for the

site visits were drawn up by the field supervisoand confirmed by the

director of the provider. Because allie4 these arrangements were com-

pleted befdre the actual visit, the field team was able to spend its time,

most effectively.while on site'.

.
The two Abt.Associates field team members typically spent two

days at each site. In some cases, however, it was necessary to spend up

to four days at a site because of the large number of staff to be inter-

viewed, or settings to observe in, or because the cost data was difficult

to collect. During a typical two-day visit, the field supervisor spent

the first day interviewing the director and the cost personnel; the second

day was spent completing the Cost,Questionnaire and administering the

Staff Questionnaire. The observer, typically spent the first day observing;

the second day was spent completing the observations and assisting the

field supervisor in interviewing staff.

The Abt Associates field teams were very yell received at nearly

every site. In general, the provider staff were extremely cooperative

in providing Abt Associates staff with the necessary data. 'In the vast

14
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majority of providers the obseryers were able to moVe from setting to

setting to conduct he observations without any difficulty or disruption

A
to the Provider staff and clients. However:;.there were some problems

which occurred in several sites and therefore deserve Mention:

,l. Absence of severely handicapped clients: In a'number of cases)

the field'teams felt that there were fewer severely handicapped clients

in.the provider than the director had estimated. /In a few cases, .the

,field team-felt that,there were no severely handicapped clients according
I

..to our definition. In case/ where the estimates were in question, the

definition of "severely handicapped" was reviewed with the director to

determine whether the estimate should be changed. There remained,

however,, some discrepancy between a few providers' and the field staff's

estimates.

2. Lack ofcost data: It was often very difficult to break out

the provider's costs of serving seveiely handicapped clieqs,

and some field supervisors experienced difficulty in gaining access to
1

the accountint3 books and budgets at the providers.

3. Inability to observe: In one site the provider would not

allow any observations to be performed.

Upon receipt of completed questionnaires fromifield staff members,

'a sequence of quality control and coding was begun. Clerical staff in-

spected each completed fórm for completeness and legibility. The more

complex cost questionnaires had their internal computations checked by

senior project staff members. When the.questionnairps had been inspected

and prepared for keypunching, a set of data cards for each questionnaire

was punched. These cards were used to create data files for each of the

questionnaires, which werP eventually merged into a single data file

from which all analyses were drawn. Site names were not included among

the data input to the cOmputer, although traceable identification numbers

were. This was required to allow tracing of uncoded open-ended responses
vor."

in case study reports.

2 9
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The data file was inspected for illegal values. Due to the
0

relatively small sample size, erroneous punches were corrected by reference

to hard copy of the appropriate questionnaire. In some cases, data collected

in the field required reclassificatiOn of providers into case study Cells

different from those to which they were assigned before site visits.

Finally, variables that are composites of single questionnaire items (such

ae the quality indicators or cost information) were computed. .

All analyses were conducted using the routines from the Statis-

tical Fackage for the Social Sciences SPSS) and Were conducted on the CDC

6400.computer located at the computing center of the Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

.4 Definition of Terms

his section will define some of the,,terms and variables used

throughout this report. The first four variable -are those used in the set

of deecriptive tables presented in Chapter 3 of this volume.

2.4.1 Provider Service Type

All providers were classified into one of three types regarding

the residential nature ci their services. Day providers are those providing

non-residential (day) services only; Residential providers are those that
,)

provide overnight services at least five days per week; and Mixed providers

are those offering services to some clients on a day (non-residential) basis

and residential services to other clients.

In some cases, we wished to make a distinction between the day
1

services,offered by a provider (either a day or mixed provider) and the

residential services offered (by either a.reeidential or mixed provider). In

such cases, we have used the term day or.residential program of a provider.

Any client may be classified as belonging to the day or residential program

of a provider. Mixed.providers have both a_day and a/residential program.

2.4.2 Provider Client Type

In early conceptualization of the present study a number of-cate-

-gorizations of providers were considered, ultimately resulting in the design

illustrated by the case studies (Volume' 4). This design looks at five types

of providers classified according tothe primary handicapping condition of

their client population, as well as at day, residential and mixed design cells.

3 0
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In the present volume, we'have used the variable which classifies

providers into.,their caSe study design cellS (i.e., primary client type)

as one of the-maj.or analytic variables.. The five categories which comprise

this variable are:

Mentally, retarded;

,Emotionally disturbed;

;..,Deaf7blind;'

Multiply-haidic&pped; and

Mixed.

A provider is defined as being in,one of the first four categories if 75%
-

[

or more of the severely handicapped clients it serves hbive that condition

as their primary handicap. Providers.that do not have a clear majority, of

any type of severely handicapped clients are classified as mixed. Readers

are referred to the case study volume (Volume 4) ior further description

of the design cells.

2.4.3 Size

For certain analytical purposes, we have divided the 100 providers

four size categories based on their enrollment of severely handicapped

clients age 21 and under. In many cases, this number is less than the to-

tal enrollment of the provider: 'Some clients are served that are either

not severely handicapped, have other handicapping conditions not covered by

the study (e.g., blind, deaf, physically handicapped), or are over 21 years

of age, or botil. The four size categories are:

Less than*10

10 to 50

51 to 200

Over 200

2.4.4 Contiol

The administrative-tantrol Of each provider is classified as either
r

public or private. Public providers are those operated directly by some

public agency (i.e., a division of a state, county or local government).

This would include providers operated *ny such an agency as local school

31
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departments or state departments of mental health. Private providers

are those operated 61r a non-public agency. This may be a charitable or-

ganization, 'a non-profit corporation, or a for-profit corporation. Of

course, private providers receive some public funding; however, their

direct administrative control does not come from a public agenCy.

2.4.5 Job ories

hy attempt to categorize the functions of personnel in social

service4r6grams, using their job titles is generally unsuccessful due to

the fact'that" a person with a given job title in one provider may have quite

different functional responsibilities than a person with the same title in

a different provider; likeWise, identical functions may.be performed by per-
.

sons with differerrejob titles, even in the,same institution.

A set of twelve functionally-defined job categories were developed

for the purposes of this study. These job categories, which appear below,

represent the range of role functions which exist-4,n most providers serving"

handicapped clients. The 100 providers includigd inithe study were asked

to apply these standard categories to their staffs even though the titles'.,

used in their facilities might differ 'substantially. The 12 staff job cate-

gories used in the study are as folloWs:-

(1) Administrator: This includes the staff whose primary

function is supervising other staff, or assisting in the

management of the organization rather than direct care

of clients. Examples of staff included are: Director,

Business Manager, Accountant, Personnel Director, Secre-

taries, Clerks, Receptionist, Diviaion or Unit Directors

prfgram Coordinators, etc.

(2) Medical Doctor: 'This includes all physicians except

psychiatrists.

(3) Psychiatrist: This includes only rychiatrists.

(4) Psychologist: This includes all staff who perform vari-

ous psychological functions such as counseling, staff

consultation, testing, regardless of sRecific degree.

Included-can-be-people .calied-psychologists.who have, _

B.A.'s, M.A.'s or Ph.D.'s in psychology Or counseling.

(5) Social Worker: This includes all staff who Perform
various social work functions including counseling, com-
munity liaison, welfare and other payment negotiations,
regardless of specific degree. Included can be people
called social workers who have a B.S.W., M.S,W., or other

relatecl degrees.

18
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(6) Thera t: This includes staff w o perform various types

IV there other them counseling. Specifically, this in-

cludes oc ational therapists, s eech therapists, recrea-
tion therapists, physical therapis s, music therapists.

Included are licensed therapists, aides and assistants.

(7) Nurse: Included here are staff who perform primarily
nursing functions such as dispensing medications, assist-

ing physicians, etc. Included are both Registered Nurses
and Licensed Practical Nurses as well as physician's

assistants, medics, etc.

9 (8) Attendant:1 Included here are'staff whose primary function

is to take care of the basic needs of clients such as

toileting, feeding, dressing, etc. They are considered

attendants even if there are,other more habilitative roles'

assigned in addition .66 these primary functions. These

are generally jobs for which there is no special require- .

ment in terms of training or e-ducatiOn.

(8) Teacher (Certified): Included here are certified teachers.

(10) Teacher (Noncertified or Aides): Included here are staff

used as integral parts of the educational or habilitative

program but who have less education and training than full

teachers, or who are not certified. Frequently they work -

with a certified teacher.

(11) Support Staff: This includes staff who perform non-direct
service,jobs which are primarily oriented towards mainte-

nance and operation of the facility. Included are cooks,

drivers, janitors, maintenance men, laundry workers, etc.

(12) Other: All staff not covered in the above categories. Ex-

amples include pharmacists, research staff, etc.

2.4.6 Service Areas

Seven discrete service areas or components were identified which

constitute the range of provider services to severely handicapped clients.

Providers were asked to estimate how much)time is spent in providing

each of the seven types of service to severely handicapped children and

youth (excluding administration and support staff). Therefore, data

were collected on the approximate amount of time therapists, teachers,

psychiatrists, etc. spend on each service component at each of the 100

providers studied. The service components used in the study are as

follows:

(1) Basic Care: This includes feeding clients, toileting

and dressing clients, providing routine medical services

such as dispensing of medications, band-aids, temperature

taking, and general supervision of clients in a group.

3 3
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(2) Educational and Heigilitative Services: This includes all
direct sermicesAfor'clients which are aimed at improving
their level of Self-sufficiency and intellectUal function-
ing. Specifically, we-are concerned with education and
instructional services,.prevocatiO041 and vocational train- .

ing, occupationAl therapy, recreatillon, speech therapy, sensory
awareness activities, music therapY,'.etc.

(3) Medical Services: This includes all direct services for
clients Aich are aimed at improving their physical condi-
tion. Specifically, we are concerned with regular periodic
medical ahd dental-examinations, specialized medical services
including corrective surgery aimed at improving appearance

. as well as physical capability, and physical therapy.

(4) Family and.Community Services: This includes all services
not aimed directly at the clients who are served at the
facility, but aimed at clients' parents, siblings, and their

.,s; community, as well as at clients in other programs or at
home. This includes counseling for families, parent
meetings, community education efforts such as lectures
and mass media exposUre, home visits, and consultation.

1

(5) Diagnosis and Referral Services: This includes services
aimed not at directly benefitting the client, but at ensur-
ing that the client receives the most appropriate services.
Included here are client outreach and identification,,test-
ing, diagnosis and client assessment, referral to other

. agencies, placement in appropriate programs, and follow up
of clients.

(6) Administration and Staff Support: This includes services
oriented towards the management of the facility and the
supervision of staff. Included would be staff recruiting,
training and supervision, policy formulation'and implementa-
tion.

(7) Support Services: This includes all services aimed at
operation.of the facility such as food preparationr laundry,
building maintenance, and repairs.

2.4.7 Costs of Provider Se4vices for Survey Year

,

In calculating the costs of the 100 providers included in the

,

study, the expenditures of serving severely handicapped clients, aged 21

and under, were separated from expenditures of serving other clients at

the provider (i.e., non-severely handicapped clientsand/or clients over

age 21). Therefore, all expenditures described in this report refer only

to the expenditures of serving severely mentally retarded, severely

20
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emotionally disturbed, deaf-blind and severely multiply-handicapped

children and youth, aged 21 and under.
4

For the purpose of the cost analysis, All' expenditures were con-

sidered to ge either personnel or non-personnel items. The category of

"personnel expenditures" includes Ole salaries of provider personnel in

each of the 12 staff categories used in the study; salaries of consult-

ants and contracted personnel; and fringe benefits (FICA, health insur-

ance, life insurance, tpition reimbursements, and retirement). Non-

personnel expenditures include space transportation, consdhable supplies,

capital outlay, equipment rental, property insurance, taxes and non-per-

sow-lel contracts. Variables were constructed to describe the relative

contribution to total expenditures of personnel and non-personnel ex-

- penditures. Similarly, the contribution of personnel expenditures for

the seven service areas described in Section 2.4.5 were calculated as a

percent of total personnel expenditures.

Estimates of expenditures were obtained from the official records

and knowledgeable personnel of each provider. The primary source of in-

formation was formal records of expenditure (such 'as ledgers) or audited

annual.reports. Where these were not available, budget estimates for the

fiscal period under study were consulted, with staff members of the provider

making adjustments in budget line items where needed. In general, accurate

estiMates of total expenditures were obtained. Personnel information was

especially accurate since it must be maintained for income tax and FICA re-

porting purposes. Difficulties occasionally arose in identifying.the exact

Purpose of particular ledger items so that they could be assigned to their proper

cost categories. In such cases, administrative personnel of the provider (such

as a staff accountant or budget director) were consulted to explain in more

detail the nature of these items.

Costs were classified into the following personnel and non-person-

nel categories which were totaled to estimate personnel and non-personnel

costs:,

3 3
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Personnel Expenditures

Staff salaries

Fringe Benefits (FICA, insurance; etc.)

Consultant Expenditures

Non-Personnel Expenditures

"

Contract Services

Travel Expenditures

Consumable Supplies'

Space Expenditures (Rent or Mortgage)

Utilities

M,yñtenance and Repairs

quipment Rental

Insurance

Taxes

Interest Expenses

Capital Expenses

Other Non-Personnel

The cpsts reported were those incurred in serving severely handi-

capped clients aged 21 and under only. For providers whose populations
P

included clients other than our target population, the amount of non-per-

sonnel expenditures specifically expended to serve severely handicapped chil-

dren and youth was estimated by using as a pro-ration factor equal to the

size of the target population as a proportion of the total provider popu-

lation. That is, if the number of severely handicapped children and youth
)

in a provider constituted 80% of the total population, then we estimated

that 80% of the expenditures for non-personnel items were devoted to severely

handicapped children 'and youth. In some instandes it was felt by-provider

'personnel that their severely handicapped clients actually received a dis-

porportionatcly large (or small) shre of certain non-personnel items. In

ihese caces, the estimated pro-ration factor supplfed by provider staff was

3 (3
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used. Personnel expenditures were estimated by having staff members (or

knowledgeable provider personnel) estimate'the amount of time spent in
a

contact with or otherwise serving severely handicapped clients. This

proportion was used to obtain a pro-rated salary-expense..

For providers having both day and residential service components,

a similar process was used to separate expenditures for each component.

Staff.time spent with clients in each component was estimated: Certain

costs were readily identifiable as for exclusively. day (e.g. transportation

to the day program) or residential qe.g. laundry) activities. The

remainder of the costs were apportioned according to the day/residential

makeup of the severely handicapped client population studied, again after

checking the validity of such an estimate with the director and accountant.

2.4.8 The Observation Schedule and Observation Procedures

The Observation Schedule was adapted from observation.instruments

which were developed by M. Michael Klaber for use in his study,_Retardates

in Residence, A Study of Institutions (1967), University of Hartford,

West Hartford, Connecticut. With Dr. Klaber's permission the format of

the, Figinal instruments was extensively modified for use in this stucly;

howgVer, a considerablejlumber of the variables and their operational

definitions have been retained in their original form. The modified

form usedin thisstudy has two parts: the Observation' Coversheet, on

which data describing the observation setting were recorded; and the

Observation Schedule itself. A copy is included as the following two

pages.

The Observation Schedule was designed to record the behaviors .

and k4ctivities of severely handicapped subjects and any -interactions they

had with other persons in their environment: the staffuipx-other clients.

The OS provided "snapshots" of each subject's daily life in the provider

and a general flavor of the provider's context by recording the behaviors

of specific subjects, as well as the subjects' interactions with their

environment, and other clients' behaviors and interactions. The Observe-

tion'Schedule was divided into two major sections Client Items and

Staff Items. The behaviors of the subject,and any other clients in the

observation 'setting were recorded under the Cli:edt section (left half

of the Observation Schedule). Similarly, any staff behaviors observed
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NAME OF FACILITY:

ONSENVATI(C CNVE(lSHRET

1 2 3 4

NAME OP CONTACT PERSON:

OBSERVER'S NAME:

TIME BEGUN:

5. HOMOGENEOUS/HETEROGENEOUS GROUP

(8 ws. clients 21 and under) (I)

(1) (4) 61-00% 4,&7)

(2) 21-40% (5) 81-99%
(3)

(3) 41-60% (6) 100%

(4)

DATES

TIME FINISHEOs

BEFORE.OBSERVATION

6. SETTING , STAFF-CLIENT COUNT 13. SEX !? GPOUP

Ward (5) Bedroom/Bathroom 7-8. Clients indIed/Cribs (1)
.

A:I Male

Living Room/ (6) Clausroom/Library 9-10: Clients out.,01,Bed/Cribs (2) All Female

Day Room
(7) Gym/Auditorium 11-12. Staff, Total (3) MIxed. Group

Workshop
(8) Therapy Room

.

Dining Room/

0.0N.

(0) - No estimate Cafeteria (0) Outside
:.

14. LEVEL OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION

(1) LoO

(2) Moderate

(3) Hign

17. ODOR OF SETTING

(1) Neutral

(2) Antiseptic

(3) Noxious

20. GENERAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

(1) Low

(2) Moderate

(3) High

23. PLAY MATERIALS AVAILABLE

(1) None

(2) Few/Soma

(3) Adequate

(1)

dr

AFTER OBSERVATION

15. CONDITION OF'INTERTOR BUILDING

(1) In Excellent Repair.

(2) Moderately Well Kept Up

(3) In Poor Repair

10. SLEEPING PRIVACY (if appropriate)

(1) Very Private

(2) Somewhat Private

(3) Not Private

21. TYPE OF ACTIVITY

Mealtime or
Snacktime

(2), Naptime

(3) Instruction in
Vocational Activities

(6) Instruction in
Self-Care

(7) Basic Care

(8) Free Play

.04?
Instruction in (9),_____ Therapy
Recreational Activity

Instruction in (0) No Activities
Educational Areas Observed

24. CONDITION OF MATER(ALS

(1) Excellent

(2) Good

(3) Fair,

(4) Poor

(5) Not Applicable

2 4

16. PERSONAL APPEARANeE OF CLIENTS

(11 'Adequately Clothed

(2) Ill-Fitting/Unclean Clothes

(3) Inappropriately Clothed

(4) Partially or Completely Denuded

1,t)14)'I'f

Most'Adequatelli Clothed, Some .

in Ill-Fitting, Unclean Clothes

Most Adequatiay Clothed, Some
in Inappropriate Clothes

(7) Most Adequately Clothed, Some
Partially or Completely Denuded

19. 'TOILETING PRIVACY 4

(1) Very Private

(2) Somewhat Pelvate

(3) Not Private

22. PRESENCE OF OPERANT CONDITIONING

(1) ObYerved

(2) Not Observed

25, WhLITY OF MATERIALS

(1) High

.', (2) Moderate

(3) Low

(4) Not Applicable
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were recorded on the Staff section (right half of the Observation

Schedule). There is space for thtee client/staff observations on one

Observation Schedule.

The method of observation used in this study called for

systematic sampling of staff/client interactions in a variety of settings

at a variety of times during the clay. One observer observed at each

provider for approXimately one eight-bour.day, starting at 8:30 a.m.

' Observations were of five minutes duration, followed by a rest period

of five minutes, after which a new observ'ation of another subject began.

Observations were conducted in series of three. Hence, in an eight-hour

day approximately 12 series of observations (or 36 observations of

individual children) were completed.

Observations were performed in those settirllgs within.the provider

where the majority of the handicapped clients aged 21 and under spent

their typical day. "Settings" refer to any locations within the provicier

where severely handicapped clients spent the majority of their waking

hours, including wards, units, classrooms, recreation rooms, playground,

cafeterias, infirmaries and hospitals, etc. These locations were

determined by provider staff, although the observers made same decisions

about the appropriateness of particular settings and generally assisted

the selection process.

In an attempt to select three children random* for each of the

observation series,'the following procedure was used: as the observer

entered the observation setting, he or she selected the fifth client

from the,deft, the third client from the right and the client closest to

the middle of the room, as the three subjects to be observed in that

observation series.

Observation samples were recorded for five minutes, followed by a

rest period of five minutes, after which a new observation period began.

During the observation period, the 'observer placed checks in the appropriate

columns of the Observation Schedule as the behaviors and'activities

occurred. Check marks were scored on a three-point basis; one check in a

box indicated that the particulcar behavior or activity was observed only

minima y (once or twice), two checks indicated that the behavior was

4 0
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moderately prevalent during the observation period :three or,four times),

and threenecks indicated that the behavior was highly prevalent during

the observation period (five times or more). During the five-minute

rest period which followed each observation, the observer reviewed the

observations just.coded to make sure that the scoring adequately

reflected what was actually going on during the observation period.

2.4.9 Quality

1
Construction of a model or index of "quality" for providers

of services to severely handicapped children and youth was undertaken

during Phase II of the study. The quality index indentifies six major
41.*.

service areas in which the characteristics of.a proViaer are judged

according to Standards of high, medium, or low'quality. Data for con-

structing the quality index were drawn from each of the four major instru--
--\

ments used in the study -- the Director's Questionnaire, the Staff Question-

naire, the Cost Questionnaire and the Observation Schedule, including

its Coversheet.

The same qnality standards have been used for'all providers

included in the sudy, with ocsEasional provisions made for differences

betweedday and residential facilities. The eighteen quality indices

and scopeng system used in the' study aPpear.below.

QUALITY INDICES AND SCORING SYSiEM

A. EDUCATIONAL/HABILITATIVE OPPORTUNITIES

1 Range of Education/Habilitative Materials: Provider has
available and accessible to severely handicapped clients
a wide range of materialt for educational, habilitative, and
recreational use. ,The materials are capable of stimulating
a high degree of client development, are clean and in good
repair, and are sufficient in number and variety for all
clients.

)Quality Criteria -- Low: fe u materia's are available.
-- Medium: a rahge of different materials

are available; they are at least in fair
condition and of moderate quality;, only
available sometimes to clients.

High: a.wide range of materials which are
in at least good condition, of high
quality, and are always accessible to
severely handicapped clients.

4 1
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2. High Percentage of Staff Time Spent on Educational/Habilitative
Tasks: Staff spend a high percentage of their time providing
direct services to clients aimed at improving their level of
self-sufficiency and intellectual functioning. Specifically,
staff spend a high percentage of time providing educational and
instructional services, pre-vocational and vocational training,
occupational therapy, recreation, weech therapy, sensory aware-
ness activities, music therapy, etc., to severely handicapped
clients age 21 and under.

Quality Criteriar-- Low: provider staff spend no time or less than
10% of their time on educational/habilitative
tasks.

Day 4 , - Medium: staff spend at least 10% but less than
50% of their time on educational/habilitative
tasks.

L,-- High: staff spend more than 50% of their time
Ato, on educational/habilitative tasks.

I-- Low: provider.staff spend no time or less than
5% of their time on educational/habilitative
tasks.

Residential -- Medium: staff spend at least 5% but less thanO'l
. .50% of their time on educational/habilitative

i

'taSkS.1

.
.

1

t High: staff spend more than 50% of their time
on educational/habilitative,tasks.

3. Amodnt of-Client Time Spent on Educational/Habilitative Tasks:
A high percentage of the severely handicapped clients spend a large
number of hours during the.week in educational/habilitative activities.

Quality Criteria Low: less than 50% of the clients get any
services at all an& spend less than 10 hours
a week in educational/habilitativé activities.

"Medium: between 50% and 75% of the clients
spend between 10 anda.29 hours a week in eduCa-
tional/habilitative activities.

High: more' than 76% of the clients spend 30
hours or more a week in educational/habilita-
tive activities.
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B. STAFF-CLIENT INTERACTIONS

4. Warm Staff,Client Interactions: Staff encourages clients in their

endeavors, demonstrates affection verbally or physically, and

converses with clients.

Quality Criteria -- Low: all three behaviors are absent or are
present an,average of less than once per
observation series:

-= Medium: the three behaviors are present at
least once but less than twice per observation

series.
-- High: the three behaviors are present an average

of at least twice per observation,series.

5 Instructive Staff Behaviors: Staff attempts to educate/habilitate

clients through instructing them, offering them materials, and

playing with them.

Quality ,Criteria -- Low: all three behaviors are absent or are
present an average of less than once per

observation series.
-- Medium: the three behaviors are present

at least once but less than twice per obser-

vation series.
-- High: the three behaviors are present an average

of at least twice per observation series.

C. PARENT INVOLVEMENT

6. Parent Involvement with the Provider: Provider involves parents

in the development and operation of most or all of.the aspects of

the provider's operations including program planning, policy

making, evaluation, fund raising, and as volunteers.

Quality Criteria -- Low: no parent involvement.
=- Medium: parent involvement in 4 least one

activity.
-- High: more than 25% of the parents are in-

volved in at least three activities.

7. Parent Involvement with Their Child: Provider encourages families

to visit their child, and where possible, to take their child home

for periods of time; parents are involved with staff in discussions.

abt their child, in parent education sessions, and in home visits.

Quality Criteria -- Low: no poprents are involved in any activity:

parents never visit their child; no home

visits are made.
-- Medium: some parents are involved in activities

with their child; in residential providers less

than half the parents visit or take their child.

-- High: more than 25% of the parents are involved

in activities at the provider; for residential

providers over.half visit their child and/or take

their child home for visits.

4 3
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D. HUMANIZATION OF INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

8. Respect for Clients:. Clients.are viewed and treated4n a normalizing,
dignified way; they are viewed as human beings (not as clinical sub-
jacts, animals, or as children when adults); and they are not referred
to using derogatory or disrespectful language. This crildbrion will be

measured by the presence or absence of talking about,clients in their
presence; using derogatory language; and physical aggression,by staff
to client.

Quality Criteria -- Low: presence of all of the negative behaviors.
-- High: absence of all the negative behaviors.

9. Privacy: Progeam respects the privacy of its individual clientsas .

evidenced by private toileting and bathing areas.

Quality Criteria -- Low: no private toileting areas.
- - Medium: somewhat private toileting area.
-- High: very private toileting area.

ir

10. Non-Institutionalized'Environment: Program has few, if any, insti-
tutional aspects, is very homelike (e.g., comfortable furniture,
drapes, rugs, pictures, private or small bedrooms, private toileting
areas, homelike routine to daily activities).

Quality Criteria -- Low: high level of institutionalization
-- Medium: moderate level.of institutionalization
-- High: low level of institutionalization

11. Person71 Possessions: Clients have well-fitting and appropriate
clothing of their own; have personal possessions as well as a private
place to keep them.

Quality Criteria,' -- Low: virtually all clients are partially or corn-

! pletely denuded or clients are dressed in ill-
fitting or unclean clothes.

Day -- Medium: some clients are dressed appropriately,
some are not.

- - High: virtually all clients are dressed appropriately

Resideptial

Low: clients are partially or completely denuded
and/or have no private possessions.

Medium: some clients are dressed appropriately,
some are not; clients have few possessions, no
private storage place.

High: clients are dressed appropriately,. have
possessions and a.private place too store them.

12. Physical Cotfort: Living and activity areas are well maintained and
no unpleasant or noxious odors exist.

Quality Criteria Low: noxious odors and/or interior in poor repair.
- - Medium: antiseptic odor and moderate physical repair.
- - High: neutral odor and interior in excellent repair.

30
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E. EXTENT OF TRAINING & EVALUATION

13. Evidence of Client Assessment: Evaluation findings/data have
been systematically collected on client growth and development.

Quality triteria -- Low: no client asiessments made.
-- Medium: some f..1.Lent assessments, either in

a few areas or orly on a few clients.

- - High: requires testing of at least 76% of
the clients in at least four areas, e.g.,
self-suffIciencv, IQ, social-emotional
skills, achievement, etc.

14. Evidence of Program Evaluation: Evaluations of the provider

have been made in the last five years, particularly of the

edUcation/habilitation component.

Quality Criteria -- Low: no evaluations performed in last
five years.

- - Medium: some eValuation of educational/
habilitative services is performed.

-- High: evaluations of educational/habili-
tative services performed at least once

a TN.

15. Staff Development Opportunities: Provider offers extensi
opportunities for staff to develop their capabilities through'

training programs (e.g., pre-service training; in-service

training; course work paid for by providerf.

Quality Criteria -- Low: no training opportunities for staff.

-- Medium: one type of training bpportunity

is available to staff.

- High: at least two types of training
opportunities are available to staff.

F. CLIENT MOVEMENT

16. Evidence of Client Functional Level Improvement: Clients were

either released from the provider or moved to a different

setting within the provider due to the fact that their

functional level had improved.

k11.1

Quality Criteria -- Low: no severely handicapped clients were
discharged/moved because their functioning

level improved.
-7- Medium: between 1 and 10% of the severely

handicapped clients'were discharged
because their .functiOning level. improved.

- - High: 11% or more of the severely handi-
capped clients wAtetdischarged because
their functioning leVel improved.
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17. Evidence of Movement'of Severely Handicapplp Clients Out of Provider
into Less,pheltered Settings: Provider hae released a high percentage
of its severely-handicapped clients into less sheltered environments..
These include natural, foster or adoptive homes or community residences.

Quality Criteria -- Low: no clielct have been moved into less
sheltered environmen*in the past year..

\
-7 Medium: provider hae released 1 to 10% of its

total severely handicapped population to less
sheltered settings.

-- High: provider has released more than 10% of
its severely handicapped population to less
sheltered settings.

-18. Evidence that Clients Receive Educational/Habilitative Services After
Discnarge from the Provider: The provider has released clients into
settings where they receive some form of edtational and habilitative
services.

Quality Criteria -- Low: less than 50% of the clients released are
receiving tducational or habilitative services".

- Medium: betweeil 50% and 74% of the -clients
released are receiving educational or habilita-
tive services.

- - High: more than 75% of the clients released are
receiving educational or habilitative services.

As with the construction of tile entire quality model, decisions on

the relative cutoffs and weights amOng-the six major service areas were based,

upon the judgment and philosophy.of the Abt Associates project directors

in consultation with OPBE staff. The project directors wish to make clear

that the quality model was constructed based upon an absolute rather than

an empirical standard of what constitutes high, medium, or low quality

service for severely handicapped children and youth. Therefore, it is

likely that some readers may disagree with various aspects of the model.

The six major service areas (9r "aggregate" quality indices)

which constitute the quality model are shown in Table 2-5 following.

.The six aggregate variables were constructed using cluster of items

drawn from the study instruments asdescrIbed above.-
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Table 2-5

Aggregate Quality Variables

A. Educational and habilitative
opportunities

B. Stafi-Client Interactions ,

C. Parent Involvement

D. Humanization of Institutional
Setting

E. Extent of Training and
Evaluation

F. Client Movement

pe aggregate quality indices were compiled by tgumming their

component items. The particular items that constituted each of the six

quality categories were described on .pp. 17-32. In cases where data for

a particular provider was missing or incomplete, a mipsing value was

assigned to the quality variable for that provider. The avetage number

of missing cases for the 18 quality indices/was 1.5. (Much of this
i)

was due to the fact that provider did not permit observations.

Consequently, this provider lacked data for the seven quality indices

which required observation data.)

2.5 Limitations of the Data

In any research study, a compromise between practicality, the

infinite curiosity of the investigators, and the resources available

to the gtudy, must be reached. While this can generally be accomplished

without sacrificing the'Methodological integrity and rigor of a project,

some limitation on the generalizability of the study's findings often

results:

Two factors relating to the selection of providers contribute

to limiting the generalizability of the study results. These are:

first, the lack,of a precisely defined universe from which to sample;

and second, the self-selection biases of the selection procedures

utilized. Although the selected sites were drawn from a 5,000 provider

population compiled from two different sources, the population of

interest (providers serving severely handicapped children and youth)

was known to be somewhat smaller than this 5,000. However, it was not

possible to determine if a specific provider was or was not a member
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of this universe without obtaining additional dat.a from a mail survey.

Since the response rate to this survey was only 16% of the 5,000, all

non-responding providers remain unclassified.

The initial mail survey developed a list of providers frOm which

the 100 participants were selvted. Had the sites been selected .rom

this list in a strictly probabilistic manher, it would have beeh justi-

fiable to make statistical generalizations to this population. H9wever,

the resultant population may be-defined simply as "respondents to the'

mail questionnaire" and, therefore, no statistical generalizations shall

be made throughout this report.

Because participation in the study was-strictly voauntary on the

part of providers, it can be asserted that the sample was self-selected.

This self-selection took iilace at several points: first, unwilling

institutions did not respond to the initial mail questionnaire; later,

institutions which had responded to the questionnaire declined to parti-

cipate. It can be hypothesized.then that those institutions which did

not respond to the initial questionnaire or which...later declined to

participate are those which pekceive-themselves as providing low quality

care; therefore, the sample of 100 providers may well be biased toward

providers who perceive that they are providing higher quality care than

would actually exist in an unbiased sample.

A similar bias may be inherent in the procedures used to select

observation settings. Although the types of settings to be observed

were specified by the project directors both by letter and telephone

prior to the field visits, selection of settings was left up to the

provider director, particularly in cases where there were too many

.}-settings to be observed within the specified time period. In addition,

provider staff in the observation settings were informed of the obser-
.

vations prior to the visit. This advance notice could conceivably have

led some staff to plan atypical activities and to provide "better"

quality care to the clients during the observations. Finally, clients

were aware of the observer's presence in the settings.4' It is unclear,

however, whether this potential for reactiveness biased the observation

outcomes in any way.

Another source of bias lies in the fact that many of.the data

collected were self-reported on the part of provider representatives
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(directors, staff, etc.). Since questions were asked that could easily

have been misrepresented tdmake the provider look better than it actually

was, caution must again be taken in evaluating the data. However, cost

data'were obtained primarily from audited provider records (rathet than

from responses by individuals), therefore, it was assumed that these

data are relatively accurate and unbiased.

One last source of ambiguity in interpreting the research results

stems from the fact that some clients in the 100 selected providers (and

in the observation settings within the providers) were not "severely"

handicapped childre, or youth. In fact, over 60% of the observation

settings had non-severely handicapped clients in them. This condition

is unavoidable since most institutions do not presently segregate clients

by severity of handicap. However, this heterogeneity may lead to a

npmber of problems. First, some of the clients in observation settings

; were not severely handicapped, which could have affected the naturek)f

staff-client interactions in that setting. Second, certain types of

providers (most notably those serving emotionally disturbed clients) had

a smaller percentage of severely handicapped clients than other typea.

Finally, the fact that providers were heterogeneous raises the possibility

that responses to our question may have covered the larger client

population rather than only the severely handicapped clients. Although

explicit instructions were given to restrict responses tO the''client

population of interest, we have nosguarantee that this was in fact

accomplished.

4 9
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3.0 CHARACTERISTICS OF PROVIDERS AND CLIENTS

In this chapter, we shall discuss

graphic and programmatic characteristics of

to severely handicapped children and-youth,

some highlights of the demo -

the 100 providers of services

their -iiSrf and their clients.

Only the mostJ.nteresting and Programmatically relevant findings

will be presented in this chapter. The reader wishing, more detail on

particular variables or theresearch in gener,al is referred to the other

volumes of this study:

Volume 4: Case Studies of Provider Services contains extensive

prose discussions of mO'St of the variables that are addressed in this

section. Volume 4 discusses,providers grouped according to the primary

handicapping condition they serve.

Appendix A of the present volumejncludes 22 setS of tables

presenting provider characteristics in great detail. The important sub-
-

4. stance of these tables is discussed fully in the text, but more detail
.1

v,idpregented in Appendik A. Appendix A describes the 100 providers in

te4m:gof a number of dependent variables, broken down.by four primary°

,41!ndepien4ept variables:

proyider service type (dax, residential or mixed);

Size of severely handicapped population in the provider
(fewer. than 10, 10 to 50, 51 to 200, and more than 200
severely handicapped clients); ,

Provider client type (mentally retarded, eMotionally
disturbed, deaf-blind, multiply handidapped, and mixed
handicapping conditions); and

Control (public or private).

A two-way bre ,own of each dependent variable by provider service type

and client type is also included in Appendix A.

3.1 Description of the Providers

The focus of the present study is a group of 100 facilities

that provide day and/or residential services to severely handicapped

children and youth (age 21 and under). These providers may serve other

client groups as well, either in separate units of the provider or

integrated with members of the target population. The sampling procedure
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which yielded this group of providers has been described in Chapter 2.,

Here, will be prese d sults'of that sampling in terms of provider

characteristics.

Table 2-3 presents the original breakdown of the sample of

providers. While it was our intention to select approximately equal size

cells, the,distribution'of providers responding to the first mail

questionnaire made this impossible. For example, no large (Over 200

clients) day providers were selected. Also, few appropriate facilities

for deaf-blind clients were identifTarltherefore, only eight such

providers were included in the sample, and one of these was reclassified

following data collection. Several other reclassifications resulted in

further imbalances in the distribution of the sample on four primary

variables. The final status of the sample is described by Tables A-la

through A-ld in .Aivendix A. Again, we see that the cells for deaf-blind

proViders werethe hardest to fill, since only seven such providers were

in the final sample. ..None of these were mixed (day/residential) providers,

and none-were large (over 200 clients); also, none were day providers

serving between 10-50 clients.: Overall, we were able to obtain a balance

between publicly and privately .cgntrolled providers: However, according

to the original classification of the sample (TaLe -2-3), the large

residential cell (over 200 clients) only had one private provider (out

of 14) while the cell containing day providers serVing 10-50 clients

had 11 privately controlled provider; (out of 15). .0

Out of the 100 providers, 43 were located in areas classified as

"suburban" by our field staff members who Visited the sites (Table A-le).

This may reflect either the fact that many providers serving urban, inner-

city client populations are located'in suburban locations (since space is

often cheaper and easier to obt in) or a tendency on the part of field

staff to classify as "suburban' any providers that were not in obviously

urban or rural environments. We find the remaining providers approximately

equally distributed between urban (29) and rural (28), with relatively

more day providers being located in urban areas and more residential

providers being rural.

One additional issue explored in our survey of providers was the

nature of their service mandates (Table A-2).- That is, whattypes and
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levels Of disability.are they designed (and perhaps required) to serve?

Of_sopese,. Most providers had mandates to serve the type of.client.,hat

;repr.Tsented their primary client group. However, the ran7e of mandated

4a,ried. 1Droviders serving emotionally disturbed clients

. were very spedialized and rarely had mandate to serve other types of

disabirlity. While providers serving deaf-blind clients often had mandates
_ .

td serve Other:disability groups, thei, '.14as not generally true.

That ia, few other types of institutio ad mandates to serve deaf-blind

clients.

The severity of disability mandates was also studied. Overall,

65% of the providers were specifically mandated to serve severely handl.-
,

capped clients. Again, providers serving emotionally disturbed clients

often specialized; only 19% of such providers had a mandate to serve all

severity levels. In contrast, providers to mentally retarded clients

were mandated to serve all severity levels in 50% of the cases, and had

a specific mandate for the severely handicapped 90% of the time. In

general, the lallest providers (fewer than 10 severely handicapped clients)

were not specifically mandated to serve the severely handicapped (only 46%

had such a mandate). However, whether.mandated to serlie severely handi-

,)'capped clients or not, every one of the 100 providers studled was in fact

serving suFh clients. Specific mandate and actual enrollment of clients,

both in terms of severity and type of disability, do not appear to be

perfectly related. There appears to be a high degree of flexibility in

client admission.

3.2 Client Characteristics
a"

A total of 8,615 severely handicapped clients were enrolled in

the 100 providers visited in the course Of this study. Of these, 1,688

,14riolients were located in the 43 day providers, 3,481 clients were located

the 38 residential providers and 3,446 clientswere located in the 19
-

mixed providers.

The total institutional population of the 100 providers was

approximately two times larger than the severely handicapped children

and youth population since not all providers serve such clients exclusively.

While the average number of severely handicapped clients was about 86,

the average total population of an institution was approximately 162.
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Day providers were, on the average, quite a bit smaller than either

residential or mixed providers; their total-population was only 71

compared to 218 and 268 for mixed and the average enrollment size by

handicapping condition ranges from 39 clients in providers serving

primarily the deaf-blind to 113 clients in providers serving clients

with Various disabilities (Table A-3). Table 3-1 summarizes the total

and average enrollment of severely hand±cal6ped clients by provider client

type and provider service type.

,Publicly controlled providers were.much larger than privately

controlled ones, both in terms of total population and the numbek of

severely handicapped clients served. The average public provider enrolled

236 clients,in total, 121 (51%) of which were severely handicapped by

our definition. Private providers averaged 99 total clients, of whom

56 (57%) were severely handicapped (Table A-3),.

Over all providers, 63% of the severely handicapped clients.were

male, although 78% of the clients of providers 'serving primarily emotionally

disturbed persons were male (Table A-44).

Investigations of the ethnicity of clients show that 80% of

all severely handicapped clients in these providers were white, 14%black

and 6% other'minority. This differential is maintained except in two

situations. First, the proportion of minority clients was greatv in

larger providers (over 50) than in.smaller oneS (under 50). Approximately

14% of the clients in the smaller group were minority as compared to 29%

in the larger group. Another interesting finding is that 26% of the clients

of deaf-blind providers were black (Table A-4a).

Clients enrolled in day programs tend to remain enrolled approxi-

mately 4.5 years while clients of residential programs remain for about

5.4 years. Major deviations from this are providers serving primarily

emotionally disturbed clients, where the average enrollment period was

two years for residential piOgrams and 2.3 years for day programs. We

may conclude that the enrollment period for emotionally disturbed clients

is significantly shorter than that for other handicapping conditions.

We also note that the average enrollment period for clients in residential

deaf-blind programs was 9.7 years while that for day deaf-blind programs

was 4.5 years, exactly the average hor all day programs (Table A-4a)..
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Table 3-1

Number of Severely Handicapped Clients

by Provider-Client'Type by Provider Servide Type

,

Provider Clie)t
Type

4

Provider Service Type

Day
---1

Residen4a1 ,Mixed Total
,

.

Mentally
Retarded

N=10
n=360
(7=36)

N =5

n =190

. (R=38)

N=2
.

n=1024
(R=512)

N =17

n =1574

(R=93)

Emotionally
Disturbed .

N=8
n=224

(7=28)

N=9
n =657

(7=73)

N=4
n=220_ .

(x=55)

N=21
n T1101

,

(7c.152)

Deaf-
Blind

A=3
n=126
(7=42)

N =4

n =148

(e=37)

0

N =7

n =274

(7=39)

Multiply
Handicapped

N=I0
n=570

(Tc=57)

N =6

n =1002

(7=167)

N=9
n=592
(K=74)

N =24
n =2164

6=90)

Mixed
N=12
n=408
(-i=34)

A =14
n =1484

(i=106)

N =5

n =1610

(Te=322)

. N .=31

n =3502

(7=113)

Total
N=43
n=1688
(,7=39)_

N =38
n=3481,
(5=92)

N=19
p =3446
(2=181)

N !=100

n =8615

(7-i,86)

KEY :

= Number of providers

= Number of severely handicapped clients

= Mean number, of severely handicapped clients
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3.3 Staff Characteristics

There were an average of .85 fufl-time equivalent staff per client

served (based on a 40-hour work week) over all providers.* Attendants

accounted for the largest proportion of this total, with .20 attendants

per client. We also observed averages of .11 administrators and .15 support

staff members per, client, as well as .13 certified teachers and .10 non-

certified teachers/aides. Other full-time equivalent averages per client

,ranged from .002 (psychiatrists and medical doctors) to .05 (therapists).-

As might be expected, residential and mixed providers had sig-
.

nificantly more staf,per client than day providers in the categories of'

attendant (.37 and ..25 vs. .02) and support staff (.22 and .27 vs. .04),

and, or a smaller scale,'in the categories of nurse, peychiatrist, and

medical doctor. Very small providers employed more certified teachers

than the average (.18 pet client), and providers serving 10-50 clients

had more non-certified teachers (.14 per client). Very large providers
-

had high ratios in the categories of attendant (-30 per client), nurse

(.09 per client ,ve. 'a.n.overall average of .04) and mediCal*doctor.(.008 vs.
,

.002 overall),.possibly related to the fact that there-were no day providers

serving more than 200 clients.

Providers.serving mentally retarded clients had a much lower ratio,

of .56 staff per client servedl averages for all staff categories were lower

among this group. Providers serving emotionally disturbed clients and

deaf-blind populations had high numbers of "staff per client served with

.997 and 1.02 respectively'. Providers to emotionally disturbed clients

showed high staff:client,ratios in the categories of therapist (.12 staff

per client vs. .05 overall), social worker (.05 staff-per client vs. .02

for all providers), and psychiatrist (.006 staff pei. client vs. .002 overall).

Numbers of staff.per _client in the categories of certified teacher, non-

certified teacher/aide, administrator, and "other" were also higher than,.

average in providers serving emotionally disturbed clients. Among providers

7
/*Note: Due to the fact that staff in some providers worked half-time

with severely handicapped clients, staff hours were converted
to a full-time equivalent based on a 40-hour work week.e
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serving deaf-blind clients, very high staff:client averages existed in

the categories of certified teacher (.26), non-certified teacher/aide

(.21), and attendant (.31), while ratios were below average for all'

other staff categories.

Public providers had more staff per client than did private

providers in three categories: nurse (.06 public vs. .02 private),

support staff (.22 vs. .09), and attendant (.24 vs. .16). Over,all

staff categories, public providers had an average of .98 staff members

per client as compared to .70 for private providers.

Demographically, 80% of provider staff memlpers were white,

exactly the proportion observed for clients. Again, larger providers

had a larger proportion Of minority staff than smaller ones. Although
,

there was little difference in the characteristics of the clients in

providers serving emotionally disturbed,populations, we found 91% of

their staff members to be white. Public providers had more minority

staff than private providers (26% vs. 15%). Only 23% of the staff members

were male, with the largest concentration of male staff members in large

providers, wherethey may serve as attendants and support staff, and in

providers sevring itlotionally disturbed clients, where a higher number

o. professional statf was noted (Table A-5).

3.4 Provider Services

4.
A primary focUs of the present stUdy wat the type of Services

offered by the providers to their severely handicapPed clients. In all,

sever typeg of se4vices were investigated. Table 372, following, is a

summary uf nur findings in terms of service offerings:

Table 3-2

Services Offered by Percent of Providers
Offering Each Service

0

Service Percent of Providers Offering Service

Educational/Habilitative
Basic Care
Diagnosis and Referral
Family and Community
'Administration
Support
Medical 5 3

42'

94%
89%
84%
82%
79%
77%
51%



Educational and basic care services were the most widely offered

while medical care was the least widely offered across the 100 providers.

Generally, medical services were secured from a source outside of the

provider when they were necessary by providers not delivering such

services themselves. Residential and mixed providers were more.likely

.to offer medical care than day providers (55% and 58% vs. 44%); very large

institutions were more likely to deliver them than very small ones

(77% vs. 33%). Family and community services were more likely to be

provided by day than residential providers, while the reverse was true

of support services. In general, a smaller percentage of the very small

providers offered any of the types of service; the exceptions are educational/

habilitative and basic care services. An explanation is that providers

serving 4Wer clients are restricted in the range of services they are able

to offer, while larger institutions have the necessary base to deliver

a wide range of-services. Similarly, a smaller percentage of providers

serving mentally retarded clients, compared to other provider client

types, offered a wide range of services (Table A-6).
A

We alsa looked at educational/habilitative services as an

aggregate category including not only the original educational/habilitative

services category but also diagnosis and referral, and family and community

services (Table 11). Across the 100 providers, we found that 99% offered

educational/habilitative services of some sort to their clients. In most

categories of providers, every provider offered such services. The

exceptions were residential providers, among provider service types;

providers serving 10-50 clients, among providers grouped by size; and

providers serving primarily multihandicapped clients, among provider

client types. Even these types of providers offered educational/habili-

tative services in the vast majority of cases. The least likely providers #

to offer these services were day providers serving deaf-blind clients;

only 77% of these providers offered such services.

One final aspect of services (especially educational services)

is follow-up. While 97% of the clients enrolled in the 100 providers

received educational and habilitative services (Table A-7), only 77% of

those discharged were estimated by provider staff to be receiving such

services after release (Table A-8). Of these clients, the largest
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number were receiving educational services from local schools (suggesting

that these clients were living inta natural or foster home), while the

remainder were served primarily by special day programs andresidential

facilities similar in nature to those studied. Clients released from

day providers were more likely than those released from residential

providers to receive their educational services in schools, while those

discharged from residential providers were more likely to receive these

serviles in residential care settings.

3.5 Admiesion and Discharge

For the 100 providers studied, an average of 43 client appli-

cations were received over an eldVen-month period ;Yarting July 1, 1973.

The average number of applications in residential and mixed (day/resi-

dential) providers were somewhat higher than for day providerS. Numb

of applicants vary directly with provider size, ranging from 12 in the

smallest providers to 90 in Ittie largest.

Seventy-one percent Of the applicants across all providers were

accepted as clients. Acdeptances vary with type of provider from 54% in %
residential providers to 83% in day providers. Providers serving multiply

handicapped clients had an exOeptionally high rate of acceptance (97%),

)1

while providers of services to emotionall disturbed clients had a low
.

acceptance rate (48%). Public providers howed an average 'acceptance rate

of 85%, while private providers accepted only 60% of their applicants.

The average waiting period for admission into day programs in'

the 100 providers studied was just over three months. This period was much

longer (six months) for day programs in mixed providers serving more than

200 clients, and shorter (1.8 months) in providers serving 10-50 clients.

Residential programs had an average waiting period of 7.7 months, more

than twice the waiting period for day programs. This difference may be

related to the longer enrollment period of residential clients and to the

definite capacity limits of residential facilities. Variability in the
4

average waiting period was much greater for residential programs than for

day programs. In the smallest and the largest provideis,-tha average

waiting periods were 3.3 months and 2.8 months respectively, while in

providers serving 51-200 and those serving 10-50 clients, the average

waiting periods were 111 months and 14.2 months respectively. The waiting
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period for applicants to resiaiAtial providers serving multiply handicapped

clients was exceptionally long (18.5 months). Applicants to public

.residential programs wait an average of 11.2 months fdr.admission While

appliocAllits to residential programs in private providers wait an average

of 40 months.

An average of 26 clients per provider were discharged during an

eleven-month period from July 1, 1973 to June 1, 1974. However, providers

serving deaf-blindeclients released an average of only.one client per

Provider during the eleven-month period while providers serving emotionally

disturbed clients discharged an average of 54. For day providers, an

average of 10 clients'were discharged.

The following tables summaTize the reasons given for client

discharge and ;their placemen't after leaving the providers studied. Because

of the different nature of day and residential programs, separate data

were.collected for each group. Table 3-3 presents th reported reasons

for client discharge from the providers.

of clients after their release.

Table 3-4 summarizes the placement

The primary reason given for discharge of-both day and residential

clients was improvement in the client-'s functioning level. For day pro-
,

viders, the next mo-t common reason.is reffibval by the client's family.

In residential programs, death or deteriortion of.functioning are the

next most common reasons. For both day and residential programs, functional

improvement was not an important discharge reason for small (lesS.:-.Ehan 10)

providers, while functional deterioration was. A description of their
\

placement can be found in Table 3-4.

Client age as a discharge factor applied most g-Xclusively to

day programs for emotionally disturbed clients and to residential programs

for multiply handicapped clients. Functional deterioration or improyement

were both very common reasons for discharge from providers serving deaf-blind

clients, suggesting that these providers were equipped to serve a relatively

narrow range of severity. Family removal of the client was not citkd as'

a reason for release in any of the residential providers Serving deaf-blind .

clients.

Both day and residential clients were most likely to be discharged

to their natigral homes rather than to any,other living situation, with
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...... Table 3-3

Percent of Clients Discharged
by Reason for Discharge by.Program Type

Reason for
Discharge

Day
Programs

Residential
Programs

Client Functioning
Level,Improved

Client Functioning
Level

Client Died

Client Removed
by Family

Client Reached
Maximum Age

Funding of
Provider Redu-CecL

Other Reasons

36%

8%

71,

14%

43%

12%

11%

9%

2%- 56

2$% 154 .,

Vie

./

Table 3-4

r Percent, of -Clients Disch-a4pd
by Subse4uept 7P1ecelpent by 'Proqram Type.
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75% of,discharged day clients and 38% of residential clients released to

such settings. The next most likely placement for both groups was other

institutions, accounting for 12% of day clients and 22% of residential.

Alternative community placemen-ts (foster or group homes) together accounted

for 24% of residential releases but only 6% of released day clients.

The above trends are fairly consistent over providers, although

some variation was-noted. Day deaf-blind clients were far more likely to

be released to another institution than to a community setting (natural,

foster, or group home). However, residential deaf-blind clients were more

likely to be released to their parents than were any other type of client

(84%). Public providers appeared more likely to release their clients

(both day-and residential) to alternative community settings than were

private providers, perhaps because public institutions have more ready

access to these types of facilities.

3.6 Other Provider Characteristics

This section describes some other provider characteristics. These

have been selected either because of their policy relevance or because they'

are hypothesized to relate to provider cost or quality and, consequently,

will be investigated further in Chapters 5 and 6.
7

.3.6.1 Formal Evaluation

Sixty-three,percent of the providers studied were formally evaluated

within the last five years, usually by state or federal agencies and/or

by the provider's own staff. The occurrence of formal evaluation was

directly related to prow:der size, going from 46% of the smallest providers

to 100% of the largest. Dublic br private sponsorship did not appeanto

affect the incidence of formal evaluation.

.,

Eighty-two percent of the providers which had been evaluated used

results of the evaluations to develop instructional programs. Evaluation

results-were used by 53% of the providers to measure client progress and

by 40% cl the providers to evaluate program 'Components.. The most interesting

variation in the use of results was among providers serving different client

groups. Where 100% of the providers serving deaf-blind clients used
-.

evaluation results to develop instructional programs, only 64% 6f the

,providers serving a mentally retarded population put evaluation results to
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measure client progress, while only 33% of the providers to,deaf-blind

clients did so. Providers serving'emotionally disturbed clients were those

most likely to use results to evaluate program components, and this group

was also wen above average in the application of other possible uses of

evaluation (93% used results to develop instructional programs and 59% to

measure client progress.) 1

3.6.2 Formal Client Assessment

Client assessment was a very prevalent practice among the providers

studied, with 94% of all providers conducting some type of formal assessment.

This tendency went across all types of providers, except those serving

deaf-blind clients (where only 71% of the providers conducted client

assessments), which may be a !unction of the difficulty of testing this

client population.

Individualized and standard assessment techniques were about

equally distributed, with 48% of all providers using the same assessment

procedures for all clients. Again, providers serving deaf-blind clients

differed from this general trend: 70% of these providers used the same

assessment procedures for all clientS'.

Self-sufficiency was assessed by 94% of the providers, while

intellectual functioning was asse9sed by only 83%. Variations from this

trend are noteworthy. Providers serving emotionahy disturbed clients

were the least likely to assess self-sufficiency, probably because this is

not always a,significant part of the disability of emotionally disturbed

clients. Likewise, only 67% of the providers serving deaf-blind clients

assessed intellectual functioning. This could be a result of either the

fact that standardized intelligence tests would be very difficult to

administer.o such persons or to the possibility that intellectual func-

tioning as a general concept is not a central part of these clients'

disabilities. Very large (over 200) providers assessed intelligence in

98% of the cases. (This fact, together with the observation that they

were also very likely to use the same assessment procedures for all clients,,

suggests that the size of these institutions may make reliance on standar&

procedures very attractive.)

6 2
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3.6.3 Parent Involvement

Directors of 95% of the providers studied indicated that there was

some parent involvement in provider programs. This'involvement most often

took the form of discussions with staff about children, participation in

:1 parents' groups or other provider-affiliated organizations, parent educa-

tion sessions, and development of training or instructional programs for

children. The existence of parent involvement was directlY related to

.provider size (ranging from 88% among the smallest to 100% among the two

largest groups of providers). An average of 46% of the parents of clients

were actively,involved in the planning or delivery of services to their

children. This average was somewhat higher for day providers than for

residential providers. Size appears to be related to parent activity

in service planning/delivery: among providers serving 10-50 clients, an

"average of 60% of the parents participated in service planning/delivery,

while in providers serving more than 200 clients, only 25% assisted.

However, many large providers were located in isolated rural areas, thus

inhibiting-parental involvement. Sixty-one percent of the parents of

clients enrolled in providers serving emotionally disturbed children and

youth were involved in service planning or delivery.

3.6.4 Parent and Client Visiting

The majority of clients enrolled in the residential programs

studied were visited by their families at least on some ocCasions, as

reported by the provider directors. In all, 43% of the clients were

reported to be visited by their families more than once a month and 33%

were visited less than once a month. However, it was reported that 24%

of all clients in residential programs were never visited by their families.

The least amount of visitation was observed in providers serving over 200

severely handicapped clients (only 28% of their residential clients were

visited more than once'a month while 40% were never visited). Providers

serving primarily emotionally disturbed or deaf-blind client populations

appeared to have the most visiting; those serving multiply handicapped

or mixed client populations had the least amount of parent visitation.

Public providers had only slightly less visiting by families than private

providers.
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One alternative to parents visiting an institutionalized severely

handicapped child is to have the child make visits to his or her'home. .In

\_ the residential programs studiedithe.observed frequency of home visits

(again, as reported by the providet directors) followed a pattern ve.rY
-,°

similar to that described above for parent visiting. -Forty percent'bf-

the residential clients made home visits more than once a month while 27%

never made such visits. Residential clients from mixed providers made

considerably more home visits than those enrolled in purely residential

providers. Again, very large providers had less home visiting and the

differences observed according to the primary client population served

remain as described above.

3.6.5 Changes in Providers,

More than two-thirds of the providers-studied indicated that

significant change had occurred over the past five years in: numbers of

provideriktaff (79% indicated increases); enrollment size (mostly incrases

in day providers, decreases in residential); educational approach (usually

upgrading, use of more/better materials, new techniques); funding source
*

or level (increases in most cases, with more public and less private

support); sand range of services offered (expanded and more comprehensive).

FeWer providers had changed in physical size (enlargement); enrollment

capacity (more increases than decreases indicated); severity and types of

handicaps served (most providers serving more severely and more multiply-

handicapped clients); and discharge criteria (usually better defined

criteria, greater tendency to discharge if alternative placements are

.available). In general, providers serving more than 50 clients had changed

more often' in most of the areas mentioned. In groups of providers by

primary hahdicapping.condition served, change had geperally oCcurred at

rates similar to ovoerall rates. Exceptions exist among providers serving

mentally retarded clients, 94% of which had changed in educational
0

approach .(expansion of techniques and programs); among providers serving

emotionally disturbed clients, where 75% had increased in physical

facility size; and among providers serving deaf-blind-clients, 100% of which

had increased the number of provider staff.. Private providers had increased

their funding levels with proportionately more public support havingibeen

obtained. 6 4
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317 Qua4ty

The primary measure of overall provider quality used in the

present study was a variable indicating,eacleprovider's quality score as a

percent of the maximum possible score that could have been earned by that

.provider (see Section 2.4.9). For all 100 providers studied, the mean

quality score observed was 63%, with no provider scoring lower than 33% or

higher than 87%.

Day providers were found to be'of slightly higher quality than

residential providers (65% vs. 59%), while mixed providers averaged 67%.

The number of severely handicapped clients enrolled in a provider appeared

to be related to quality, with the very smallest (fewer than 10 clients)

having the lowest quality. It,is interesting to note that this relationship

was noe strictly linear; the largest providers (serving'more than 200 severely

handicapped clients) had a slightly lower quality score than those serving

51-200 clients. This suggests that the optimal number of severely handi-

capped clients served by a given provider may lie somewhere between _50 and

200.

Providers serving primarily emotionally disturbed clients were

observed to have the highest level of quality; all other providers (grouped

.by client population) were of approximately equ 1 quality. We observed no

difference in the level of quality achieved by ublic as opposed to private

providers.
A

Residential providers serving primarily mentally retarded_clients

were found to have the lowest level of quality of:any such type-client

population group,(46%) while mixed (day/residential) providers serving

mentally retarded alients had the highest average quality (75%). Among

day providers, tho e servjeig primarily deaf-blind clients were the lowest

in quality, while day providers serving clients who had all other handi-

capping conditions were about equal in quality. For residential providers,

those serving primarily mentally retarded clients had the lowest level of

quality while those whose target population was either emotionally

disturbed or deaf-blind clients had the highest.

The total quality index was composed of six variables including

educational and habilitative opp tu s; staff-client interactions;
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parent involvement; humanization of institutional setting; eXtent of

training and evaluation; and ciient movement. Important variations in

the level of quality observed on these scales are that day providers are

uniformly higher than residential providers on all quality components

except client movement out of the provider. Male piovider size was

positively related to overall quality, smaller providerS were observed
li

to be of higher quality in terms of educational opportunities, staff-client

interaction (although this difference was small), and humanization. The

largest providers (over 200 clients) had the lowest quality score for

three components (educational opportunities, staff-client interaction and-

humanizatioql; however they aChieved the highest levels on the extent of

training and evaluation.

With regard to the primary client population served by the

providers, those serving deaf-blind clients had the highest levels of

Nct
1

educational opportunity, staffclient int ction and training an d evaluation.

However, these providers were dramatically lower than others in terms of

client movement out of the provider. Providers serving primarily emotionally

disturbed clients were usually tbove average on
(

each quality component;

other types of providers were generally at or near the average. Public

and private providers were again observed to have no important differences

in quality foi any of the six subscales. -)

To summarize our findings about quality, e shall make several

generalizations. The discussions contained in-Chapters 5 and 6 will expand

upon these findhgs and invest5te the relationship-of other vaiiables

to provider quality. Our quality findings are:

Day providers were of higher quality tl3an re4dential
or.mixed providers.

Larger providers were of higher quality than smaller
providers, with the optimal number of clients being
51-200.

Providers serving primarily emotionally disturbed
clients were of higher quality than all other
providers.

Public and private providers were virtually identical
in quality.

These bivariate relationships will be further explicated by the measures

of association discussedin Chapter 6.
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4.0 ANALYSES AND RESULTS:- OBSERVATION SCHEDULE

The ObserVation SChedule and its analysis plan were designed for

two purposes:

1) to describe characteristics of the settings within
the 100 providefs; and

2) tc5 determine Common occurrences of types of behavior
of clients, of staff, and between clients and staff.

A copy of the complete Observation Schedule was included in Chapter 2

of this volume (pp. 24-25).

The two objectives for the Observation Schedule were met by

the collection of two different types of data. The coversheet of the\

Observation Schedule was used to collect descriptive information abou&,_

the settings in which structured observation took place. Such data, as .

the type of setting observed (classroom, dining facility, recreation

room, etc.), number of staff and clients, and general.appear'ance of the

setting were noted. The second type of information collected with this

form was a series of structured observations of the characteristics of

staff-client interaction in the settings. The transactions between

individuals in the setting, if any occurred, were recorded, along with

information as to the frequency of each type of interaction and the person

initiating it. As discussed in Chapter 2, the structiered observation

approach used'in the present study was adapted from a procedure developed

and tested by Dr. Michael Klaber for his study, Retardates in Residence:

A Study of Institutions (1967). These findings are discussed in Section 4.1.

Because of the tremendous amount of raw data generated by

interaction analysis, a procedure for reducing this Amount to a far

smaller and more manageable number of variables was implemented. A

"classical" factor analOis of the interaction variables was performed

so that factor scores describing' the most important factors could be

computed and analyzed. The4letails of this proceduresare presented in

Section 4.2.

A total of 1151 observation settings were visited in the 99 pro-

viders in which observation data were collected. (One provider refused to

allow use ot the Observatdon Schedule within its settings.) One set of
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setting description data and three sets of staff-client interaction data

(for a total of 3453 sets of the latter) were recOrdeetfor each of the

1151 settings: Table 4-1 shows the variability in the number of settings

observed within the 99 providers by primary type of handicapping condition

served and by type of.provider (day, residential or mixed). Although

there is some imbalance across thdyarious types of conditions and

providers, the ratio between the number of providers of a particular type .

and the number of settings observed within tha't type remains fairly

consistent. The observation settings were selected from those where the

majority of severely handicapped clients were, located during various times

of the day. The distribution.of the number of sets of setting 'description

data varied from provider to provider, depending on the number of settings

within the provider which serviced severely handicapped clients and the

amount of time the observers spent in each setting. In some providers

multiple observations were Made of the same location at different tirftes

during the day. This was necessary in situations where fewer than eight

. different appropriate locations existed in,the provider.

4.1 Characteristics of Settings

A series of tables summarizing the data collected by the Observa-

tion Coversheet are contained in Appendix B of this volume. As in Chapter

3, the following section will highlight the important results contained

in those tab],es. Readers wishing more detail are referred to Appendix B

or to the discussion of the observation findings in Volume IV: Case

Studies of Provider Services.

The settings observed in the 99 providers were generally homogeneous

with respect to the concentration of severely handicapped clients. Overall,

62% of the settings observed had.100% severely handicapped'clients in them,

with residential providers having slightly more homogeneous settings. At

the opposite extreme,.10.5% of the settings observed had 20% or fewer

severely handicapped clients in them.

The highest proportion of observations n all types of providers

were conducted in classrooms. Seventy'percent of ob ervations in day pro-
. -

viders were made in classrooms, while only 51% and 32% of the observations

were made in classrooms.at mixed and residential provi.y/ers, respectively.
1.

Over all providers, living or day rooms, gyms or auditoriums, and. dining
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Table 4-1

Distribution of,Ohserved Settings

Within Each of the 99 Providers

No. of Settings

Observed

Per Provider

Total No. of NO. of, Providers of Services :No. of Providers of Services

Provideri By Handicapping Condition by Type'of Provider

4

MR ED DB MH MIX Day Residential Mixed

8 1 1

o 9 1
,

1 1

,10 19 2 42 3 8 11
,

3

11 22 6 5 3 3 5 7 11 4

12 36 4 8 2 11 11 17 12 , 7

, $
13 14 4 2 4 4 4 6 4

14 4 1 1 1 1 2 1

1

1

15 1 1 1

16 0

1 17 1

Total No'. of 1151 200 231 77 287 356. 479 448 224

Settings
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rooms or cafeterias were the next most frequently observed settings. The

type of activity observed in the settings was educational in nature in

34% of the observations. Recreational activities were the next most

frequently observed. While the general observation of more educational

activity was found in all three types of providers (day, residential and

mixed), a much lower occurrence of this activity type was.observed in

residential providers (23% of the observations vs...39% and 35%); moreover,

the incidence of no definableoactivity at'all was much greater in resi-

dential providers (22% of the observations vs. 3% and 13%).

'Ale general activity level in the settings was observed to be

moderate in 49% of the cases, with the remaining settings about equally

divided between high and low levels of activity. Residential providers

tended to have more low activity settings while day providers had more

high activity ones. Both groups had about the same number of mdderate

activity level settings.

Most 8f the clients observed in the 1151 settings were not

confined to a bed or crib. Overall, less than 7% of the settings had any

clients so confined.
4

The great m jority of observation settings included both male

and-female clients 69%). Approximately 23% of the settings observed

were all mdrcand 8% were all female. The residential providers studied
P

had a tendency to have more sex-segregated settings than did day providers.

Observers were asked to assess the degree of institutionalization*

of eadh setting as being either high, moderate or low. Over all 1151

settings, 45% were judged to be'of a low degree of institutionalization,

43% were moderate and the remaining 12% were highly institutional. Day

providers had a far lower degree of institutionalization than did residential

or mixed providers. Also, the condition of the interior of t:he building

was considered "excellent" in over 77% of the settings and poor in only 1%.

Noxious odors were present in about 4% of the settings and an antiseptic

smell was noted in nearly'3%. Generally, day providers were more likely

to have a neutral odor.

-

*The degree to which the setting is !hinstitutional" in atmosphere --
e.g., lacks comfortable furniture, drapes, rugs, homelike rhythm or
routine to daily activities, etc.

7 I.
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Clients were'adequately clothed in the vast majoriof settings

(96%), with inapprOpriate attire or partial undress noted 10apout 4% of

the settings (all in residential providers).- Sleeping;Ccinditions were

reported to be "somewhat private" with rooms shatsd by',asmall number of

clients, or "not private" (wards). in the majority of cases. Toilet

facilities were very private in 62% of the settings and not private in

22%.

Operant conditioning techniques were fouhd in 22% of the observa-
r-.

tions. Whereas the techniques were observed somewhat more frequently

day providers, they were not being generally employed in the settings
A

observed.

There were an adequate amount of play materials in 74% of the

settings observed. Day providers tended to have more settings so equipped

while 14% of the settings in residential providers had no play materials
..

at all. The materials found in the settings were in excellent condition

in 61% of the observations. is was generally true across all types of

providers, although materials were somewhat poorer in condition in resi-

dential providers. The quality of.the materials was also assessed to be
*4

c

high in 63% of the observations. Again, the quality of materials observed
4

was generally high while day and mixed providers had materials of somewhat

better quality than residential providers.

4.2 Types of Behavior Observed
1

The Obs ervation Schedule was used to co llect information, during

three consecutive observations in a single setting. Each observation

period produced two sets of information:

Behaviors of an individual client and that client's
interaction with staff and peers (individual behavior );

-and

Behaviors of all other clients and their interaction
with staff and peers (group behavior).

The ten variables dealing with inner-directed or setting-directed staff

behaviors were included with both the individual data and the group data.

Both sets of data, consisting of 62 variables each, were coded in intervals

appropriate for aggregation to the provider Ilevel and for analyses using

parametric statistical techniques.
7 2
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The 3453 observations of both individual and group data were

submitted to a classical factor analysis: that is, communality estimates
.

s

were inserted into the diagonal of the correlation matrix (containing

all 62 variables).before the principal akis extraction matrix was

IL

calculated. Initial factors were rotated to a varimax solution The

screen technique was used to determine an optimal number of fac to

rotate. A solution containing seven factors, each with an eigenvalue

greater than 1.0, was identified for the individual data. A similar

solution for the group data consisted of eight factors with eigenvalues

greater than 1.0. An incomplete factor score was calculated for all

'individual and group factors, using the procedure recommended by Horn

(1965). Each variable which loaded at least 10.3 on a specific factor
,

was identified; standard scores for each of the 3453 observations were

calculated for those variables identified; and the standard scOres'of

the variables were summed. The equation below summarizes the procedure:

Factor Score for Standard Score for Standard Score for

Observation 1, = Observation 1, + Observation 1,

Factor 1 Variable a Variable b

Standard Score for
+ Observation 1,

Variable c

The factor scores were then aggregated'across all observations taken in a

.provider. Thus, seven individual and eight group factor scores kor egch

of the 99 providers were calculated.

4.2.1 Individual Behavior

The seven factors which emerged from the 62 variables pertaining

to'individual clients are shOWn in Table 4-2, defined by the variables'

which loaded greater than 10.3. The amount of total variance in the set

of 62 vatiables accounted for by each factor (its eigenvalue) is shown in

this table as welL

;

Since th6factor structure of the individual data was so similar

to the factor structure for the group data, it was decided to utilize the

set ofAta/which represented the behaviors of more clients, i.e., the

group data, in this report. Despite this decision to limit Atte dfscussion

of the results to one set of data, parallel analyses were conducted.

-
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Xallpedr mt/ndiNfidtal bata

c

,

f StaffT
,.. ,

t E.Oteir.44tiobs,'

,-

Yari -Loading Name '

.,

Approaches Staff

-.82,- Responds to Client'd
,

- Approach

..,MeaitimeaBebaVic(is.

3

4

5

6

7

:

Sustained Staff-
Client Interactions

"Inner-directed
Client Behaviors

Staff-Client
Interactions during
Instruction

Staff-Client
Interactions during
Play

Negative Behaviors

.148

.131

,

.120

.090

.087

C4p,

S304
v..

i-37

C-46

S=48

C-51

C-31

C-29

C.-46

S-47

S-45

S-49

S-51

C-49

S-54,

S-53

S-46

)

.60

38

.84

.82

.46

.42

--.31

.64

.63

.31

.51

.43

.41

.34

.32

Keyed to item number on Observation Schedule (p. 25);

C 7 Client, S = Staff.
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Food

Feeds

Plays with Toys

Converses with Client

Converses with Staff

Inactive

Stereotyped Activity

Plays with Toys1
1,....,.

fnstructs

Encourages

Demonstrates
Affection

Plays with Client

Plays with Staff

Scolds

Restrains

Warns



4.2.2 Group Behavior

The eight factors which emerged from the 62 variables pertaining

to the entire group of clients observed, defined by variables which loaded

greater than ±0.3, are shown in Table 4-3.

Although it provided information sim*ar to the individual

factor solutiin, this group factor solution was seLected for discussing

the observed behaviors because it also contained an additional factor:

Peer-Peer Interaction. The Mealtime Behaviors factor was dropped from

further discussion because-its appearance in the factor solution had been

forced by the instructions to the data collection observers. They had

. been requested to observe during meal times to determine what else might

be happening between clients and between clients and staff in addition to

just eating (e.g.,,instructions on how to eat, playing, conversing, etc.). '

This factor contains none of these other possible types of interactions

and was, therefore, dropped from the analysis since its existence was very

likely an artifactual result of the set of variables analyzed, a-common

problem in amy factor analysis.

*

The results of the analyses of the factor scores of the observed

types of behaviors for providers serving clients with various types of,

handicapping conditions are described in Vo,lume IV. Providers are

described.as above average or below average on each type of behavior

based on whether the aggregated observations on the provider were one or

more standard deviations above the mean (above average), between ±1

standard deviation from the mean (average), or one or more standard

deviatiOns below the mean (below average).

4.2.3 Analysis of Factor Scores

The factor;cor&Idata were analyzed by type of provider. The

results are summarized in Table 4-4. "Inner-directed Behaviors" were

observed much less frequently in the day providers than in either the

residential or -Ilitixed providers. "Staff-Client Interactions during

Instructions,". however, were more frequently observed in day providers.

The remainder of the observed behaviors were fairly consistent across all

types of providers.
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Table 4-3

Factors Extracted from Group Data

Factor Eigenvalue Variable Loading Name

1 "Inner-directed" .230 C-31 :62 Inactive
Behaviors

C-29 .59 Stereotyped Activity

C-27 S. Whines

C-30 .37 Moves without
Apparent Purpose

C-26 .35 Smiles, Laughs

' C-28 .30 Cries

2 Mealtime .190 S-30 .64 Food

Behaviors
C-33 .63 Eats

S-37 .53 Feeds

C-46 --- .55 Plays with Toys

3 Brief Staff-Client .138 ,C-41 .90 Approaches Staff

. Interactions
S-41 .85 Responds to Client's

Apprbach

4' Sustained Staff- .118 S-48 .85 Converses

Client Interactions C-51 .83 Converses with Staff

5 Peer-Peer .093 C-40 .79 Approaches Peer

Interactions C-42 .78 Responds to Peer
4.

6 Interactions
during Play

.087 S-51

C-49

.63

.52

Plays

Plays with Staff

C-48 .38 Plays with Peers

C-52 .35 ParticiPates in Group

C-35 .31 Smiles, Laughs

7 Staff-Client Inter-
actions during

.077 S-47

S-45

.64

.54

Instructs

Encourages
Instruction

S-35 .30 Supervision by
'Presence Only

8 Negative/ .068 C-55 .39 Aggressive to Peer

Aggressive S-44 .36 Commands
Behaviors

S-53 .30 Restrains

7 0
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Table 4-4
Percent of PrOviders, by Type, Which Are
Beiow Average, Average, and Above Average

on the Types of Behaviors Observed

Type of Behavior
Observed

Percent of Providers

Below Average

Total Day Res. Mixed

Percent

Average

Total Day

of Providers

Res. Mixed
"Inner-directed"
behaviors

42.4 52.4 34.2 36.8 30.3 0.9 29.0 31.6

Brief Staff- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.9 95.2 94.7 89.5
Client Inter-
actions

Sustained Staff- 9.1 4.8 18.4 0.0 73.7 83.3 60.5 78.9
Client Inter-
actions ,

Peer-Peer 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.9 90:5 100.0 89.5
Interactions

Interactions
during Play

24.2 14.3 31.6 31.6 56.6 52.4 60.5 57.9

Staff-Client 10.1 7.1 13.2 10.5 77.8 66.7 84.2 89.5
Interactions
during
Instruction

Negative/ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 91.9 92.9 94.7 84.2
Aggressive

Behavior



A further analysis of the observed behaviors was conducted usng

discriminant function analysis. In an effort to determine which, if any,

of the observed behaviors could be used to-discriminate among the

providers of services to clients with,various types of handicappingo

conditions, a step-wise discriminant analysis was calculated. This

procedure indicated that two observed behaviors, "Brief Staff-Client

Interactions" and "Negative/Aggressive Behaviors" produced a aignificant

degree of separation among the five types of providers. The Wilk's Lambda

(a multivariate measure of the degree of separation ranging between 0.0

with perfect separation and 1.0 with perfect overlap) was found to be

0.77. A second discriminant analysis using only these two significant

observed behaviors was conducted. Two discriminant variates were extracted.

Table 4-5 shows the five types of providers plotted on these two discrimi-

nant functions. The figure indicates that "Negative/Aggressive Behavior"

was observed most frequently in providers serving primarily mentally

retarded or emotionally disturbed clients and somewhat less in providers

serving primarily multiply handicapped clients. Little.or none of this

behavior was observed in providers serving deaf-blind clients. Relatively

little "Brief Staff-Client Interaction" was observed in providers serving

primarily mentally retarded or deaf-blind clients while some such inter-

action did occur in those providers serving a multiply handicapped or

emotionally disturbed client population. The mixed client population

providers represented a mean position for all other groups. Hence, these

two observed behavior factors could be used to discriminate among the

providers of services to various types of-handicapped clients.
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No Negative
Affect Observed

KEY:

Table 4-5

No Interactions
Observed I

DB

MR = Mentally Retarded
ED = Emotio lly Disturbed
DB = Deaf-B ind
MH = Multip y Handicapped

MIX = Mixed

MIX

MH

Brief Staff-Client
Interactions

8 0
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BD

II Negative/
Aggressive
Behaviors
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5.0 COSTS OF CARE FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the costs of serving

severely handicapped clients aged 21 and under in 95 of the providers

visited.* The cost information is analyzed in terms of major provider

characteristics. 'The first section of the chapter discusses the general

methodological approach employed. 'The second section will discuss

personnel expenditures for staff categories service areas by various

provider types. The third section of the chapter will briefly examine

the personnel expenditures from an institutional standpoint. The last

two sections will discuss the non-personnel st data obtained, and the

major income and funding sources for the providers.

5.1 General Analytic Logic and Methodological Approach
a

The metric selected as most appropriate for describing the cost data

in this study was the average standardized cost per childweek.- This karti-

cular approach was selected for' three important reasons. First, there

was a need to standardize costs across providers. 'It was recognized at

the outset of the cost analysis tha-t the actual dollar costs of delivering

educational services varied from provider to provider because of local,

regional, and other economic factors independent of the quality or

characteristics of the educational program being operated. For this

reason,- it was deemed'appropriate for this study to express the amoOnt of

services delivered to children in terms of the resources applied rather

than the exact local doll Ts s ent. The measure of resource chosen for

standardization was the p rson hour staff time.**

The second reason that this approach was chosen was that it allOws a

valid comparison between providers operating on different annual calendars.

The providers within our sample operated programs for a variety of time

periods. For example, most residential,erograms operated 52 weeks a year

* *

Five of the 100 providers visited chose not to participate in the cost
study. a

'
The Major alternative,to this approach commonly used involves aujufting
dollar values for regional variation based on some regional economic
index. :This approach was not attractive to this study Secause of the
observed variation between different types of providers within individual
regions, in terms of salaries, fringe benefits, and overall cost oper-
ating patterns. 81,
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while many day programs followed the school calendar, operating approximately

39 weeks per year. To insure.accuracy, data were collected in terms of:the

services delivered in an "average operating week" and all annualized salary

,coets were converted to the weekly and hourly rate for analysis purposes.

The third and final reason that this approach was chosen was that a metric

involving total cost per childweek was necessary to assess whether certain

economiesiof scale were associated with providers of different sizes. A

metric whtch neitheir allows for such comparisons nor standardizes differences

away, was unacceptable.

The interpretation of the selected metric is straightforward. The

average standardized cost per childweLk represents the total personnel

costs foi an average child for a week within a given provider. In the

'following section we will describe the expenditure data parameters. In the
:

subsequent sectioli, we will describe the exact calculations employed. %

5.1.1 The Expenditure Data Parameters*

Resource application data were collected for a matrix of seven

seryide areas and twelve staff. categories from each provider. The.definition

of these terms and the detail for all staff and service area categoriestwere

presented in section 2.4 and the data collected are presented along a

variety of basic dimensions in detail in Appendix A. The conduct of the

cost analysis discussed in this chapter and the regression analysis.pre-

_sented in the next chapter, necessitates an elaboration oC some aspects ok

the collection procedures, as well as some changes in the basic parameters

of the data. In the remainder'of this section these necessary details will

be presented.

5.1.1.1 Allocation of Staff Time tc Severely Handicapped Clients

In each provider, fiejd staff interviewed service delivery staff and

administrators to determine the person hours per week spent by each staff

category in each service area. Where the client population included child-
/

ren not classified as severely handicapped, total staff time was reduced

*The termS "costs" and "4cpenditures" are precise and have very differeA
technical meanings. This study is based on expenditure data and not cost
data. Although the former term will be used primarily in coming.chapters,
the latter term will occasionally be utilized for grammatical reasons.
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in proportion to the relative size of the severely handicapped population

and the provider. This was done unless servictidelivery staff could demon

strate, to the satisfaction of the fieid interviewers, that their efforts

were disproportionately directed to severely handicapped clients. The

reSulting resource data wsre expressed as a matrix of peson hours devoted

to severely handicapped clients by each of twelve staff categories in each

of seven service arets... Since the data is bet-ig used to represent reso,urOe

Ailocation, this proOedure does not assume that the function of'A particular
,

-Staff category is the saMe-beteen severely handicapped and otheclients.
tee%

5.1:1.2 Aggregation of the Seven Service Areas to Three Aggregate
Service Areas

'Appeftdices C;.D, and',E of this volume present the cos data fOrthe
41,

twelve taff qategories by the seven service areas. Exami tion of these

matriceS by the'study staff resultedin two important obServations:

(1) many of the 94 Chass-4.-n the matrices represented less than one tenth

-of one percent of the total monies of a given'matrix, (2) certain service.
A

area,catego es tended to,co-vary'across all provider tYppes. TheSe

observations, Rlps the necessity for parsimony to facilitate,the later

, regression analysiS, led to the decision by study staff to Aggregate

seven,service'areas into three e aggregate service areas. The three aggre-

gate sertiice categories 'Were constructed in the following manner:,

The educational/habilitative aggregate service area

was crested by. summinglexpAdit4res for the educational/
family/commun4y services, and.diagnosis

and referral service areas, %

The basic care aggregate service area was created by,
summing. expenditures'for the basic care, medical:setvices,
and support service areas; and rl

The admipistration aggregate serVice area remained
identical with the administration service area'.

These three aggregate service 'area categories were developed frowthe data
_ ,

characteri'Stics in View
.

of the central reseaTch que*stiOns.

A similar aggregat±en of the twelire staff categories was considered
*

'by Study staff. However, the varying application of staff resources to

the servigeFareas,'plus the varied staff patterns observed accross providers,

did not lend itself to aggregation.
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54;T,3 A gationtOf ClientTiO- der ypes ftom 5 to 2

,ASLwat defined and dituSsed
, ?

intd-,five Categories vis-a-vis,the'Client handicapped characteristics

servecL TWprimary client handicapped conditioning tyPes were mentally

retatded,..emotionally disturbed, deaf-blind, and MOIrple-handicapped.

Provideis.Who serVed client populations

ion 2.4, the providers studied

additionatYcategory. This "mixed" cate

*Ixed" handicaps formed an

..:(pmposda of providerS where

itutes/A-majority of thenonet'of the four handicapping conditions

C4OntS serve

'As va., e with service areas, exam. atiOn of the data and the
*-

priparyi.r'esea tests of this study led to ai1¼ggregation ,of'thepro-

In-this case, prov rs were classifie into two types:
,

primarily emotionally dis bed Lien s (N=19) and those

:primatifly,setVing other than emotionally d. turbed children (p=76).. The

1:teaS904Ot aggtegation to thiSparticular classiAcation center

;Vvtiabil%ty in CoSts. Specifically, providers serving primarily

:441.114.-clien4 exhibited expenditures that .i,,rere in

higherthanother provider types. Not oniy were the

tnitaiSo the staff patterns, and resource alltion

*Os, were noticeablY different for
.
isturbed clients.

:analy$iS

5.1.2 Calculation Procedures

the

on observed

eMotionally,

aggregate

absolute

patterns

the serVers of primarily

generally

costs highest,

across:4,ervice

emotionally

cs.

The introduction of this observed information into ,the

does not, in the opinion of the project directors, jeopardize the

of the find rigs of the cost and regression analysis.

Standard capts for labor were obtained by detarluining the average

hourly salary for all staff of a given type in e h provider and then

averaging these provider ayerages across all," iders in the study.

Likewise, the fringe benefit rate for each provider was°calculated and

averAged over allproViders. These Cbst.da,ta. Werecollected in th% spriig

of 1974.

d:The resource matrikl, containing hours per week, was converted into
0

a matrix of standardized costs per week'b multiplying the person_hours per

*Detai,ls of this matrix-can be found in Appendix A' f thiS report.'
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weekispported for a staff.categOry by thestandard costs for that staff

category and then increasing .1.)at amount:by the average fringe benefit

rate (observed.to be 10.5%).* For exam.gethe average hourly salary for

teadhers was.determined tO'bg $4:32. I1.7.'aibrOvider deliVered 80 person

hours per week of teacher resources to,Severely handicapped children, the

standardized cost per week for teachers in that provider would be:

80 tiOurs X $4.32 per hoUr X 1.105 (fringe benefits) - $381.90
This amount could be greator less than the actual dollar
cost for 80 hours of teacher time for a given provider.

In addition to the standardizedcost per week, the standardized cost

;by staff type per childweek,"wa* obtained by dividing the standardized
r:

cost per yeek by the number Of severely handicapped clients served by

In the above exIliPle, if twelve severely handicappedthe provider.

clients were served by

for the teachers would

standardized cost per

service areas for all

the teachers,,the standft d.i,zed cost .per childweek
be $381..90 / 12 = $31.82. To achieve the'total

childweek, thiS process was repeaeed across all

staff categories.

"

5:1.3 Some Limitations of the Cost.Analysis Approach

.Theapproach described
3.

proVideis:of varying sizes

population's. Howevr; one

stressed. The app2oach we

pgnded by the plooViders.

of coat tot lIty and other variables do not address costs or services

provided t everely handicapped children which are not reflected in the

expenditures of the providers. For example, comparison of day and resi-

dential providers does not reflect'the Aurden borne by families of se-
,

.4verely handicapped children in day programs. Similarly, costs of a min-

per$onnel nature axe .hotreflected analysis.

above permitted a meaningful analysis across

and types that served a variety of client
*.

majgr limitation ofkphis approach must be

have chosen focuses on personnelc*ts ex-

Hence, discussions of cost and the relationship

The observed average fringe rate of 10.5% may strike the reader as some-
what low. However, the inclusion of small providers where.many of the
staff-members were owners of the operation and withdrew monies from the
company as opposevi to salaries, and the inclusion of public providers
that chose:bot ta parficipate in the social security plan, led to this
low observed average across tiie 100 providers. This particular obser-
vation again'reinforces our earlier comments in this and other volumes
'concerning the r latively low average wage and r Aeration Of staff
working with s ergly handiCapped.clients.
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5.2 Ove*all Expenditures for,Provider Service and Client Types
/3.

AsItable 5-1 indicates, the average standardized cost per childweek

across all 95%providers was $135.28. The expenditures vary cohsiderably

across types of providers as do thd hours of service delivered by the pro-

,

viders. The discrepancy between the expenditures for day providers

($79.46) andresidential providers ($202.30) is substantial. There is a

smaller yet marked conVast between providers serving primarily emctionalli>

disturbed clients ($168.64) and providers sdtving other than emotionally

disturbed clients ($128.08). Clearly, the contrasts among thi six cells

indicate that the cost of care within a particular provider service type

is less than for client handicapping condition typee. However, the reader

is again cautioned to recall that this table summarizes only the expendi

ture data available to this study and does not include various-imputed

burdens or non-personnel- expenditures.*

k

5.2.1 Expenditures Within Providers on Aggregate Service eas and

Staff Categories

Within this section, we will discuss,th'e observed Aph!

staff resources across the three1ggregate service,areas by. 4ff.c4. PirSr.

Specifically, Tables 5-2 throug pkesent the aver. standardAeacost'

per childweek by service area and staff category for ea 6f th4 Sqe4Cr2-_,

provider types portrayed in Table 5-1.
4. . 4-1. :.

5.2.1.1 Expenditures AcroSsAll Providers

Table 5-2 presents the average standardized cost:p

ovidUtt%the aggregate service areas and staff categories across all

The.findings indiclte that approximately one-half of all dotars axe
J ---., .<

spent on eduational/habilitative Services ($66.52),
-1.

by certified teachers, teacher aides, and thappists. The , ,...-.
; it,......

W.
of staff exirndituree. is on certified teachers ($3568). ex

& ,

on teachersbécomeS'even larger rKative to overall expenditures<

t
. .. / :o!'(

.c._=

*The expeOiture data collection procedures were disCussed in.dAapte
The limitatiOns of the data and the overall design of the stu4Y-pro

exact statiStical.tests'of differenats. Howe eri; differeinCei4of,r6Ore --

than plus c--)iNiminias 20%,-in the opinion-of t1x authOrc, w0.114VhAve(Ci,ea

been "stati Ically sitgnificant" if enough data on measUremIht'errors
and.the pr der population had been-known-and such testing

(----"'appropr,iate,
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Table 5-1
Al

TOTAL AVRAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CBIDNEK4r

BY PROVIDEi SERVICE TYPE ,

AND PROVIDER CLIENT HANDICAPPING,CONDITI4MPL*
y

4 1,

./.,

.

.-. ,

provide:

Service

Type ,

,

,,,
.

. Provider tii* 4:Capping

elnditi9n

.

TOTAL .

,

.

PrimarilY

Emotionally

, Disturbed

:.a.,Otheriban

Emotionally

i 'Disturbed

,DOLLARS

,

Average N** n*** Avelge N** n*** Average N** n***

Day .

Prdviders ,.$116.15 7 ,165

,.,

'..j0.62 35 1464 79.46 42 169

Mixed

Providers 185.65 4 ??0 122.14 14 2927 ''., 139.70 18 3147

Residential

Providers ,

i

215.57 8 .
'.55

1040

.

196.15

128.08

,

27

76

2468

6859

,

202.30 35 3123

IP

AVERA6E.TOTAL DOLLARS 168.64

1

19 ,

N
$135.28 95

.

7899

,

* Pt
t

,

NOTE: Service Hours differ among Provider T .and Client Types.

4
Number of Provider Institutions in Cell.

***

Total. Number of Severely Handicapped Clients Served.by Providers. 7,

tr,1

3

a

8

4



Table 5-2

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER OHILDWEEK

BY AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY

FOR 95 PROVIDERS

Aggregate

Service

Area

:

.

.

Staff Category .

.

--..--

i0TAL

DOI=Adm1ni3

tratorf

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Psycholo-

gists

I
Social

Workers

Thera-

pists Nurses

Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers

Teacher

Aides

Support

Staff

Other

Staff

Educational/

Habilitative

$1.21 0.06 2.68 3.18 2.18 9.06

:

0.67.

--,
6.43 :29.66 7.29 0.45 3.65 66.52'

Basic

, Care

,

0.98 0.43 0.90 0.04

,

0.05 1.88 3,55

,

13.71

;

4.67 2.54 . 15.25 . 1.66 45.66 -

Administra-

tion

. .

17.98.
,

0.02 0.43 0.20 0.34 1,06

,

0.36 0.32 1.35 0.30

0

0 0.74 23.10

PA

DOLLARS
2017. .0,51 4,01

..

3.42

.

2.57 11,00 .448 2046. 35.68.

1

1013 '15.70 6.05

,

$135.28
q

No ef, filsierely handicapped clients served-Spthese 95 providers.
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amount spent on teacher aides ($10.13) is included. Interestingly, $20.17

of the $135.28 spent per week across all providers was applied to adminis-

trative activity..

5.2.1.2 Cost Within Provider Service Types

Tables_5-3 through 5-5 present the dollar data for the three provider
-

V
service types, day, mixed, and residential. A detailed discussion about

the 98 central and 48 marginal cells contained in these tables is unneces-

sary. 'However, there are a few comparisons which clearly deserve attention

Within day providera (Table 573) the expenditures on certified teachers

providing educational/habilitative service,($27.30) and administrators pro-

AM.-administrative services ($14.36) account for over one-half-Of all

expenditres ($70.46). Within mixed providers (Table 5-4),and residential
148

providers (Table 5-5) these cells.rethain a sizeable percentage of all

expenditures. Nevertheless, their oiterall proportion Of the total dollars

expended decreases since in both mixed and residential providers batic care

services provided-by attendants and support staff remains high'and becomes

a significant percent (approximat4ty 40%).'of all expenditures.

Another interesting trend in the three tables is the ratio of certified

teacher expenditures on basic care services tq _overall ex0Pditures for certi-

fipd teachers. In day providers 18.2% of the time of Cetti7fied.teachws is,
A 0

spent providing b"asic care V6,c1iirts. In coniprast, only 7.1% it'Spent
,

in mixed providers, and-9.6% is spentby residentidk oviders, ,Exami,!;ation

of these data and.expenditure data &mtained,itfAppendices C, D, and4,

would appear to suggest(hat ttleiWoportiOn of certified teacher time spent
, , 11-

in providing educationai/habilitative care is greatest in mied and resi-
.

dential providers and loWest in day providers.

5.2-.1:3 Costs Across.Provider/Client Har4icapping Condition Types

The contrast between the tables (Table 5-6, portraying the cost data

for providers primarily serving emotionally disturbed Clients, and Table_

5-7, containing the cost data for providers primarily serving other than

emotionally disturbed clients),is marked. Providers serving embtion44,1y

disturbed clients averaged0$168.64 per week-per average standardized cost 05

per childweek whereas all other providers average $128.08. perthildweek.' A

great deal of this difference appears to be centered in the combined cost

of psychiatrists and therapistt ($50.60) in emotior41ly disturbed

providers, and these staff categories in providers serving other clients

($7.36). This cost difference, plus the doubled cost of adminlstering
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Table 5-3

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK

EY AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY

FOR DAY PROVIDERS

4

Aggregate

Sprvice

Area

,

Staff Citegory

..,

1 -

TOTAL

DOLLARS

.

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Psycholo-

gists

Social

Workers

Thera-

pists
(.

N.. urses

Attend=

ants
. .

Certified

Teachers

Teachet

Aides

Support

Staff

. Other

Staff

4,._..-

Educational/

Habilitative

$1.54 0 . 0.14' kt,

_

1.18 2.09 6,04 0.14 0.14 27.30 .3.20 0 0.81 , 48.,48

Basic

Care
0.21

. ,..

w

0.01

P

0.02 0.48

.:", r .1.

0.4

v R''

023

-

, 6.41 2.79 2.38 0.01

'

12.91

Administra-

tion
14.36. 0.04 0.02 0.10 0.37

'

0.97 0.01 0., l'i,

111

r

1.56 0.60

Ak

0 0.04 . 18.07
°'

TOTAL DOLLARS
16.11 0.10 0.16 1.29': . ,2.48 48.39 0.46

,

0.37 35.27 11.59 2.38 0.86 $79.46

Note: 1629 severely 'handicapped clientiserved by these 42 providers.

I)
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Table 5-4 .

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED,COST PER CHILDREK

BY.AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY
A ,

, FOR. MIXED PROVIDRS

A46.

Staff Category
,

TOTAL

dm,inis-

rators

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

sycholo-

gists

Social

W9rke N

Thera-

pists Nurses

Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers

Teacher ,

Aides

Support

Staff

Other

Staff

DOLLARS

4
EduCational/ .

Habiliiative
$1.02 0412

E----

O3 0.78 2.23 5.09. 0.41 9.71

,

21.20 , 5.92 0 6.99 ,53.50

Basic

Care,

0.14 0.19 0 0.04 0 4.17 1.63. ik 1.51 0.84 25.07 00.3.22 55.26

Administra-

tion
26.01 0,01 0.31 0.32 1:45 0,38 0,41 1.88 104 0.13 30.94

1OTAL DOLLARS 27.,1,7 0.22 0;13 1,13

,

2,55 10.71 2.42 28.57 24.59 6.80 25,07

,

10.34 139,70'

Note: 3147 severely handicapped clients served by Ilese 18 providers.
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Table 5-5

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHIIMIC,,

BY AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY .

PIR WIDENTIAL PROVIDERS

,
.

Aggregate

Service

Area

'

, , ,

Staff' Category , . ,,

.

TOIAL

Adminis- Medical

txators Doctors

sychia

trists

Psycholo-

,gists

Social

Workers

Thera-

pists

,

,

"Nurseit

Attend-,

ants

Certified

Teachers

Teacher

Aides

Support

,Staff

Other

,Staff

DO/IARS

Educational/

Hahilitative

.

$0.91

5.06

0.14
,

0.99

7.04

,

2.4(

II

0,014 0.10

13.60

,

2.51

:1.43 ,

847

12.54

,27.94

36.65

'4,08 1.07

1.19
,

.24 76

5.52,

/

; 2 9.

94.93 .

,..

82 434p8asic

Care

Adoinistra -
,

tion
17.98 -0.01

,

, 1.15,'

.

/ 0.27 0.32 0.98

'

0.77 0.67, , 0.84 0.0

/

.

. .1.82 24.84

.

TOTAL DOLLARS 23.95 1.14 10.63 2.67 17.09 10,67 41.15 41.57 9.96

,

,

25.95,

,

1

10.33 S202.30

Note: 3123 severely handicapped clients served hy these 35 provide*
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Table 5-6-

,

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER oaritaK
BY AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY

rOR PROVIDERS PRIMAR/LY SERVING

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED MEWS

, Aggregate

Service

Area

,

1

,

Staff Category ,,.

.

, OTAL

Adminis-

irators

MediCal

Doctors

Psychip

Wits

Psycholo-

gists 1

Social

Workers

Thera-

pists Nurses

Attend-

ants,

Certified

Teachers

TeaCherl

Aides

Support

Staff

Other

.Staff

DOIIARS

EducatiOnal/

Habilitative'
.

$3.11

..

:127

0

/

0.04

12.53

4.21

1.53

0.03

4,87

.

.

0.15

20.32

6.92

0,41

.

.

1.2t

4.79

.

5.82

17.3Q

1.07

. .

9.71'

.

, 3.24

,' '

1

0.63

.

j17.47

/

7146

3,14.

, 82:60

.

43;60

i....~...

.06,44

i".

Basic

Care

1

.

AdMinistra- kla p

.

242 .
0.09 1.05 4.50 0.41

,

. 0.32. ,2,05 0.3 0 0.27 ,

.

TOTAL DOLLARS

A

34.62 0.04: 18..86 1,65 6.07 '

.

31,74 ,2.0i.

11

10.93 4.42 .013,34

,

u
18.10 .10.81 $168.64

Note: 1040
severelihandicapped clients servea by these 19 providers.

'
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Table 5=7

AVERAGE STANDARDED COST 'PER CHILDWEEF

BY AGGREGATE SBRVICE EA AND STAFF CATEGORY

FOR PROVITAS PRIMARILY SERVING.OTNER THAN,

'INC/TONALLY DISTURBED CLIENTS.
J.

a

Aggregate

Service

Area '

4'
A

10 .

J
Staff Category . 4,

4

. 4

4

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

,

Psycholo-

gists

Social

Workers

#Thera-k

pists Nurses

Attend-

ants

Ciitifiei/

Teachers

Teacher

Aides

Support

Staff

.0ther

Staff

DOWAS

.

Educational/

Habilitative \
$0,74 0.07 0,22 3.60

,

1.51 6.24 0.73 6,83 32.74
7- ,

6.68 0.40 2.71 62.47

Basic

Care

2.41 0.52' 0,07 0.04

0

0.03 0.62 ',
I

.

4.13 15 68 54 lie 2.37 14.67
'

1.29 47,41

Administra-

tion

14.59 0,03 0,01 . 0.23 0.16 0.20 0.34 .32,

,

1.18

,

0.28

a

0

.

0,86

"

18.20

TOTAL DOLLARS 17.74_ 0.62 0.30 3.87 1.70 7.06 5,20

._

22,83

mh.

39.50 9.33 15.07 4,86 $ 28,08

Note: 6859 severely handicapped cpents served by these 76 providers.

1 it)

0
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emotionally disturbed clients ($31.24 versus $14.59) provideS the primary

Souráe of the difference. Other differences in expenditures between these

provider types are minimal in dollar terms.

5.3 Comparisons Across A5gregate Service )1kreas by ProVider Types

Tables 5-8 and 5-9 present the dollar and percent comparisons across

provider service and client types. As was the case .with'the more detailed

tables, a"full diScussion of cross-cell comparisons ks not as illuminating,

.asc'calling attention to the most important differences.

e absolute dollars spent and the average standardized cost per child-

week vary considerably across the provider types. For example, residential pro-.

viders, on an average, spent $94.93 on educational/habilitative services.

contrast, day providers only spent $48.48. However, these cost data do

not take into account educational/habilitative services provided by faMi-

lies to Clients of day providers.

programs for the emotionally disturbed require approximatelytwice

the administratie costs of other provider types, excluding mixed service

providers. Based on qualitative data, it would appear that providing

services for emotionally disturbed clients, and/or organizing and adMin-
f

istering institutions providing a'variety of programs, increa the ab-

solute dollar amount ecessary for administration'per average standard-

ized Cost per childweek. Of course, the sample of providers and data in

hand is insufficient to ascertain whether instituting such comp14;pro-
:

grams-into providers of other types *all sizes would also lead to increased

administrative costs.

, In contrast to these abso/ute dollar amounts, Table 5-9 presents the

'percents within providef type spent,on the aggregate service areas. ThiS

table presents a slightly different perspective than the previals abso-
.

jute_dollar amount tables. For example, the total percentrof expendures
_

for adMinistration remains highest for providers of emotionallPdiSturbed.

-clients (252%) but is aPproxima d by the percent spent by day 02.7%)

and-mixed (22.1%) provider service.types. More importantly, the amounts

spent by.providers bn educationaI/habilitative services appear to be

more constant percents of provider expenditures. Interestingly, as has been

theSiase

4

or-

in these cost discussions andlorevious sections, mixed providers

79.
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Tabli 5-8

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COSTS PER CHILDWEEK:

DOZAR ALLOCATIoN FOR'AGGREGATE SERV/CE AREAS

BY PROvIDER TYPES '*7#

111

a

r7

R

Aggregate

Service

la

Provider Service Types kovider Client Types

,' '' Mixe'd Residential

Bnotionally

Disturbed

Other T

tionally

n Emo-

isturb

All

95

provider.

Educational/

Habilitative
$48.48 5350 '$ 4 93

i

$82.60 $62.47 ,$66.52

,

0

Basic Care

.

$12.91 .$55.26

.$10.94

$82.43 .

74\N .

$24.94

4

$43.60.

$42.44

$47,41

$18.20

$45.66

$23.1
Administration $18.07

TOTALDOLLARS $79.46 , $139.70 y

?

$202,30

.

.,

$168.64 $128.08

,

$135.28

4

4
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Table 5r9

.AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COSTS PER CHILDWEDK

i'ERCENT AiLOCATION FOR AGGREGATE SERVICE AREAS

a

BY PROVIDEB,TYPE4

Aggregate

Service
,

0 ea'

Provider Service Types Provider Client Types
All.

95

Providers

,

,

Day Mixed Residential
I

Emotionally

Disturbed

Oghe: Than L,mo-

tionally Disturbed

Educatio .1/

.Habilita ive.

61.0%

.

.

38.3% 46.9%
1

.

49,0i%(

.

48.81

r ,

494 2%

Basic

Care

16.3 39.6 40.8 25.8 37.0

.

337

.,

Admini ra-

tio 22.7

,

22.1 12.3 25. . . 14.2

....) 0

17.1

TOTAL PERCENT 100,0% 100.0% 100:0% 100.0% 100:0% . 100.0%
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appe4 to deliver relatively fewer educetional/habilitative services per

childweek (38.3%) than other Arovidix types (46.9% and'61%). However, it .

z"------4must be remembered that the mixed providers were significantly larger and

more compleX than the other provider types.

5.4 C9mparison Across gtaff CAegories and Aggregate ServiIc

Thpepreceding tAples have-examined the patterns Within c ain types

of larovidergs:. The purpose of thiS:s c ion-is to observe 'patterns rross

the vkrious prov. types. As Is briefIy\optlined in Section 5 1.3,

suchcomparisOns a pro ematiC because of various imputed cost urdens

not captured in the d t data gathered for this study. Howevetla mpor-
3.

ison of the marginels of the preceding tables does allow one to
.3 .

insight as to the overall digferences in staff and service all ation.p

terns across the various provider types. The purpose of the mparisons

presented in the following two sections is to gain som ins. t into the

overall resoprce allocation patterns. These comparisons cann t be used

to address such questions as whether one type of provider. more "effi-

cient"Nthanlanother becadSe it uses less of-its resources.

5.,4.1 Staff Category Comparisons
4.

Tables 5-10 and 5-11 array the data from the horizOnt 1 margin of the

preCeding tables. Thfdollar amounts, Table 5-10, indicate residential

providers spend more on certified teachers and teacher aides, in'absdlute

dollar terms, than any other prbvider s7x0e. 4iMilarly, providers to

the emotionally disturbed spend more on administration ($34.62) than any

other Provider service or client tipe. However, these absolute dollar ,-,...

amounts are somewhat misleading due to the largervariation in the tbtal
*

, dollars per chlIdweek expended by the various client.and service types.
,f

WI-16n the absolute dollar apounts are converted to perdentsjn Table 5-11,

more similarity bah be Seen thanis- obviogs in.dollar amounts presehted

in.Table 5-10. For example, although'res ntial providers spend the larg7

est dollar amount perchlIdweek on certfci d teachers, the percent Oftlie.

total dollars this represents is less than If of the percent expenditure
.,..

of day providers. Aside from the 6ontraSts pited above, the similarities

n expenditures for many categorie \ in the table,are worth noting. The per-

centages of staa costs associated wi medical doctors;-psychologists,.and,
. .

1.07

82
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Table 5-10

'

AVERAGE STANEARDIZED MIS PER CMILDWEE14

".1611ARALDOCATIONTOR STAPP CATEGORIES

BY PROVIDER TYPES

4

Staff

Categories

Provider Serviges Types
Provider client Types.

Ali,:

Mixed Residential

)Dnotionally .

Disturbed

Otherlhan Emo.'

tionally-Disturbed

95

Providers

Administrators $16,11 ' $27.,17. $23.95 $34.62 $17.74 $20.17

Medical Doctors $ .10 $ .22 $ 1.14
$ .,62. $ .51

Psychiatrists $ .16 $ .13 $10.63 $10.86 $ .30 '
$,4,01

psychologists $ 1.29 $ 1.13 ' $ 7.19 , .$ 1.65 $ 3.87 $ 3.42

wial Workers $ 2.48 $ 2.55 $ 2.67 $ 6.07 $ 1.70 $ 2.57,

Therapists $ 8.39 $10.71 $17.09.' $31.74 $ 7:06 $12.00

Nurses '$ .46 $ 2.42 $10.67 $ 2.08 $ 5.20 $ 4.50

Attendants $ :37 $28,57, $41.15 $10.93 $22.83 $20.40

Certified Teachers $35.27 $24.59 $41.57 $20.42 $39.50
$35.68

Teacher Aides "$11.59 $ 6.80 $ 9.96 $13.34 $ 9.33
$10.13

Support Staff $ 2.38 $25.07 .$25.95 $10.10 $15.07 115,70'

Other Staff $ .86 $10.34 $10.33 $10.81 $ 4.86 $ 645

TOTAL $79.46 it

,

$139.70' $202,30 $168.64 $128,08 . $135.28
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"'able

AVERAGE STUDAMIZAD costs PAR cananct

PEON? maanoti FORpA?? CATEGORIES BY

PROVICERtYPES

'

. Staff .

Categoriee

Proyider Seivices Types Provider Went Types' .
All

95

Providers
Day Nixed Reef ntia1

'

Braiona11y ,

'- Distufbed '

Other Tha

.tio411i Diiturbed
,,

Adikinisirators 20.31 19.,4%,, 11.81 20.5% 13.9 15.51

'INedi'cal Dactore ' 0.1 0.2 / 0,6 0.02 ' OA b.

.,tsychiatrists. : 0.2
.

0.1
.

.

/
5.3 11.2 02 2.9

'Plycholooists L6 , 3.6 1.0 3.0 2.5

Social Workers 3.1 1.8.% / 1.3 3.6 1.4 1 1.9.

'Therapists t10.6 7.7 i 8;4 18.8 / 5.6 , 8.8

Nurset 0.6 , 1.,h 5.3 1,2 .. 4.0 3.4 ,

Andants ' 04
r

i' ,
A. 20.3 6.5 17.8 , 15.0

Certifiedleachers 44.4
4.,

/ 17.6 20,5 12.1 30,8 26.2

Teacher Aides 14,6 ' , 4,9 , 4;9 7.9 . 7,3 :7.5

Support Staff , 3.0 17.9 12.8 10.7 11.8 11.5

Othei Staff , 1.1 7.4 5.1 6.4 . 3,8 .1 4.4

,

TOTAi PERCENT

_

100,0 1 , 100.0% 1004 1 1004 1
.

100.0 t 100.0 1
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Social woOers, are relatively stabl4piross.all provider types. .In\passipf,. :
it should again be emphasized that the compailOons between provider ervice ,

andcliqpt types must be made witb the.reoo4nition that certain lm:pu ed,bur-
4. .

dens (e.g.,' basic care burdenS borne by the families of people Servedby
,

/ .
,

day providers) are not ke resented in'the data.
,

5.4.2 Staff Categoryl Comp isOns as Indicators Of Differential Staff\Rotles

. Another way to look/at the data in ihe Tables 5-2 through 5-11 are
_ .1

.0# indicatori'of the,differing roles for tbe major staff Categories 'within
, .Y

the various providet types as opPoSed.to'differences between provider t es.

/
Viewed from this perspeotivei the data in these tables points to some ith-

, ,

portant differences in' :the rOles of certified teachers,:teacher aides, and
/ .

therapists across the VariOus provider types.
s

/
Cektified Teachere

/Certified teachers spend nearly,One fifth of their time in day settings
./

attending to qie basic care needs.of their clients. In contrast, certified .

teacher's withn residential Settings only spend apprOximately one tenth of

their'time n such, basid care activities. 8imilarly, certified teachert.

within pr iiders serving primarily emotionally dsturbed'clients sp nd

nearly 8 % of their time providing educational/habilitative care d only72
approx tely 15% of their time providing basic care and administrative

.

servi es to their clients. Hence, from'the pec rspective of the certified
,

.teac er, the role would appear to be more oriented toward providing

ed ational/habiiitative services within residential providers for primarily :

tionally disturbed clients.

eacher Aides

Teacher aides spend approximately one quarter tO one half of their

time providing basic care'services to
\

clients. In contrastto the varia-

tion observed in the certified teacher role, teacher aides:tend to be much r

more uniformly'involved in basic care activities:across all-provider types.

As would.be intuitively expected, teacher aides in residential settings

seem to be utilized by certified teachers for basic care activities. Hence,

the role of teacher aides within residential settings tends to be more

heavily basic care7oriened than is the role of teachers in any other setting.

112
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lnumkpists '

:As iwas the caee with te hers, there is considerable variationin

the role ofther'apists across p ovider tyPes. .For eXample,. approximately

7%,of therapiets' time is epen in basic care Within day care settings.

Iris contrast4-nearly 40% df,the apists' time in mixed providers is 'sPent

-

in the' igton of basic car sercee to.clients. WithimPrOviders
1,e4

serving o 'than primarily tionally disturbed cliente the e nditures

are even more- startling With esstthan 3% of therapists' time inyplved ih
,

the provision Of basic'care d,approxim1 ately. 956- involved in Tdministration.

- Given the variations:in the pee of therapy delivered'across these provider

types d'the considerable V riation in therapists': specialties within

these proyider types, such f ndings are not unexpected. However, the

magnitude of these role diff rences is somewhat:larger than expected.

5.5 Ex enditure Patterns Provider Level

1

4

This chapter's openi segtions have used the average standardized ,

cost per childweek as the expenditure metric. As was described in Section

5.1, this metric represented the total cost for ail average child for a week

n a given'Provider. metric*allows maximum'comparieons across the

various provider service and client types. In-this eectionwe will briefly

examine a metric, the total average standardized cost, that permits,us to

examine contrasts at the provider level. y removing the per childweek part

of the calculation (where the number o sev rely handicapped Clients was

introduced,', described in gection 5.1.2), we have a metric Which can be

interpreted'as the totaf sPent bY the provider for a given staff category'

or sefyice area in a week. Hente,-by remoVing.the ConsideratiOn

number of clients served, we have a metric'whidkpan allow Us to see if

there are differences among the 95 providers in terms of,staff and servicel0e

area
. .

eXpenditures. In essence, the analysis briefly described in:this se
M7:rt.Iie At the-organizational level, in contrast to the previous sections whic

were'at the individual client level.

Tables 5-12, 5-13, and 5-14 present comparisonsAimilar to those Made

-for per childweek data. Since the nuMber ofieovidersie limited (95),

analysis of tables at a greater leyel of detail, for example, within provider

86
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. types, is subject to,extreme'values. One large provider serving primarily

emotionally disturbed clienti can seriously affegt-the values in cells.

where aggregate service areas are cross-tabulated with staff categories.

For th0 reason, only the three aggregateitableiwill.be discussed. For
Ns.

the cctnvenience of the reader; more detailed tables nave been included

in APpendix F A4
.'

_5.5.1 Overall Costs for Provider Service and Client Types.

Table 5-12 presents tjle total avelagestandardiiedost per week fOr

,the various provider service and handicapping types. The data.in-the table

clearly reflect the relativeltsmall size.of the day providers from a cost

perspective as opposed.tothe relatively large mixed providers. 'this

.
V

might reflect the necessity-for some size before:an institution can offir

a variety of services for, different handicappi'' conditions. Similarly,

tl)e table toints out the xelatively smaller'size of the per week:expenditures

of residential prOviders serving primarily.emotionally disturbed clientl.

The data in this,table, when compared to the childweek data contained

OFin Table 5-1, 000W5 am-interesting contrattin e individual and provider

level expenditures. The comparison of these two(t.ibles clearly reflects the

fact that.some 'of the cells contain providers,with larger client populations

than other cells.

5.5.2 Staff Category Ippi Aggregate SerVice'Area
!
Comparisons

,-,

The staff categOry and aggtegate service area data shown in Tables 5-13.
. ,

and 5-14 are similar to the data,presented in Tables 5-9. and 5-11.concerning

)
thepercentage allocations for per childweek costs. -In particuiar, the

, e
4

percentage allocation for. staff categories is within a few percentage points.

However, both this table apd the percent allocatibn for aggregate service

/ t

//

Overall costs is associated with the basic care area. Of th 95 providers,

area "data (Table 5-13) show that, at the provider level, a la ger percent of

45.5% average standardized costs per.week were spent on basic.care. In

contrast, the per childwee data.for the 5 providers'indicated that only

33.7% of ail resources wer spent on basic1 care. Thia discrepancy results

froth the association bet en the sizeoof the provider costs for the.aggregate

service areas. As shalle seen in Chapter 6.0, the relationships between

the total population of the provider, number of severely handicapped clients

served by the provider, costs, and the quality indices, is complex.



Table 5-12
,

TOTAL AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PERpEK

RY DROVIDER SERVICE PE

AND RROVIDER CLIENT HAND/X.9G ONDITION TYPE*

Provider

Service

,

1

,

Provider Client Handicapping)

Condition Type

.
.

AVERAGE

VITAL

DOLLARS, 4

$

,

Primarily

Emotionilly

'Disturbed
1

J,

Other Than y.
Emotionally.

Disturbed

Average N**
,

n***, Average N** n***
_ , N**

D y

Rroviders

$1969

\

,

165

.

.;

,

' 1464 313

4

42

.

1629
,

,

Mixed

Providers

10,547

of

, -'4

1,

2927 15 363 18 3147

Residential

Providers

8040

,

8 , 65Al2,404

,

27 218 12,414 35 (3123

,AVERAGE TOTAL DOLLARS 65504.

4.

19 1040 9436 76 6859

A

$8854 95 99

4
*NOTE: Service Hours differ among Provider Types and Client Types

4

A

*Int

Num'ber of Provider Institaions

'Total Number of Severely Handicapped Clients Served,by. Providers



Table 5-13

.AVERAOE STANDARDIZED COSTS PER

PERCENT ALLOCATION FOR AGGREGATE $ERV

BY PROVIDER TYPES

1
,

Aggregate

Service

Area

;

.

Provider Service.:ypes Provider Client Types

.

All

,

Day Mixed Residential ''

.

'Emotionally

Disturbed

Other Thnn EMo-

tionally Disturbed'

, 95

Providers

Educational/

Rabili.taiive v 62'71
.30.9%

.

30.11 48.21 : 32.91

.

35.2 ,

Basic

Care

,

21.51

J

49,8% 50.1 30.0

.

48.3

.

45.5 .

.

Administra-

tion, ..,

,

,

15. 811 19,2%
19.8 22.3 . 18.8

.

J011

19.3

i,,,.

TOTAL PERCENT 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.01

, t

100.0%
,

II
,
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Table 544

AVERAGE STIVEIRDIZED'COTS PER WEEK ,

PERCENT ALLOCATION FOR STAFF CATEGORIES BY

%PROVIDER ME'S

itaff

.Categories

Provider Services Types

, ..

Prodder Client Types

Nixed Residential

1

Emotionally ':

.Disturbed'

Other than Es,..

tionally Dieltrubed

.., 95

Prodders

Administrators
.

, 12,13 mat , . 17.5%., 19,3% 16.41. '' 16.81

Medical Doctori , .01 0.6 1.4' 0.0 0.9

,

OA

Psychiatrists 1.2' 0.1 0,7 2,6 '. ,. 0.1 .0.4,

Psychologists 1.2 1'.8: 1.0 1.6 1.3 . 1,3

Social Workers . 3.6 1.3 . 1.3 4.9 '1,0 1.6'.

Therapists :8.2 7,2 6.8 '. 13.9. ' 5.9. 7,1

Nurses 0.6 .: .3.4 6.9 1.0 5.4

Attendants 1.0 28.5 24.4 6,9 24.2 . , 21,6'

Certified Teachers .
56.3 11.7 7..7 15.4' 16.9. 16.6 .

.

Teacher Aides

.

1.6 3.3 3.9 8.2 4.4 4.9

support Staff. 3..6
18.7

I

,

23.3 16.7 '19:6 19.2

Other Staff
' 0.7 6.6 .

5.1

$4:

9,5 3.9 . 4,8

.

TOTAL PERCENT 100.04 . 100.01 100.01 . '100.01

,

.........,,..............1.....00k

100.01

,

100.01



The Oryanization'leveLdata contained in these tables generally

,indicaltes that the provider types differ in-more than the cost of seiVices

delivered to severely handicapped clients. These providers Aiy both'in'

terms of their site, patterns of staff expenditures, and aggregate selvice

arearesoUrce allocation patterns.

5.6- Source Of Revenues Data.
1

InforMation was lathered on the major.sourpes of revenues for. :
,

_the providers. This information was oalcuiated for the totll provider
r

level, and nO attempt was made.to,divide source of revenues information

into that aasociated:with'severely handitapped clients ,The information

that was-gathered was dividedjntOfive-categories,4* ah "other"
.'

category.
if

f 0
Funds received-from state aiendles", .0,

Federal funds,reckived 4rom federal

FOnds received frOin local agencies,.4 ;, 7vi,_> ,, -1, ,, . .

.
FeeePaid by families to the providers.

.
.

, ..'

Funds received'from welfare agencies, and
. 4-7k- ''-'''.

Funds, reCeiVed from other:sources (i.e, faun ation
grants, third party payments, donations*, èndowlents,
,and investments.) ,..

.,:.. .

_
=.

... =:,4:,-.-'

plese total dollar.figUres,wire then divided by-the product of the number
, .

of weeksthe provider operated annuallY times the total client. population
.

of the prOvider. Hence, the resultant number can be interpreted as the

,aVerage total dollen per childweek.* The mdric is not the same as the

standardized costs described in previous sections. The differences between

these metrids lie in the'standardization of the expenditure data ,and"the -

....

4,evel of detail. Howeveri,the data does give a relatively acturatepicture

.of the sources from which theSe providers draw their revenUes.

.1

-

'c

*The.term per childweek employed here is not precisely accurate. The

10

total populatlaiThall percent of the providers contained clients

that were younger than 5 or older than 17 years of age. However, this

discrepancy does not Seriously impair the interpretability of the source

of revenues estimates.

121
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5.6.1 Source of Revenue Patterns Across Provider Seevice Types

As was the case with other cost analyses , examinati

indicated that,:the distinctions between provider service t

of sources, of revenues were considerable/ Table 5-15 'shows

of the data

es in terms

the dollar

and percent data for the six sources of revenues by the three provider

service tYPes. For example,,although the percent pf their bUdgets
.

conStituted bV federal funds is relatively constant across the three

provideNypes (14%, 14%,'and_16%), the depend4hce on state funding

/varies from a low of $34 for day:pre:mows to a high of 64% for residential'

prOvidsrs. Another interesting diffetence is in.the area of dependence'on

local funding. Day and mixed providers received 35% and 12%.respeetively

ftoM local agencies. This is in sharp contraat tO the sniall amOunt received

by residential providers.

An equally important observation is the lack of significant depend-
_

ence on family fees as a revenue source among all provider typl. Although

the $37 paid by families to-residential providers e largys dollar

amount of any provider tYpe, it represents only.8% of th ov all per child-

week revenues for residential plroviders.

Seletted Other Source of Revenues Data

The source of revenues data was also examined for differences with

respect to the size of the provider and Public/priv te status. Appendix E

contains selected results from this analysis.

Funding from state agencies, usually a depa(tm

or-edtication, contributed an average of of the 100

revenues. Across'all prpviders; 76% received at least

nt of.mental health

roviders' total

some state funds.

This did not vary very much among providers. The.only important difference

by size of the severely handicapped population served\was the dramatically

greatee reliance on state funding among the very large providers.

5.6..2.1 'Federal Fundinq"--

Revenues from varilus.federal Agencies 4:most &elusively agencies

within the Department of Health, Education and-Welfare) cOntributed,an

average of 14% to the annual income of the providers, Very large providers
4

'received proportionately less in federal funding than othti providers.
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Table.5

Average Total;pollars

Per Ctildweek for Total Client Population From

Sources of Revenues.by provider Service Type:

1 .Dollars and Percents; 97 Providers*

Provider

Service

Type
Siete

Funding

Federal

Funding

Day. Dollars $32 $1,5

Provider Percent 34% '16% ,

Nixed Dollar $129 $34

Providers Percent 52% 14%

4

Residential Dollar *$297 $62'

Providers Percent 64% 14%,

Source of Revenues

Local

Funding

Welfareih, FamilY

) Funding', Funding

Cther.

Feeaing

$28

'30%

$

2%

$ $/6

$29

12%
,o

$ 7

3%

$11

4%

$38 $248.

$ 2

0%

$22

5%

$37

8%

442

9%

$462

100%

Compariscm of these total revenues to the personnel expenditures in such'tables as 5-1

must be made cautiously due to the basiclieguality and measurement differences. ,

;
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Private proViders relied more heavily than publfC providers on federal

,support.

5.6.2.2 Local Funding

Revenues from local agencies, usually city or county education

agencies, contributed slightly less than federal funding (12% of the

providers' total budgets). Day providers relied more heavily than public

providers on local support. There were almost'no other major differences

among providers in terms of local funding: although ;providers serving

between 51 and 200 clients received proportionately,more local funds than

other providers.. Local funds were received by 37% of the providers.

. Qg course, day providers were much more likely.than other providers to

'receive local fui
. .

5.6.2.3 Funditig by Families

Fees paid by clients' families accounted for 5% of the total

revenues for the 100 providers. Mixed and residential providers relied

more heavily than day providers on family payments. Very large pro-

'viders were least .dependent on family payments, and private providers

relied slightly more heavily than public providers on family payments.

Parents pay a fee for.the clients in 53% of the providers, but

in Only 43% are family payments part of the provider's revenues. This

is attributable to the fact th.it in some providers, particularly state-
.

operated ones, the fees paid-by families do not go directly io the

provider but are contributed to the general operating fund of the state.

Parents are,more likely to pay for services in' residential (or mixed)

providers-than day providers. Parents are less likely to pay in very

small providers, and very few of the providers serving deaf-blind clients

have parent fees. Private providers are more likely than public providers

to charge parent fees. Where parents do pay, the average fee is $1756

a year. Parent fees are-almost seven times as high in residential

providers.as in day providers. Thus, residential providers are both

more likely to charge parents a fee and more expensive than day

providers. On the other hand, although very small providers are the

least likely to charge parents, when a fee is charged, it is considerably

higher than the fees paid to larger providers. The cost to parents in
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prOvidemserVing severelyjlentalily retarded orseverelY eMotiOnelly

disturbed clients is greater thIn the cimit of other,providers. Providers

serving emotionally disturbed ciients are also the6kost likely to charge

parent fees. Although pJvate3próviders .are slightly mOre likely to

have fees,-they cost ts lightly less ihan oilose public providers
'J

which have fees. ' o

5.6.2.4 Ofelfare AgencydPayment

,'; ,

Paymente0by step and. ederal Welfare ailencies for the care of
-

aclient by a pkovideracco d for an .averags:of 4% of the revenues
-A

for the 100 proViders. However, only 21% of the providers receive -

iWelfare payments. Providers-received aboui, the same proportion of

funding from welfareregardless of the size of their severely handicapped.

population. Private providers were much more dependent upon welfare

payments for funding than were public providers, probably because most

welfare or social security money prevents "double payment" by the state,

and would therefore not be payable to state-operated providers. Indeed,

only 9% of the public providers receive any funds from welfare.

5:6.2.5 Other Funding

All the "other" funding sources together accounted for an average

of 14% of the revenues for the 100 providers. The interpretability of

this overall average is limited. The limited number of providers

within this study,:from a statiatical point of-view,. discourages detailing

of the seVeral sources of other funds available.to variouS providers:

For example, one proVider received aPprOXithate1Y'20%'=of-itSfunda from

an endowment source. In. contrast, another provider received 14% of

its funds from a thirdioarty.reimburseMent arrangaMent. Nence,_the

variability ofsourcep within the "other" category leads to the summary

observation that-a more detailed analysis than the aggregaie dollar

estimates-woula be-subject to considerable error:due tO the -peculiar

nature of the sample of prOiders.

' 5.7 A Note on Non-Personnel Expenditures

Information was also collected concerning the non-personnel expendi-

tures of providers duzing,the site visita. Table 5-16 presents the actual_

nonpersonnel expenditures for Severely handicapped clients.per childweek

for the three majorsprovider types.



Table 5-16

Average Total Dollars Per

Childweek for Non-Persoinel

Expenditures by Provider Service and

Client Type*

.,4

Provider

Service

Type
,

.............._

Provider Client,Handicapping

Condition Type

,

AvERAC
,. .

TOTAL

Dorms

.

'Primarily

Emotionally

Disturbed

,

Other Than

Emotionally

Disturbed

Average N** Average N** Average N*,*

Day

Providers
$29.44 8 $23.45 35 $24.56 43

Mixed

Providers

,

$166.06 4 $7.86 14 $74.13 18

,

Residential

Providers
$44.41 $40.72 27 $41,64 36 .

(

AVERAGE TOTAL DOLLARS $61.88 21 $34 08 76 $40.10 . 97

*NOTE: Service Hours differ among Provider Types and Client Types.

* * Number of Provider Institutions

A.
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Due to the wide range of facilities and equipment in use, alloca-

tion of non-personnel servicei and resources in terma ipt4er than actual
-

dollar expenditures was not feasible. :For this reasonipe non-personnel,

expenditures data are problematic in several regards. Dollar eXpenditures'

are sensitive to local variation in the'price of supplies (foodt for.example)..

The process of amortization of facilities and capital equipment openditures

also varied tremendously across providers. Some providerS recorded actua1

rent or mortgage payments as expenditures, others amortized facilities .

or equipment (but over varying periods of time) and some simply reported

no expenditures for space or large capital equipment. These providers

were typically p*lic (where the facility was.owped by the state or
r

municipal government) or private non-profit (operatinq in donated

facilities).

It should be noted that non-persommil expenditures in the

aggregate represent less than 25% of the overall expenditures of the

providers studied. Given the livatations of this study, the. relatively

Minor proportion of provider expenditures that these data represent,

and the counfounding of,these dollar estimates with.such variables as

public/private status, the estimates presented in Table 5-16 should

be considered to be suspect. Although it is posSible to design a

study that woUld examine.these estimates in detail; the design of the

present study does not permit more detailed discussion of these ex-

penditures.
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TBkRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUALITY AND EXPENDITURES-

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the relatiOnships between

the giality of servce, defined in.ierms of the quality:indices:.and the

expenditures associateewith the observedleyels of quality. The central

reseOch guestion,is, "What levels-0, nditure and.what other factors,

if al*, are associated with various leire of.quality?" Having determine"

by observation and analysis the ways In which expenditures; quality, and

otper factors are related, and asiOpmirig that'they would be,related in the

same ways if expenditures were manipulated, we are in a Pol4tion,.in. Section

6.3., to address two important policy questions: "Would (l)' changes in

resource allocation or (2) adding resourcee to-providers with low quality

ratings increase the various levels of quality?"
A

6.1 The Variable Set

The identification of any variable of a irariable sei for a

given analysis begins with the central question. .The primary pmrpose

of the ..nalysis presented in this chapter is to examine the factors and

vels of cost expenditure that are associated with varidus levels oE

quality. *Thip research question clearly, identifies the dependent

variables as the quality indices described in Chapter 2.0 as independent

variables.,-Unfortunately; little guidance can be file in this research

question lor selection of other variableebeyond theexpenditures

that might be associated with quality. Ihe problem of selection from

among thepiseveral hundred variables available for analysis was considerable.

Had sufficient prior research involving these variables been available,

the task 'would have been greatly simplified. As was documented in Volume

One of this report, in the severely handicapped area such empirical

precedents did not exist. Hence, a two-fold selection procedure, largely

based on the data collected and informed judgments of the project directors,

was undertaken.

'The first phase of this,selection procedure was negative.

Variables were eliminated from consideratiod that:

'had insufficient variabilitY for-

statisticaienalysis,

were no.Lieherently policy-relevant,

13'



were an integral part of the quality index apd would
therefore artifactually be associated with it.

The judgments toncerning individual variables were made in

conjunction with the staff of the Office of Planning, Budgeting and

Evaluation. However, final responsibility for the judgments involved

rests with the project directors.

The second phase,of the variable8 seleCtion,procedure was more.

positive. Based on the detailed characteristics of.the providers

discussed in Chapter 3.0 of this volume, and detailed in Appendix E,

variables that were empirically'observed to be assOciated with the

quality indices were considered for inclusion in the analysis.'The results

of this selection procedure were six initial variable sets:

(1) the eighteen quality indices,

(2) the four cost variables representing the total personnel
costs per childweek for each of the three aggregate
service areas and the provider,

.(3) the total number of clients served by the providerr,

(4) the total number of severely handicapped álients
served by the provider,

(5) whether the providers served primarily emotionally
disturbed-clients Or other types of clients, and

(6) the public/private status of the provider.

However, with only 95 data cases available for analysis, it

was imperative to be judicibus in terms of the selection of variables.*

These six variable sets were consideredrin the following

manner. The 18 quality indices were the major dependent variables.

The.cost variables were the primary independent.variables. The'remaining

four sete of variables were considered to be third variables (that is,

they conditioned the relationship between the independent and dependent

variables).

* The problems encountered by such analytic approaches as multiple
regression approaches where the ratio of the number of cases to the
number of variables-is 44ss than 9 to 1 is well documented. For example,

see Kendall and Stuart, The Advanced Theory of Statistics, Vol. 2,

Hafner, New York, 1972, p. 377, for the estimation of confidence
intervals under such circumstances.

."'
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6.1.1 General Methodological Considerations

The methtdologicalproblems involved in examining the basic

relationships between the cost and quality variables were considerable.

In particular, upon examination, the distributions of 10'of the 18

quality indices were observed to be dichotomous. SpeCifically, although

17 of the quality indices were conceptualized to.have three categories,

the observed values filled two per index in 10 cases. In sUch situations,

the normal regression approaches must be amended, especially when there

are few cases. D.R. Cox, in the Analysis of Binary Data (Methuen & Company:

London, 1970), points out that general linear least-square approaches

are extremely problematic in such situations.

In addition to the problems generated by the binarYNature of-the de-

pendent variables, the.-analysis also faced a relatively small'n Slivation.

With only 95 usable cases, the power and sensitivity of many techniques be -

com'es questionable. what made this sitUation even more problematic, was the

results of the analysis presented in Cbapter 5.0, and the qualitative impres-

sions conveyeiNthrough the study staff's analysis of the overall data base,
0

and the case studies. Speci,fical1y, day, residential, and mixed providers

are clearly qualitatively different. Pooling them into a single

analysis, in which patterns of relationships between variables are of interest,

was inappropriate. Such a pooling would mask relationships. Hence, the

actual maximum number of cases available for any'analysis was 42 cases.

The final methodological problem confronting the analysis, centered

on the multivariate nature of the research questions befpre the study, as
44

well as the acknowledged multivariate nature of the relationships being

studied. 'This was problematical in that analyzing multivariate4elationships

forces the analysistoward inclusion of several third and independent variables

simultaneously. Unfortunately, the problems outlined above severely limit

the number of degrees of freedom available for such analysis.

6.1.2 Analysis Strategies'Chosen

Given the objectives of the analysis and the problems cited above,

the decision was made to employ a variety of analysis strategies, dependent

on the particular stage of the analysis. ,This decision has led to the

creation of an analysis section which will begin with bivariate cross-tabs,
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move through multiple regression techniques, and eventually employ advanced

calculus for a particular modelling analysis. Each of these techniques has

own strengths and weaknesses, which will be pointed.out as appropriate.

The bivariate cross-tabulations provide a simple and straightforward
,

picture of the relationships between the quality indices and the average

standardized costs per dhildweek. However, they shed little'light,on the

nature of this basic relationship when the third variables, such as size of

provider, are introduced. The second analytic technique chosen;-matiple .

4
/

regression, for all its problems in this particular methodological situatipn,
,i

does provide some insights into the effects introduction of .these third vari-

ables has on the basic relationships between dOst and quality.

In the final policy analysis sections of this bivariate

_cross-tabulations are employed for generating simPle eStimates f the costs

of increasing quality. This eclectic selection Of.techaWie;Vtd suit'the ,,.
demands of the particular analysis involved may seem unuduat given the. %

propensity of most studies to select a single Agte techniqueand employ

it throughout an entire analysis. Fortunately, the results generated by .

theSe contrasting.analytic techniques, were very similar.' Specifically,

similar patterns of relationship Were observed across all analyses. Although

it cannot be mathematically or statiatically demOnstroget, this crOss-

validation Of the basic results of the study by the va4pus t6chniqpes would

seem to lend credence to the overall results of the analysis.

6.2 The Basid'Relationships

The puxpose of this subsection is to examine the.relationships between

the independent, third, and dependent variable dets. The first section,will

examine the reiationship between the.18 quality indices and the,three.aggre-

gaa service areas,.as well.as the overall provider expenditures, by use of

cross-tabulations. The second section, 6.2.2, will examine the relationship

between the cost variables and two aggr ate quality adales, employing multiple

regression procedures.



-6.21 -The Ihmicaiveriate-Relationship Between Cost-and Quality

The average standardized cost per childweek is related to quality,

as measured by the eighteen Oality indices. However, it is not a simple

relationship that is uniform across all indices. The relationship deiends

on the quality variable being exinined, and,the provider service type. The

exact ielatiOnshipa are outlined in Tables 6-1 through 6-44 The

"first of these tablets rekesenis,the total average standardized cost per*

childweek. The remaining three tables show the average.standardized'cost

per childweek for,the educational/habili atiVe, basic cara,A.uld.a4pnistratiVe

aggregate service areas. With minr ro9ding error ina'CcuracieS, the:cell

entries in Tables 6-2 througlh-6-4 sum to cell entries in Table 6-1.. For,cOn-

venience, the cells within each quality index and provider service type that

"rained the highest levels of expenditures have been shaded in each table.

As an examination of the tables reveals, the absolute cell frequencies-
.

are often less then four cases. Hence, .for both the statistical problems

encountered in such small n situations cited earlier in this volume, and the

conceptual and methodological problems involved in calculating and inter-

-preting at least 318 pairwise t tests, °the summarization of these tables was

accomplished in a more qualitative manner.

Table 6-5 is intended to be a summary of Tables 6-1 throngh 6-4.

This table is intended to summarize only the direction and not the magnitude

of the basic relationships between costs and the quality indices. All non-zero

differences were considered to be real. The magnitude of the differences

will be 5dd:reseed within the special policy analysis discussed in Section"6.3.

The data summarized in Table 6-5 are largely consistent with the

notion that cost and quality are positively related in most,instances. In

particular, three quality indices are clearIy positively related to total'

provider
.
expenditures by.providers. The 'biree indices are:*

,

Percentage of staff time spent on educational/

habilitative tasks,

Personal pOssessions of clients, sl

Staff' development opportunities.

Complete descriptions of te quality indices are contained in Section 2.4.9.
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Table 6-1

TOTAL AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK FOR QUAL/TY

INDICES BYLEVEL OF QUALITY AND PROVIDER SERVICE. TYPE*

L evel

Quality ;of
Indices Quality

Provider Service
Type

4"

Quality
Indices

Level
of

Quality

Provider Service
Type'

Day 1ixed
Ilesi- .

dential Day Mixed
Resi-
fdential

1) Range of
Educational/
Hahilitative

'

Materials
.

floW
I

- 10) Non-
Institution-
alized
Environment

,

Low $ 62 : -

.(2)

$125
(3)

1 edium-411:i
::',M

$124
(2)

$133
(9)

Medium :'-:J1,

HIM
126
(13)

1
a:W.

Pgh
75
(39)

3.33 -

(.10

"..
22
(.26

High 70
(21)

164 179
"' (10)

2) Percentage
of Staff
Time Spent ori
Educational/
Habilitative
Tasks

Low - - 61
(1)

11) Personal.
Possessions

Low _ - 23
(1)

42
(7)

102
(2)

191
(4)

Medium - 135 88 .

(1) (2)

High 95
; (.351

14.7
tIril.

,

211
120.1

High
(41t, 7): (3

3) Amount of
Client Time
Spent on
Educational/
Habilitative
Tasks

iLow 33
(1)

- 12) Physical
CoMfort

Low 63
(28)

149
'i.:115)::::,

Medium 48
( )

42
(1)

',20

AB
Medium -109

'..IIP:

124 152
(8) (15)

High .8 '14
:....43

202
(26)

.

High 44
(1)

111 192
(1) (5)

4) Warm Staff-
Client Inter-
actions

low
1

::.,:17' ,1:961.

A.3yj,.(18)
2431

,(14.):'

13) Evillence
of Client
Assessment

Low - - -

Medium 30 -
(1)

139
(1)

Medium 60
(13)

:.191 173

,

High - High as ,

(*.i.

119
(14) 20:

5) Instructive
Staff Behaviors

Low 75 131
(31) (17)

240:
:'31)f

14) Evidence
of Program
Evaluation

Low 79

(16)

124 ::44,

(5) A1.1.1.

Medium 703 218
(9) (1)

146
(4)

Medium 51
(7)

14 151.
:. (14)

High 140: High .86.

(1 91:
140 220
(7) ' (10)

6) Parent4In-
voivement with
the Provider

Low ',100 :IW
:A.011.: :()).

293
(131,

15) Staff
Development
Opportunities

Low 36
(3)

121
3)

Medium 90 138
(24) (14)

168
(20)

redium 67
(10)

104 153
(7) (7)

Migh 51 52
(14) (1)

157
(2)

High ,. B

HIZI):',

'5.

17 ...

' II ': (2 ,

7) Parent In-
volvement with
Their Child

Low 1.:22

'W(lr
16) Evidence _Low
of Client

64
(21)

15.3.: 177
.(9) (15)

tedium 60 ,.1.41

(18) .:.(4)::.:

.238.

(17) .Level,
Functional

Improvement

Medium 114
(10)

113 136
(5) (9)

High 90 128
(23) (13)

179
(23)

High 67
(11)

._ ,

132 a -

(5) 1

8) Respect !or
Clients **

.

Lew ::90*
(20)''

126 '165
(10) (22).

17) Evidence
f Movement of

Severely Handi-
apped Clients

Low 62
(13)

1 1(6 163
'I:I Wi;! (13)

Medium - - Medi 6

In'
117 135

(7) (12)

High 66
(21)

ut of Provider
:131 ,:,2.57.:': 2 ntc Less Shel-
':(8).tI;3). ered Sèttin s

High 80
(21)

135 ,298:. ,.

,'.,.:(8) 1101

9) Privacy tow 57
(2)

::11,3:H 155
.(211 (10)

18) Evidence
that Clients
ReCeive Edeta-
tional/Habili -
ative Sei'vices
.fter Discharge
from the Pro-
tder

Low 66
(16)

' 4L 190
(15)

Medium
. .

:..1I1

An,
100 174
(7) i (13)

medium 34
(4)

108
(3)

162
(2)

High 74
(28J

161 f:26.4...

(9) ..(12)

High ,94/

1.141.

135
(14)

2.11 :::::::

.1-1,W:

Cell entries are dollar means. 'Numbers in parentheses are frequencies
Shaded cells are highest costs within each quality index and provider type.

** This quality index had,only two allowable ratings: Low and High.
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Tablo.4-4

TOTAL AVERAGE HTANDARD/ZED COBT PER CHILDWEEK FOR QUALITY
INDICES BY,LEVEL OF.QUALITt AND pROVIDER.SERVICE TYPE:.

EDUCATIONAL/HABILITATrVE'AOGREGATE 9ERVICEAREA*

.

Quality .

/ndicee

I

Leval
Of-

Quality

,-.-.

Provider, Service- .

44Y PS .

.

.

'Quality
Ind1pee.

. . .

Lev el
of :'

Quality

Provider Service
Type . .

Dalt
..

M4godi
Ritii.7,

cliAria Day Nixed

.

Mimi-
dintial

. ..

1)..ltange. of
Cducational/ ..,
labilititiVe
4sterials

LoO
%

:, 10).NO B,
InStitutiOw.. (2)

-4 $.81
(3)

Medium :::11C

:1310'
$ .60

Go

,

6.69.;
(9)

all'8114' :Environsent
:

Madium
''.'

NOV
41W

63
(13)

144
(22)

Siiih - 351..,0-:

- (39) 44PO W
,..,..,

6%
High 54

(21)A
40

.91

,

' -

iFpercentage
of Staff .

rime Brat 'on, .

Cducat Octal/
Rabilitative
req0s '-

,

L.pl ....
135 .:'

IlY ;

,.
I1i:Perin:41
Passiesfiohi:,

: ','"n :,,P;

.

,i,

,tr.
22

. (1):.

Radium
'-'.

3r
(7)

'44'

(2)

119' ':-

(4) .

mictiOni ' - 46
flY

87.:

(2)

HiCR,',.,

--

.x: ,_ :

'1S3 -
0 High - ,1

,.-A ':..,..'--, ...._
.'31,AmOumt Of

Cl ient.Time
Spent On'.
CducatiOnal/
debilitativa
reeks

23,
(1)-

-

:0 .

12) Physical
C omfort.

LOW $8
1241

1:10.:
7.

MediuM 32
tp

0

',1)

89
A s)

Medium:
.

V..B9,.

.::.:t4t
': 61
: (a)

42
(15)

-
g

::.5i,..-...,..1

A
\.

4
'4. ..

: .c.. . -!.:.'.,..

,

High 34
(1)

. 50
'' 11)

.130
(5)

4)4ari $taff-
Client. Inter,
actions-

,

56
(39),,A.

N": Z5 '143
A331

13) Evidence
of Client
Assessment

'

Low - - OW 7

MediuM 14 '

(1)
- 103

(1)
Medium

(33) .:14i OF
High ;15.7:.

,111a::,:

..- Bigh
, _
.:,,-'40'.

,120:
60 .

(14)

,.._.'264.
-,..123) :'

5) Instructive
IStaff Behaviors

Low '55

(31)
71
(17)

J3r.'-4:
131/1i:::,

14) :Evidence
of. .Program 4

Evaluation

,--

Low
57(16)

58
(5)

49.9.-.
-Iiii:

Medium 61
(9),.

:::.1:44::

(1),,:.,'

'72
(4)

Medium 38
(7)

'.;,-11$:,

ffSt.:

94
(14)

High -..:40-6 - _ .

High :64.
.(19)

t:713

'TO
.

145
(9)

6) Parent In-
volvement with.
the Provider

Low 73::

(4.):,

61

(3)

2111 .'.

..(12):':'.'

15) Staff
Development
Opportunities

Low 21
(3)

- 119
(3)

Medium 64
(24)

,.-111:-.111-
'MAY.: (20)

Medium
'.-

44
(10)

48
(7)

89
(7)

High 41
(14)

-22
(1)

'87
(2)

High -66
(29)

92:
'1.3.4.'

X69''
120. .,

7) Parent In-
volvement with
rheir Child

Low
, ..,

1011...

(IY.
. . .

-!- 4
.

16) Evidence
a Client
unctional
evel
Improvement

,

Low
.

43
(21)

.::9$,.

OW>
113
(15)

Medi um 42
(18)

:::::8e,:-.

::.:,44r

015-.-
:024'.'.

Medium "99my
.52

(s)

84
(9)

High 67
(23)

64
(13)

112
(22)

High 47
(11)

61
(5)

237
(loY

8) Respect for
Clients" ,

<

Low
..

....,A1),

(20)
71
(10)

'99.
(22)

.

17) Evidence
-f MoVeMent of.
Severely Handi-
apped Clients
*Lit of Provider
nto Less Shel-
ered Settinos

Low 41
(13).

117:::'

1 (3) '

112
(13)

Medium -
1488im

(lilt :441 (51:)

igh
.

t 47 ',..79..',.

(21) *(8).*

_
.220,,*
p:W'.

High Ell

(21)
. 59
(8)

246..
(9).

9) Privacy

4

Low '50
(2)

.105 :

'(2)
95

(10)

18) Evidence
that Clients

Low 46
(16)

160
41):

126
-(15)

edium :,99'.

1710:-47)
52 113

(13)

I c
ional/Habili-
ative Services

MOdium 25
(4)

57
(3

,162:

(2)

High 51
(28)

'86

(9)

218 ..

(11).::,..

,

'fter Discharge
from the Pro-
ider

High 71
(22)

72
(14)

153
(17) .

Cell entries are dollar means. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies.
fhaded cells are highest costs within each quality index and provider type.

* This quality index had only two allowable ratings: .Low and High.
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Table-6-3
-

.

l'OTPXAVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEtTOR7OUALITr
. INDICES BY LEVEL OPAUALITY AND PROVIDER swIcE TYPE:
BASIC CARE ACGREGATE SERVICE AREA

Quality
Indices

_

wia. 41.

of "-
lity

Provider Service,
. Type,

vei ..

'Of
ality

TrovtAat . riticil

.:, .-,T.11*:. .:

Day E.entia1
Rata-

. ,

-:Ouality . -

,Indices Day:
mi-.
.ial

rRange of .

ducational/
i1itat4.ve
terials

10).Non-
Instituilon7 ,

liaised .:

INVirenment
-- -

ii=
ium

.

-i.. . 111111
29'

(.3)

..V...:

(3j1..:'

28
(2)

:4T :. 3
(ie)

.27.

(13) '.#.2..-
3 28.

(16)
28

(25)
igh 3

-(21)
-

.0. .,:.

17
(9)

) 'Percentage
of Staff

Spent on
ucationall:
abilitative
asks

6
(1)

. ,

11)% Personal
Poissessions

,. '*'
.

1)

3
(7)

't,..
A.W.

32
(4)

Aium- ime
,, U.
..:.;

.27
(2)

3

(35)

28
(15)

1:12 2:'
A 29)::-.

High .' ,.:.'
A ili.

28
(17).

j
A ".q

) Amount of
lient Time.
pent on
ducatiOnal/
abilitative
asks

Low- 0

(1)
. 12) Physical

COmfor

.

, -

3'
(28)

26 .

(9)
-
i

2
(2)

14
(1)

.7 ?

':f ,......,

odium
. .

2 %
(12)

.29'
(8)

' 30 ..

(15)

itigh7
. ,

..;'4C
.....e17).

26
(25) (1) ,..,:;z (5)

4) Warm Staft-
lient Inter-.
ctions

.

Zow 1
(39)

.,,..281.:'

:A1(0f.:(33)
..:42-'':' 13) Evidence

of Client
Assessment

Medium 0
(1)

g

t1).

edium 3

(13)
,..

'1,. ..?.

:44';.:.

fAlt:;0,

High -..' 5

'Ill%

.

High: 2
(29)

26
A14)

29'

(22)

5) Instructive
Staff Behaviors.

.

Low 3

(31)
27

.(17)
31

(30)
14) Evidence
of Program
Evaluation

.

3

(16Y
26
(5)

24
(11)

Medium
4

(9)

.w0-.
.:::::.U1, -::(4):::::

ediuts s:' ,:::

..:11 I.::

28
(6)

27
(14)

High 4

(1)
_ _ High _ 2

(19)
'''''.419.:'

4'..:.:.(9)

..

6) Parent In-
olvement with
the'Provider

'

3
(4)

29
(3)

35
(12)

15) Staff
Development.
pportunities

Low'
A '..:

AO
(a)

3

(24)
29

(14)
28

(20)
dium 3

(1
22
(7)

.

''..;'''.:W,.,

',I7t::,%

igh 3

(14)
13

(1)

46
(2.)

ugh 3

(29)
.32::.
(f1W

33
(24)

7) Parent In-
..lvement with
heir Child :

w
(1)

- 16) Evidence
f Client
ctional .

vel
Improvement

. . ,..-

w 2
(21

..- 29 .',

::;

30
(15)

3

(18)
30
4)-

23
(12)

dium
j

26
(51

25
(9)

i h 3
(23)

26
(13)

.

H,17:
122r

High 3

(11)
28

(5)
Kii'.;i:
':,(1.0)i.

8) Respect for
lients**

Low 2

(20)

..

:11'
(10),

.3-.4:-'*

'(22)..
7) Evidence
f Movement-of

Law' . 2
(13)

3. ,
..(4 ) i.

21
(13)

odium - -
everely Handi-
apped Clients

edium 2

(S)

24
(7)

30
(12)

High 4
(21)

24
(9)

27
(12)

ut of PrOvider
nto Less Shel-
ered Settin s

High 4
121)

30
(8)

- ,-

:::*1.:'::-:

.::-49rf:

9),Privacy

,

Low 3

(2)

23.
(2)ti.

29
(10)

8) Evidence
t Clients

3

as)
::? 38 .,

-t .:%.
25,

as)
dium 3

(7)

25
(7)

28
(1.3)

ceive Educe-
ional/Habili-
ative Services

adium
,
4

( ..) :.

28
(3)

20
-(2)

High 3

(28)

32,

(9)

-. 39 ,.,

'111j-.,
,-:,

fter 'Discharge
rom the Pro-
ider

High 3

(22)
28

(14)

39::::

.117)

J Cell entries are dollar means. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies.
Shaded cells are highest costs within each quality index and provider type.

This qualitx index ha(fonlyrtwo allowable ratings: Low and High.* *
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Table 6-4

TOTAL AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEX FOR QUALITY
INDICES-SY.LEVEL OF QUALITY AND-PROXIDER:SERVICE TYPEt,
ADMINISTRATIVE AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA*

Qumi
Indices

.

teVel,
of
3mality

-Provider SaMice
Type-

Quality:
. Indices

°f
puelity

Provider SorVice

Pay Mixed
Resi-
dential Day :Ammed

, Resi
dential

ilrliange of'
pducational/ :

Mabilitiltiv,
Mate Xials . '

. , ... .

,

Law . .
4 .

10.Norp- 7

Institution-
alised' ..
Environment

Low
,

12
(33_

Hod Wilk! -;
38..

z,
20

A2)
, 4i,,,:

e MediMm
... ,....,

.3

.

H -'-' .: 15-

.(39)

':::-',W

'1A,3*.:::

...24

::(24)

.

1211.:(5),
-26
(8).. .

21AlerCentige,..
of. Staff:.
Tune Spent'on..
Educational/ .-

Mabilitatiela'.
Tasks :

.

t ::111 Perional
Possess/one

Lemi 2

(1) .

-_,.,neuilea
,

.7,
7)(2() (. 4)

MA04
.

High ..::

.... )::

26
(20

High
...

rf,
.1.. ,

..k7.(1:7),,
28 :.26

, . .(14
'31-Amount 'Of '

Client Time
Spent on.
Educational/
Habilitative
Tasks.

Low A
... -

111
.

- 12) Physical
,.

Comfort .

Low.
-

_ -:13
. (26)

'.,

4.,,

:. -.'-:§:,

mediue -,.- 16,

'(2)
28.
(1)

-.!:',34.'

:..:q416
m.dias.

.

OrAlw ,

((0,:.

1
. -.,

(15) :

High : 462.
.,M9t.: 117) (24)

MiA.m-

-' ..11) (5Y

4) Warm Staff-.
Client Inter
actions'

Low , 15"

(39)'.?':'(

',,, 8 ,::2.6.-

''::'.144-.W.....

13) Evidende -

Of CI ieht
Assessment

. .,

Low '
.

Medium ' 15
(1)

10 .

(1)

medium
.

f.

,...

23'

(41
. .

' '
...

Sigh - 8
(1)

High

*

15
(29)

K ,,

';' 1,0 '

22 .

(22)

5) Instrictivo
Staff Behaviors

.-

15
(31)

_ .'::.

T ''''

14).Evidence
of Program
EValuation

Low. 17
(16)

.
.

'4:..::...3 ,.:::;.

':.-OY:.._

18
(11)

Medium 13
(9)

20
(1)

24
(4)

medium 7

(/
21

(6)

26

(10

High
_

-
,:, ,...

-,: -
:-...0.1:

- -
.

High 11'

(19)
28
(7)

.:,.44::'..,.
. ,.

''-.0).::
i ..
,l.ix:,::.:::

i) Pareni.- Dir.
volvement with
the Provide ...::m

Loli .,24..

..i't.W:
.', 59
::.:t

.
19':::::;.

111/
15) Staff
Development
Opportunities

Low 7 -

ediU 18
(24)

23 .' 24
(14) -' (20)

Medium
--..

:-..:. 19

:,:.:(19):

. _ .

...,,,

:...(1.) '.::

23

(7)

High 8
(14)'

17 22
(1) (2)

High 15
(29)

28
(11)

25 '

(23)

i) Parent Inr- .LOW
voivement.with.
Their Child

-

:4 7
(1)

- 16) Evidence
of Client
Functional
Level
Improvement

Low 3.7 ...

4711:
20

(8)

21
(14)

Medium , 14
(18)

18 20
(4) (12)

Medi um 12 :.,,

(10)
42 .

k5,1.

26
(9)

mt0h. ,11.5,

,.(23)t1.31j.
:10',2().:.'H:

1211:-'..

High 16
(11)

-,- 31

A sf

,,,31:,

-.:.(1(1).,:,

.

104 Respect:rfor
Clients**

:. .:

'

.

,

Low
-,

18 27 24%::''*'

j2I1.:
171 Evidence
.f Movement of

LoW 17
(13)

40.
(3)

17
(12)

Medium
- .

23
(12)

Severely Handi-
Capped Clients
Cut of Provider
into Less Shel-
iered Settings

Medium 8
(8)

15
(7)

24
(12)

High 13
(21)

,3-11.-

(8.)

High 17

(21)

---.440.3.8.-..
A81- :-(R) ..,

9) Privacy

....

Low
1

6

(2)

12
(2)

21
(10)

-.Receive
:3

(13)

1' :33 'i'
(10). :

18) Evidence
that Clients

Educe-
tional/Habili-
.tative Services
After Discharge
from the Pro-
i der

Low 16
(16)"

20

(1)

24
(14)

Medium
,

9 :.
(7)

20

(7)

Medium . 4

(4)

19
(3)-

. .

1.8:t.

. . .

High :19.

(20).-

IR'
(9)

High .17
(22)

. :31: ',

'-(14)".

25
(17)

**

Cell entries are dollar means. Numbers in parentheses are fregancies.
Shaded cells are highest costs within each quality index and prdbider type.

This quality index had only two allowable ratings: Low and High.
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Table 6-171.

. Sirmsary of Diraction oiSe1ationeh1p
between. AVerage;Standardixtd Cost per Cbii8we' ek andi 9nelity indicAtwils

* Provider Servicerlipia and Aggregate Service'.Araa. .

Rage 'of Educational/
Babilitative Materials

i)
High Percentaqe of
Staff Time Spent on
Educational/Babilita-
tive Tasks

3)
Banat of Client Time
Spent on Educational/
Babilitative Tasks

4)
,WaravStaff-Client

"Interab*ons

7

5)
Instructive Staff
Behaviors

6) .

Parent Involvement
with the Provider

7)
%Parent Involvement
with their Child

8)
ResPect ;for client

9)
privacy

Aggregate Service -Area .

PaY

MiXed

:BeSidential-

Day

Mixed ,

Residential

Edaitioital/ Basic.. AdainietratiVe

ITAb2e.6 ltible. ..-(febis.6 -4)

-

+

Day

Kir
Residential

Day

liXed
Rerlidential

Day

Mixed .

Residential'

DaY

Mixed .

:Rekidential

Mixed

Reeidential

DaY

mixed

-Renidential

Day

Mixed

Residential
Highest expenditures,

(Blank) im 'No Clear "relationship
medium: quality) ,

gm Highest. expenditures,

+

total 1
Dollar
Empendi:
turee, 4

-/

High quality
bighest eapanditures,

'Low quality



10)

HonfInstitutiOnalixe
Eavironment'''

.

ll)

Personal PoSeesaions

Summary Of Direction of Reletienehip
Table contd.

,

Provider
0ervice-.

Pe

Day

Nixed

'Residential

12)

Physical Confort

13)

reidence of Client
Assessment

Mesidentiai;
1114

Day

&iced -

.,Residential.

Day

-Mixed

.Masidentiel

14)

'Evidence of Program
Evaluation

Day.

Nixed

Residential

Aggregate

Edadatiohilr
Rabilitative,
4Table ,

istrative
P011ary
EXPendi,

(rable.,s,a)

15)

Staff Development
Opportunities

Day

Mixed

Residential

16)

Evidence of Client
Functional Level
Improvement

17)
Evidence of Movement
of Severely Handi-
capped Clients Out,of
Provider into Less
Sheltered Settings

Day

Mixed

Residential

Day

Mixed

Residential

+

18)

Evidence that Clients
Receive Educational/
Habilitative Services
After Discharge from
the Provider

Day

MixeI

Residential

. +

XEY:
(Blank) mg

Highest expenditures,
No clear relationship
medium quality)
Highest expenditures,'
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The expenditure patterns across the aggregate Service areas within these four

quality indices are almost exclusively positive in natuie: This indicates

that high ratings on these four quality indices are most likely4found in providers

'who were observed to be greater tilan average on expenditures. The exception

to this generalization is in administrative, and to a'lesser extent basic

care, aggregate service area expenditures for the personal possessions and

staff development opportunities index.ratings. As the tables show, ex-

penditure on basic care aggregate service areas frequently showed no clear

relationship, and in two instances a negative relationship with high-quality

ratings in these two indices.

In addition to these four variables, three other qualitrindices

showed somewhat positive relationships to average stIndavdized costs per

childweek.

Range of educational/habilitative materials,,

Privacy, and

Evidence of client assessment.

Within,these three quality indices, the relationship between total dollar

expenditures was identifiable in residential and mixed providers.

One final quality index, the amount of client time spent on the educ-
.

ational/habilitative tasks, was observed to be positively related to costs.

However, the positive relationship was evidenced relative to expenditures in

the educational/habilitative aggregate service area. Given the nature of

this index, this is not surprising. What this finding would tend to confirm,

is that expenditures for teachers and other educational/habilitative service

personnel do seem to be translated into increaseslin the amount of staff and

client time spent on educational/habilitative tasks. However, this does not

necessarily,mean that the total dollar expenditures for providers are simil-

arly high.

Of the eleven remaining quality indices, eight fall into what could

be best considered as a "both positiVe and negative relationship to expenditures."

The remaining indices seem to be negatively associated to costs. Because

these are-individually important indices, they will be discussed separately.

1.) Warm staff client interactions - the results on this index indi-

cate that warm staff client interactio4 are negatively related to cost in
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residential providers. In contrast, high ratings for this index were

observed to be positively associates with educatiohal/habilitative and
,

basic care costs in day providers.

2.) In'etructive-staff behaviori -T:In:atiern:141.0iiae:to that:
.

.

. Of the warM staff7client interactions index, high: quality_ratings on this:.

index were.negativel)i-related:.to expenditureijn:reeidential:providere,'.::,.

,

, and.pOsitively'related ;to expenditureo.:In:day pkOVidere. :No Clear

'Pattern was evident:froM'mixed Providers.'
. . ..

, 3.) Parent Involvement with a PrOvider - Parent involvement with

a Provider was observed to be negatively associated with costs, with the

lone exception of basic care expenditures within residential Providers-

There are several hipotheses for -why such a reliitionship might be

observed. For example, intensive programs staffed by professionals

might result in relatively high costs, and.low parent involvement. ,

HolieVer, data does riot exist within this study to ascertain with any

degree of certainty; the causal relationships that determine thisCo

particular relationship. c

4.) Pakent Involvement with the Child - Although the relationship

betWeen cost and quality ratihge for the parent involvement with their
P

6

child are not as clear as,thoee for parent involvement with the provider

tatinge, there are some similarities. Based on the data, it would appear

that Involving parents:with their children seems to be associated with high

administrative-costs regardless of provider type. Given the administrative

complexities'of administering such programs, this seems to be plausible.

However, the negative relationship between-educational/habilitative,,basic

care, and total dollar expenditures within day providers and the ratings

for this quality index must not be overlooked. Ae was the case with the

,preceding index, there are multiple hypotheses available for explaifting

this observed relationship. Parent substitution for professional.care

by some providers cannot be dismissed as a plausible hypothe4is.

5.) Re4iect for Client - The relationship between cost and ratings

for this qualitY index was coMplex. There-were six positive and six negative

relationships with no unclear cells-observed. As shall be seen in a later
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section (6.3), the pattern of expenditures across the aggregate service

.areas seems most 'determinant of scores oi high ratings on this qua ity

index. The overall dollar expenditure-is somewhat less important n

obtaining high quality ratings on this index.

6.) Non-inStitutionalized environment - In most cases, there was no

clear relationship between ratings on this index and the costs. Those f00,

observed relationships were primarily within mixed providers. Given the fact

that mixed providers were significantly larger in terms of client popUlations

than the other two providers, it would seem consistent to observe that high

costs would be associated with creating non-institutionalized environments in

these large scale organizations.

7.) Physical comfort - Somewhat surprisingly, physical comfort seems

.negatively related to costs. However, it should be noted that we are examin-

ing personnel costs and producing or increasing physical comfort should be as-

sociated with non-personnel costs. Unfortunately, the non-personnel data avail-

able to the study was insufficient for testing this particular hypothesis.

8.) Evidence of program evaluation - High ratings on this quality

index seem to be moderately associated with costs. Nevertheless,

the majority of the relationships were unclear.

9.) 'Evidence of client functional improvemeni - Quality ratings on
e0

this index were clearly positively related to ,costs in residential providers.

On the _other hand, the relationship between quality, the ratings and costs

were either neutral in the case of day providers, or largely negative in the

case of mixed providers. At least one interpretation for these findings would

be the importance of functional improvement in residential settings.

, 10.) Evidence of movement of severely handicapped clients out of the

provider into less sheltered settings - There was no clear relationship be-
,

tween total dollar expenditures or educational/habilitative aggregate service

area costs and quality ratings for this index. However, administrative costs

and basic care costs were lakgely positively related to this quality index.

Given the necessity for administrative costs to accomplish the phenomenon

which this index attempts to measure, these would seem to be credible

findings.
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In view of the exploratory nature pf these quality indice$ and the
..

/

measurement-problems associated with measuring quality in these settings,..: ,

the COngruence between the expenditure measured and quality indices nasur4
i

in.a rplatively preCise metric is encouraging. Future researchers i erested:

in More elaborate and precise measurements of some aspect of quality hould

find the4arecedingresultS suggestive-of the,nature of the-basic rela onships

between
)
arious tYpes of costs and dimensions of qUality.

i
:tt,should be added that future researChers should attempt to ALIA

/

i

the situation where the quality indice'measurementteChniques result in
4, i

binary Sca From a measurement and,analyiis point of view, 'Airy

scales 4eni special problems for:analysig.(*) -For example, evt.the
1.-

Pearson ect-moment correlation coefficient* upon which most stendard

.regressibn analysis programs operate is inappropriate. Even mdre serious

'is the effeCt of measurement-errors when the responses are'not eVenly

split between the two response categories as was the case in this Study.

Hot4ever, the effect of majority of the 18 quality indices being-observed

to be esSentialky,binary in this study does not prohibit analysis in the

'preceding or forthcoming section's. What it does do. is coribute yet

another methedolOgical factor which could artificially suppress relation-

shipS,:;Which do.in fact exist and restrict analyst's of the quality indices

them4eives to_a_linear condition since only a-straigh line can be drawn.J.

....
-bet401 iWO points.

6.22. Multiple Regression Analysis

As was outlined in Section 6.1.1, the methodological problems in-

volved in applying.multiple regression analysis to the current data base

are conSiderable. However, given the objective of gaining some insights as

to the relationship between cost and quality when important mediating variables

are considered, the intent is worthy.

(*) See D.R. Cox's Analysis of Binfli Data (London; Methuen and Co.,1970)

for a brief introductionito these problems and literature.
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Table 6 -B.

General SChematic Representation
of.'Qualitf Scale Conetructión

Aggregate
Quality Quality
Indices Indices

Range of Educational/
Habilitative Materials

High Percentage of Staff
Time Spent,on Educational/
Habilitative Tasks

Amount of Client Time
Spent on Educational/
Habilitative Tasks

Warm Staff-Client
Interactions

Instructive Staff
Behaviors

Educational/Habilitative
Opportunities Quality,

Quality
Scales

Educational/Habilitative

.Staff-Client
Interactions

Parent Involvement with
the Provider ,

Parent Involvement with
Their Child

Parent Involvement

Respect for Clients

Privacy

Non-InStitutionalized
Environment

Personal Possessions

Physical Comfort

Humanization of
Institutional
Setting

Evidence of Client
Assessment

Evidence of Program
Evaluation

Staff Development
Opportunities

Extent of Training
and Evaluation

Evidence of Client
Functional Level
Improvement

Evidence of Movement of
Severely Handicapped
Clients Out of Provider
into Less Sheltered
Settings

Evidence that Clients
4 Receive Educational/
'Habilitative Services
After Discharge from the
Provider

Client Movement
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In order to undertake the regression analysis it.wis necessary to ag-

gregate the variable opt beyond the reductions noted in the preceding sections

given the methodologicil problems encountered in multiple regression,analyeis-

When the ratio of cases to variablei in, the analylis is- nine,-i.o.One.

6.2.2.1 Aggregation Of Variable' Sets

The priiiary reduction in the .nniaber Of,VarjAbles,. Prior:to the re-..

gresSion AnalySis, reeulted from. the aggretitiOnt. of the ,18 quplity indices
.

, .

into -twO qUality!scAlesi The',PrOcesi invoItied'in this aggregation:.is outlined
,

., ,
in Table 6-r6.2',The-.5.1,rst 11,3ei) in this prOceli, the:aggregatiOn of the 16-

quality indiCeii -into Sil.: agigregate ric4c::ep; Wie.:done on-theOretical

grounds outlined on page 32 thrOngh. 35 Oithie Vcilume. 'The further Aggre-

gation of these.six: aggregate.'guality indiceP intO two qualj:ty scales was ac-

complished through an eicimination of the interrelationshiPs betWeen the ag-

gregate quality indices. Table 6-7 contains thexPearson Product Moment Cor-

relations between the aggregate quality indices.. The correlations, excluding

that between humanization and staff-client interactiOn are relatively low

(less than .28). However, the educational/habilitative aggregate quality

index was in no case correlated at greater than .16 with the other five_
.

indices. In addition, from a substantive and policy point of view, the ag-

gregate educational/habilitative quality index is by itself an important

index. An educational and rehabilitative emphasis is generally considered

to be an important thrust of recent legislation. Hence, on empirical,

practical, and methodological grounds, the six aggregate quality indices were

reduced to' two scales: the educational/habilitative quality -.scale and a

scale representing the sum of the five other aggregate quality indices. The

correlation between the two resultant scales was .28. Generally, this is

congruent with the earlier observations made in this and previous volumes.

Although educational/habilitative quality does tend to be associated with

other quality indices, the relaticinship between it and the other quality

indices is far from unity. 1 46
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i
7

A'setond reduction:Of the variable'set was done through inspection
5 0444..

evisous results akd prellminary regression anal _ses The public/
t ,

ate variable waseiimtnited because it was nO ed, At greater

/thaR .08, with .any other variable of interest., Cix exploratory regres-

sion runs confirmed that public/private status was not associated in any

significant way with other variables in the set a interest. Hence, the

reduced variable set contained (1) two,variables associated with the size

of provider; total clients and total severely handicaPped clients (2) whetiler

the provider specialized in the care of emotionally disturbed clients, and

(3) the aggregate cost per childweek values for the 'three aggregate service

areas.

6.2.2.2 Bivariate Relationships

The logical and statisticaf basis for multiple regression analysis

lies in the bivariate relationships between the variables of interest. Hence,

before the regression 4nalysis was undertaken, two types of bivariate,analyses

were perforned.

Selected scattergrans of pairs of independent, dependent,
and mediating variables.were.examined, and

o Correlations within provider type were ekamined. ,

The purpose of this analyses was two-fold. First, to ascertain if non7linear

relationships existed between variables of interest, and/or if bivariate re-

. lationships differed significantly between Various provider-groups, and

second, to explore the .basic relationships between the variables -them7

selves. e resulteof these two analyseSt described below, were congruent.

Specifi , both visually and statistically, there was no significant

evidence o non-linear relationships. In addition, the magnitude and di-

rection of the bivariate relationships between variables differed signifi-

cantly across the three wvider service types.
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Scattergram Analysis

Examination of the bivariate relationships through scattergrams was

undertaken prior to even the preliminary analyses. The raw untransformed

cost data from the seven detailed service areas was plotted against the two

quality indices. The purpose of this analysis, conducted before any of the

cost analysis was undertaken, was to ascertain whether aggregation of the

cost data to average standardized per childwdek costs and aggregate Iuality

and service ,areas was appropriate for the regression analysis. This examina-

tion,,undertaken by the study staff in consultation with Office of Planning,

Budget and Evaluation, concluded that no significant non-linear relationships

existed that-would be masked by this process.

pearson Product Moment Correlation Analytis

. Thesecond bivariate.analysis performed consiste f calculation of

ilkthe zero-order Pearson Product Mdment Correlations. The sults cf-this

analysis are presented in Table 6-8. The.tests of statistical significance

for the coefficients hav ot been included in this table-nor will tests of

significance be presented in the remainingsections of this chapter. The
,

method of.selection of the providers'for :inclusion in this Study, as well

as the considerable variation in the institutional settings in these providers,

make tests of statistical significance very misleadinp. Hence, the

relationShips are presented in the correlational and rsgression anal-

ysis and are intended as.statements of observed relationships with the
,

providers studied. Generalization of the results to larger populations

must he on.the basis of either perceived similarities between the providers

studied herein or the generality of the relationships themselves. However,

had this been.a data ilet amenable to tests of significance, correlations

greater than .20 for the day And residential providers;,and greater than

.46 for the mixed providers would have been "statistically significant" at -----

the a ='.05 level.

The most startling contrastAn Table 6-8 lies in the preponderance of

variables which are associated in different manners across the provider types.

For example, the eaucational/habilitative and non-educational/habilitative

quality scales are virtually unrelated in day providers (-.10), strongly re-

lated' in a negative manner in mixed providers (-.54), and pOsitively related in

residential providers (.49).. In at least 15 of the 28 cells in the table

c, 148
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, Table 0

Pearson Product Mimed Corralations

for'Aggragete Quality Indicant 99 Providers

. 4

,Parent liVolvement

Humanisation

Training.and'Evalnition

Client movement'

.10 .25'

Educational/

Habilitative

QUality

Staff--

Client

Interaction



:-.,,,varialle -

Moms
Variable

.-Provider

tn.

Quality '

Stales':

Nob ilitetive

Dii

nixed

Residential

los'

tducational/

Rellitative

Provider Client Type*

Day

Nixed

Reeldential

I Dayp
Hilted

Residential

Air841

Standardised

Cost

Per

Valk

Sire

Of

Proilder

Itscationel/

liabilitative

Day

Hived

Reoldential

.24

.47

.13

Pow PrOdicet lisal.ti*1iti001

'for Mejor Variable Shope by Provider PM'

. op

Basic

Care

Day

Mixd

Adivisistration

Realduntial

Day

Riled

;Residential

Number of

Severely Hind- Nixed

c1itinti

Residential

,01

.15

0.04

.10

.16

.09

-43

0,59

Day,

fetal 7rovider

Handicapped _Mixed

Clients

Reslientill
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.05

..4

.08

0,10

.25

..36

-.06

, so

.53

,09

.73

. .06

.04

.12

.02

.07

-132

-,25

0,10

.23

.65

.22

-.02

-.32

-.22

-.23

Iducationel/ ,

Hsbilitstive

Hon

tducat,COnal/

Habilitetive

Quelity.Scalse

-.27

0.36

-.21

Cduciticeal/

Bsbilitstive

.38

.10

Basic

care

-.25

-.28

Administration

"I

.83

.61

7

Weber of

Severely Hand-

ices* Clients

Total Provider

Handicappd

Clients

average standardised Cost Per Childveek lite of Provider

Exact number of CA1411 per cell mill vary slightly but corvelitions
ars based on 43 day pcoviders, 19 nixed providers,

and'37 residential providers.

111 This vas a hely Variable with 4 equil to providers with
prberilylther than optionally disturbed clients and'1

equal to providers vithlirisarily emotionally ditrurbed cliental
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there are considerably-different-relationships between the Various variables

of interest across the provider types. Hence, the first major conclusion

reached on the basis of the bivariate ana/ysis was that the variable set of

interest showed markedly different relationshipiacross the various provider

types. Aggregation of the day, mixed, and residential providers into a single

group for the regression analysis would have seriously masked relationships.

Beyond this major initial finding,.there are several relati,onships
. e

and patterns of interest withi& Table 6-8. Rather than enumerate each and

. every relationship, it would seem more appropriate to call attention to those
.

few of considerable import. First, the zero-order relationships between educ-

ational/habilitative quality are noticeably strong in the case of the average

standardized cost per childweek within eilucational/habilitative service area.

Interestingly, the relationship between the educational/habilitative

index and the number of severely handicapped clients was uniforak

across the three provider types. However, the relationship between non-

educational/habilitative quality index and the indicators of size was

positively related . It would appear that non-educational/habilitative care

is better in larger providers but the educational/habilitativ quality is

somewhat ledt.

A third major finding was the negative relationship between the two,
..

indicators of size of provider and the costs of adMinistration. Uniformly, .

both the number of severely handicapped clients and the total provider han4- ,

capped clients indicator were negatively related to the cost'of adminfs4ation.

At least in the area of administration, economies of scale are realized:'

Expenditures on administration were not uniformly correlated acrosk-

provider types with basic care and educational/habilitative expendi-

tures. For example, within dayroviders a negative relationship between

expenditures on administration and basic care existed 1-.30), while

within residential providers these expenditures were positively

correlated (.65).

6.2.2.3 The Three Main Regression Models

At the completion of the bivariate analysis it was clear that given

the ratio of cases to variables of interest, and the differences across day,

mixed, and residentialtroviders, the study was confronted with a difficult



<choice. On the one hand, the number of "cases available for day providers (41)
- --

and residential providers (34) was barely sufficient for a regreSsion contain-
,

ing six independent and mediating variables in cne dependent variable per

iteration. However, the availability pf only 19 mixea provider cases for

analysis precluded a regression approach which would contain six variables.'

Hence, the study was confronted with a choice between:

o Omitting the miXed providers from the regression analysis, or

Assigning the mixed providers to the day/residential
provider types based on some particular provider
characteristics.

,-
The first choice meant excluding a4adjor koyider type.ser.liing severely

., A t.' 9 .' s .

handicapped clients from the analysis. The second diternAtiimmeant lgnorinq..

the results of the bivariate-andlysis Which shows that,t4e,reltionlhiPs among'
.- V . A ;ig '

.p

the variables of-interest ihade the, mixidTroviders"unlikeTeithei the'ddY'br
N4- ,' , 4. .--' I''' '-.

residential.providern.examinati4n of theseiternatives,-i de0.4iOn wee-
.*(.'

made.to omit the 410,providers froin the regression.analYdis;,±atherthan
. .

.. ,.
. ,.

SOMM4.e soillprror of.asOigtalfeht or inappropriate Ilispofstatistical techniquv.;...
. % . ,

t '" ,i'' .

: c: .0-' ,

.ThitconAervative COUrse is.defensiblegiven the.Untludi'adradteristics, Of.
,

. .

1 _r - , , -., , . tt:
c the mixed provideincluded.in thics study.' Mnyof thegrproviders Wete ex:7 ,

' ., .,
.10,..

! ' , ; .'' -
... -tremely.A.arge Multi-service facilitres and des were emallpubd4c and si./ ..f'.

H. :

. , , t
..0.1IM

,,privat% institutsionsTserving spedlaktedilieds.:: .17he.illeults. of the regression,L.
',,,' ..

. / g v, . . .41. . °A. °P. an sis re limxted-to e .1, ando'residentilk provider types. :Yliture
'0,..-----4 i - ?"

. st4ddes. hould be de..
rio

d td -I.nc/ude'a'jarger Impleif tiAd provi,pers'sO:
. . .- - -I

t ated withi this st4d1might be ovecoMe.4
. NZ' ..

" V .
'071 .., .; . .,,(:'

; .

; . After: thi8:Xd.Otc decisiowas fgadei- ,thpe regre ions were undertaken
,,, 4

, , 4 :

: fpr irepir Pf ille two '1. :.-' '"I'013.3.t1,. Scales. .--First, a rpgression: hich bontained.the
, ..

. ., i .4.- - :

4.4,
4th eemediatingovariableS4*

,r.
tIat the.omis onimece

;,

,- rkEmoti:O'nekly disturbed/ pn-eMotionally 4stuibd status,
, i

,.

T-- Totl.o, tclient popula n of provide' -63d,

* ' ' :: . .

Total severely h aPpea populatiOn of the provider4,
...

. . e '
1

10,

44 .'1141. 4 '' ,::)( 7 NX.)e..t
s,

,*The4Adependent varikble Ake;t:i;'li 3.ng dIvidennto three "mediatag" and

thile .4'independene variables-for', 'analytic convenience. The generic purpose

of, ths 'chapter iS to iffirestitAte tile, relationship-between cost 4n0quality as

concli4.t, oned As we shk1 see, size and primary client type areimportaf4t.n

-. determi ing quality" but'are being separated froMihe cost variable in:order

op4confubion concerninS. the purpose'of the analysis; The*mipilm41, . .-
to, '.

. ,
,

overlap' 3 use bf d rr week mtFic-for costs ane6lient populationds:

a4cep-66ble c-

151)'; 3.20 o"N
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In addition to these three mediating variables, three independent cost variables

were included.
'

The average standardized coat per childweek on aggregate
educational/habilitative care2services,

The average standardized cost per childweek spent on
aggregate basic care, and

The average,standar zed cost per childweek spent
by the provider o,iiadministration.

The first regression model spas supplemented by a regression whi"ch contained

only fhe independent cost variables on each'of the quality scales, and a re-

th

'

i,gression in which only e in e iating clariables were reeessed on each"-of the

quality indices. The results of these regressions are,presented in Tables
,

. .

6-7 through 6-11, Table 6-9 being the basicIMeans and standard deviations.

6.2.2.4 Results of the Regression Analysis'

Variance Explained

The first dimensidh ofIche results of the regression analysis worthy
of note is the magnitude and difference in the overall variance explained (R2) by

the three regression models in Tables 6-10 and 6-11. Not surprisingly,

the regression involving all six variables actounted for.the Most

variance, from .14 to .23. In contrast, the regression of the independent

cost variables on the quality indices yielded various explained-coefficients

only of from .03 to .09. Similarly, the regression runs involving the

mediating variables explained from .09 to of the variance. An'examination

of these results, and a number of stepwise.regressions performed by the staff,

clearly indicates that the mediating variables explain more of the

in quality than the independent cost.variables. However, the cost

do add from .10 to .14 of the variance explained as a group.

The regression coefficients for the three main regression models

are presented in Table 6-10 and the standardized regression 6oefficients are

'presented in.Table 6-11. As can be seen from the tables, the dummy variable

representing the emotionally disturbed/non-emotionally disturbed dichotomy,.

was overwhelmingly related to the dependent variable in all three 'Models.

This is not surprising, since the variable was intrOduced.because ofAhe

variance

variables

previously observed differences between these two provider types in terma,
. .of cost. The regression coefficients for the remainder of the variables ,

4,
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Meant. and Standard DeViations
-

ar -.tr.-wars 21,,,rare <arra 1.11-x-x-

of Regression Variables by

Variable
4. Group

Quality
* Scales

(in index

Points)

Average

Standardized

Cost

Per

Week

'(in Dollars)

.Trovider Service Type

Provider ieriAc4orype

Stan:Dew

Educational/
Habilitative
Quality

:Non-Educational/..
Habilitative

Quality.

Educational/ ,
Habilitative

Basic
Care

Administration

73.50

;A,

$58.65

if43,

$ 3.15

$13,81

$13-722-.

$33.69
4-

Size

of

Provider

(in Clients)

Number of
Severely Hand-

icapped Clients
39.90

14.7 ,826.24 20.1

43.9 84.77

.Total Provider
Handicapped

Clients
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r.r0:20,1.1ttde tsYV1.,,i7otir:1.1,7101k1, tILLX..t.S.7.....tuter)mhttr.tc.9klutairAltttatgli

..Table 6-10 ,'

Regression Coefficients for Three Nain'Regresaion

Kodele by'ProviderTypes ,

Educational/Nabilitative ind Non-Educational/Habilitative Qdaliti Scalbs :

);.

DePendent

''''''' Variable
.,

Piovider

Type

'Mediating Variables IndependeOt Variablei::

N.

kotionalii. Die/

, Non-Entionally

: Disturbedi

. .

Total Client

!. Populationof

-1rOvider.

Total Severely

Hand. Pop, of,

ProOider

,. Average:Standardired-------------------,-----
Educational/

Habilitailve.

COet. Per

.

',Care

Chlldweek P2

Administration

pucational/

Rabilitative

II14,iY

'PO
:

Residential ',

4.91

i: 13'75

04

.02

-.06

-:02

.03

.02

.13

.-..05

45

.19

.17

.14 .

19

31' .

Non-

tduaiotnal/
Itabilitative '

1 Qual#_

Day

.iiesiden.tia1..

-1.79

8.52'

.04

.01

.14

.01

,p1.

.20

.15

.03

. .07

.01 .

. .05

:17

.19

.23

,10,

,03

39

31

41'

34 .

Educational/

.Habilitative

Qiility

pay

Residential

-

_....

,

,.....______=,
..03

., .01

.13

-.08

Educational/

Rabilitative

Na1ity . -

il,Y4' :
.

Residential,

.

,

.

-

r.a......r...mi....,_

.

-,'

.02

.01

.27

.05

-.02

.13.

.03

.09

41

34

.. ,-
Id' 1'

Educailenal/

gabilitative

14#4t7.,.

' 4,.

'Residential ,

620,

::-,13.40

.04

.02

-.06
...0,,

-.03 '
-

40

.09

39

11 ,.

son-

pudntional/ -..

Rabilitative

Quality

,

,' Day

Residential..

-.30

9.03

-.03

.01

.13

-.01

.

-

.

-

.18

.09

39

31,

1

11
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Table 6-11

Standardised Regression'Coefficientsior 111.ree MaialIagreasion

Models by Provider fyrel,

r

Idocational/Habilitativ, rnd Non.Educational/Habilitative Quality Scales

.

Dependent

Variable

.

Provider

Type

,

.

Hadiating Variables - .,Independint Variables

R

.1

.

,

I

.

' . .

Emotionally Die/

Hon-Emotionally
' I

Disturbed*

Total Client

Population of

Provider . :

Toial Severely

Hand.' Pop. of

Provider

Average Standardized Cost Per Childweek

Educational/

,Habilitativa
"Iii!
Care

Addhillitation
,

,

Educational/

, Habilitative

Quality

Day$ ,

Residential

.19

.27 .

,26

.26

,

-.28

-.13

.22

.17

.05

-.16

.07 ,

.19,

.17

.14

39

31

Educational/

Habilitative

Quality

Day

Residential

-.06

.23

.

.

-.21

..23

.53

,

.07

.09

.21 .

..04

.06 .

.09 -

.27

.19

.23

39

31,

.

Educational/

Habilitative

Quality

Day

Residential

.
-

-

.

-

...

,

.. ,. L/ _

,

-

.

.24

.11

/

,

.

.

.05 .

-.14

.10

.17

.07

.03.

41,

34

Educational/

Habilibitive

Quality

Day

Re idential

-

-

-

-

L

-

-

.13

.11

---.08

.12

, -.03.

,

.18

.03

.09

,41

34

EdUcational/

Habilitative

Quality Residential

.25

1.27

.31 .

.

. 23

-.30

,

- .18

4

.

-

-

.

,

-

.

.

-

.10

.09

39

31

.

Non
.

,

Educational/

HabilitaY tive

. Qualit

Day

Residential

-.01

.25

.

.

-,18

.23

1

.

.51

-.02

7

.
.

-

-

.

,

. -

-

.18

.09

39

31

.

*Thie was a duomy variable with 0 equal to providers with primarily other than emotionally disturbed clients and

1 equal to providers with gimarily emotionally disturbed clients. 160



vary considerably. Expenditures on basic tare, for day providers, and ad-

ministration for residential providers, are most positively associated with '

..

educational/habilitative quality. In contrast, the total size of the
A t -

severely handicapped population of a provider is slightly negatively cor-

related with educational/habilitative quality along with basic care expendi-

res within residential providers.J )

Inferring the "strength" (magnitude) of the relationships between

the variables lrom the regression coefficients presented in these tables

is micleading, as.can be seen by examining the standard deviations of

the variables presented in Table 6-9 and the differences in the magnitude

of the regression and standardized regression coefficients.

t .3 Analysis Focused on Two Special Policy Questices

Two of the most important policy questions confronted in the

conduct of research are:

Are there ways that quality can be increased without
adding dollar resources, and

How much would it'cost to increase quality x%?
0

In the remainder of this chapter we will address these two policy questions

within the current study context using.two different analytic tethniques.

. An important caveat that must be stressed before the results of this

particular analysis is presented. Specifically, the data upon which this

study draws are:

Non-experimental in nature, and

Cioss-sectional.

No experimental manipulation of providers was attempted nor was,a longitudinal

series of observations taken. -Her4a, inferences concerning Ole effects of

.adding more monies must be based on the assumption that prwiders' quality
t4.4

ratings would_be changed by an increase in money input. AS reasonable.as

this assumption may or may not seem, it is important to emphasize that it

is an assumption of this particular-analysis,

1.61
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The analysis contained in this section both builds upon and extends
i .

the prior analyses. This.analysis commences-with the assumption that pat-

terns of expenditures across the three aggregate service areas, as well
*

as the total.expenditures per 'provider, are the chief vehicles for in-
t

creasing quality: Hence, this'analysis is oriented toWard dollar expenditUres

and not toward manipulating population size r other third variables.
t

6.3.1 Increasing Quality No Additional Costs

The purpose of the analysis contained in thisSection is toqUesiion

whether'qvality could be increased without.an increase in the total provider.

budget. Conceptually, we are interested in-ascer:taihinq whether dertain

patternsof expenditures by Providers might be changed tO increase the

quality of a' given type: Methodologically, this repreeents a considerable

challenge: If we were to ask this qUestion in the.awgreqate, aCroas:ail

eighteen quality indices, optimization,Metho4s would tend'io foree ex-

penditures in the direction ofthe least expensive quality variabled.

Specifically, a cross-indices analysis woUld produce results that reallocated

expenditures toward those quality indices-that were'the least expensive

'.from a policy standpoint, given the importance of all of the. indices.

Hence, Ihis section will examine each of the quality indices separately..

This albproach is methodologically advantageous since the degrees Of freedom

available for any,particular analysis.would be severely limited if all

the quality indices were entered simultaneously.

Techniques of the type employed in this section are not new.* For

-example, analysis similar to that Contained in,this section was undertaken

several 'years ago for the state.of Hawaii for cost allocation-among programs

for the Mentally retarded -(F.H. Trinkl. A Stochastic analysis of Programs

for the Mentally Retarded-1 Operations ,Ptesearch. Volume 22,-No. 6, NoveMber/

December 1974, pp, 1175-1191): However, the Analysit and modeling required

involveS use of calculus, numerous tables,,and technical discussions.:

Hence, sin& this report is primarily audiended toward

audiences, the analysis outlined above has been placed

'The following paragraphs contain a brief sumnary of

non-technical

in Appendix G.

ethod and major

findings of the actual analysis, and several important limit tions and

caveate, that must be placed on inferences concerning this p icular analysis.

*For example, see Y. Biohop, S. Feinberg, P! Holland, Disc ete ltivariate

Analysis (MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1975).
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Thamethod,used was patterned after what is known as response'

surfaCe analysis in econometrics.',, It consists of construction of a'

predictive model,,in_this case the three aggregata service area expehd-,

-4-tures as independent and each of.the quality indices as dependent variables,

vgith subsequent use, thereof 'for determining if certain optimal points

exist within a'defined space.when the mCae1 is,applied to the data. In
.

this particular case, linear, quadratic, and interactive models were

, explored using the day.provider data since the degrees of freedom required
.

ofor the analysis were not-available-in tbe mixed and residential pzoviderq

data.

, The analysis showed that only four of the qualitymindices had

a sufficient (*) relationship to the quality index an4-realistic optimal
.:

.10points. These four were:

1. Range of'Educational/habilitative Materials

Ilistructive Staff Behavior

6. Parent Involvement with the Provider

8._ Respect-for Clients

Table 12 shows the results fox these indicators of quality.

It also was found, that among programs with low administrative

expenditures the respect for Client-index Peaka at a moderate fevel

'A Of educational/habilitatiVe expendltures. Atiligher-levels of administra.

tive expenditures the level of respect for clients appears,generafly

lower, and there is no longer a clear relationship VIbween re:4*ot for

:clients and either educational/habilitative exienditures'or basiC. care,
,

expenditures.
At,

In general detailed results indicated that moderate shifts in

expenditures between the 'aggregate service area 'expendituresMere optimal.

The exact amounts and patterns differed across the four quality indices

prekented below.

9

(*) A relatively liberal criterion of sufficiency was emp:loyed. SpeCifically,
an adjusted R2 of:treater than .20.
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Table 6-12

MODEL RESULTS FOR DAY PROVIDERS

Three Aggregate Service Area Expenditures: Quadratic Model Three

QuaIity'Index ,
_

Adjusted

R
2

,---,

--- (b)
P.

4, - -

,

1. Range of Educational Materials .49 .33 2.93 '.025

2: % Staff Time on.Educational ,26 .02 1.08

II

.3. Amount of Client Time on
ir Educational Task .08 0 - 0.25

/ .

4.% . Warm Staffient Interactions , .27 .02 1.08 0

,

" InttruOtie Staff Behavior ---/. .51. .35 1.13 .010

I

i 6. Parent Involvement in Provid21.
i

7. Parent Involvement with Child

.40

.35 .

.21

.14

2.03

1.64
.

8. Respect for Clients' .54 .39 3.51 .005
___,

9. Privacy - .12 0 0.41 clki,

r---)
.

10. Non-Institutional Environment
,./

f .29 .05 1.22

11. Personal Possessions
(a)

, ---- ----
.

12. Physical CoMfort .12 0 b.42

13. Evidence of Client Assessment .16 0 0.55

14. Evidence ofProgram Evaluation .21 0 0.79

15. Staff Development OpportUnities .14 0 . 0.50
.

16./s.Evidence of Client Functional -L-

00 Level Improvement .24 0 0.96

17. Movement to , Sheltered
Structure .-1 .38 .18 1.86

'9
18. Evidence that lients Receive '1/4' , ,-. 4r-

E-H Services .33.. . 1 1.50 ._ .1
.. .

43
n

,

(a, All day providers received the same quality rating for personal pOssesSions.
II

'
(b) Degrees of freedom: regression = 9, residual = 27; 37 cases,are used-in

the analysis.
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It is appropriate- toconclude oui brief discussion of this

. analysis with three notes of caution. .AA the last example.clearly illus-

trates, because we'are-dealinTwith.non-eXPeilmentai data, causal inference

is risky and may be clearly Vtrong. We canipte fairly confident. Of the

correspondence between certain budget:Op nfigurations and.levels ofthe

. quality indicators. We must:have lesi confidence,.however, in the results

of moving an existing pliogram from one budget level to another, since
40

both quality and cost may reflect unmeasured undeilying factors which

may or may not shift to maintain the quality-cost relationship under

which the programsnaturally eVolved.

Second, the R
2
values reported serve to reinforce the fact that

there are indeed other contributions to quality than cost. Even in the

best of predictions we were able to explain only-about half of'the quality

variance from cost data. The remaining variance reflects ihe impact of

forces whichwill continue tO operate even if budgets are changed, and

which will continue to have a significant impact on provider quality.

Finally,.it should be remembered that these analyses are based

on 37 day providers for whom data were available. This sample by no

'means covers the range of possible budget levels and combinations of

priorities. ThiS means that the optimizations are sometimes fOrced to

extrapolate to cost levels relatively remote from the greatest mass of
,

the data. Inherent in such extrapolation is the propagation of any

error introduced by either measurement error or incomplete_model spec-
.

ification.to potentially large levels. In a sense these data are pro-

teCted from the worst Consequences of such error, since in gPneral the7

the quality surface near optimal levels seems rather iftSensitive to small

changes in the.individUal cost components. This Means that missing the

optimal point will hot have particularly dire consequences. The other .

side of this coin, however; is that since the consequences of departure

from optimality are small the designated optima found by the model must

16.5
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be interpreted as indicative of general regions within salich prog

judgment can still'be exercised, not as prescriptive points at-
..-----budget-I mast be fixed. .

6.3.2 The 4ffects of Adding More Monies

tic

The purpose of the analysis outlined in this section is.to address

the question of how much money would be required to raise opiality, some

increment. As the analysis outlined thus far in thiS chapter conveys,

the answer to this question is complex. In some instances the question

itself is inappropriate. For example, we observed that increases'in monies

seem to be associated with lower quality ratings. Simultaneously, we have

noted throughout this volume the qualitative and quantitative differences

between providers, based on their service type and the type of clientele

they serve.

In addition to the observed complexity of the relationship, the

limited number of cases available for analysis presented considerable metho-

dological problems. In addition, the measurement techniques employed in

the study resulted in.limited variability on the quality indices, in most

cases a binary distribution.* Hence, the regression estimates displayed

in Section 6.2.1 are not appropriate for esti:mation of unit increases in

quality vis-a-vis cost due to the distribution of the dependent variable

and the other methodological problems cited. However, this study was

Charged with t* responsibility of attempting to estimate the costs of in-

creasing quality. The analysis presented in the remainder ofthis section

is, in the opinion of the study staff the best. that could be undertaken

given the study design and data.

6.3.2.1 The General Relationship

--
The preceding paragraphs have outlined the difficulties.of-estimating

the relationship between'quality and increase§ in total average standardized

cost per childweek. What can be done? First, it must be realized that the

posing of the question Of increases in quality for increases in expenditures

mist be limited to those Variahles which were observed to have positive

Given the exploratory nature of this §tudy, it cannot be concluded that

the variability inherent in the quality indices is in any way limited.
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-relationships between cost and quality. ExAmination of the variables which

were.observed to have neutral or negative relationships between cost and

eXpenditures,would, for example; imply that.teductioWs in expenditures Would

result in increases in quality. TO reach this concldsion would, in spite
.\

ltd

of the observed relationships, be totally inaccurate for a variety of reaso

However, the queption of the effects of adding more resources has been limit

tothose variables where there is a positive relationship between cost and

quality. Thilli choice was made in view of the nature of the analytic question
v

being addressed in this section.

With these important caveats, the general relationship docUMented'

in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.1 is presented in Table 6-13. As the table,indicates,

the major findings in regard to the relationship between cost,and quality

center on the consistency of the relationship between cost and quality within

provider service types, for the variables of interest: Clearly, although

.the absolute dollar amounts spent by pay, mixed, and residential providers

differ across provider service types, the general relationship between cost

and quality appears constant for the variables of interest. .Hence, the

costs of increasing quality from low to medium, or from medium to high levels,

appear relatively equal across provider types. Evidence for this important
,

assertion comes from three sources. First, the regression analysis presented

in section 6.3.1. As this analysi6 showed, the slope of the regression of

total average standardized costs per childweek on the two quality indices -

was approXirdately the same across the provider service types. Secondly, the

similarities in patterns observed in,the basic scatterplots examined-in the

initial stages of the analysis. And lastly, in the actual quality step costs

observed in the'analyois presented in the next section. Hence, for those var-

iables for which a positive relationship was observed, equal expenditures

within provider type should increase quality by approximately the same in-

crement, across the provider service types.

It should be emphasized that to pool provider types for purposes of

this analysis does not contradict nor lessen the importance of the differ-

ences between provider service types discussed throughout this volume. The

analysis presented is limited to positively related variables and, as has

been pointed out, it does not suggest tha additional resources would neolow

essarily bring the same changes in providers of different service types.
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6.4.2 'Dollar Estimates
. \

How many(dollars woUld 4e lielluired to
,

.. o
.,./ .

4 ,. , medium to tigh qt1 liti7 divedn
t

ci.:CO.
,

) the approriatenss ,ot the'r ,ioh cop

jack of case,' in many of the i-

rorwa4cstimato of till cos 'Of :'4,i.ncreising q*Vity
the different s reit e.i -fTir P .1:.* iy. relat

. i. .:::''' ,:i .os

nt quality frdm 1 w or.
-0

ekity ox.theirelationShip,'ft.(
vt, 00, 0

icients as estioma

rem4 s the

, and the

t straight-

Xe $7. contaids

Arariables. As the table

shows, the*.bottS of 1ncreasin4 quality to-very ctinsiderably

across

d'APPIa
. ;,

the quality ivlites an provi r types. t, pr, since the depend-

eat variable Creating-these stimates is rddunciant acrossiardviders, -t can-

not be.concluded, that the doSts. of increasi ,
Wh qttality index are inde-

.

1

pendent. Specificalli,'thellable shows that the costs of increasing the

observed differences in the total average standardized cost per childweek

for day providers on high percentage of staff time spent On educational/

habilitative tasks, and amount of client time spent on'educational/habilita-

tive tasks differed by $43 and $32 per ohildweek on the average. It cannot

be concluded that the cost of increasing both of these quality indices from

medium to high would be seventy-five dollars. In order to conclude that the

cost of raising both quality indicators would be $75, one would have tol4psume

the changes in each qtmlity index was independent of other quality indices.

As was shown earlier in this chapter, quality indices are at least moderately

correlated. Hence, what Table 6-14 suggests is that those exhibiting high

in each quality index was independent of other quality indices. As was

.shown earlier in this chapter, quality indices are at least moderately

correlated. Hence, what Table 6-14 suggests is that those exhibiting

high q4lity appear to be $19 to $124 more per average standardized

childweek than those providers exhibiting medium quality. By arraying

the original estimates on a simple continuum for both the steps one can

see that, after some corrections are made for extreme and near zero

values, that it costs elightly more to go from low to medium quality,

(55 to $130) .than from medium tO high quality ($50 to $120).*

e'

These corrections amounted to the elimination of two outlying cases.

These casds had average standardized costs per childweek of substan-

tially more and less then all other providers. However, these elimin-

ations had very little effect on the estimates. The only noticeable

effect was raising the lower estimate for costs of moving from medium

to high-quality from $19 to $50.
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QUALITY

RATING

le1

169

High 3

Medium 2

Low 1

Table 6-13.

GENERAL ILLUSTRATION OF RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN AVERAGE STANDARDIZED

COST PER CHILDWEEK AND POSITIVELY

RELATED QUALITY INDEX X BY PROVIDER

SERVICE TYPE

4°

e

$60 10 80 90 100 . 110 120, 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230

Total Average Standardized Cost Per Childweek
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QUALITY,

RATING
1.4)

u

171

High 3

Medium 2

Low 1

Table 6-13

GENERAL ILLUSTRATION OF RELATIONSHIP

BETWEEN AVERAGE STANDARDIZED

COST PER CHILDWEEK AND POSITJELY

RELATED QUALITY INDEX X BY PROVIDER

SERVICE TYPE

$60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 230

Total Average Standardized Cost Per Childweek
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Table6 -14

ESTIMATED INCREASE A AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER.CHILDWEEK
FOR STEP INCREASES IN QUALITY BY PROVIDER -

SERVICE TYPE AND SELECTED QUALTIY INDICES:
TOTAL DOLLARS PER WEEK*

,

QUALITY
_INDICES-

,

Change
in

Level of
Quality**

Provider SerVice
Type

Day

-

Mixed Resi- --

dential

2) Percentage of
Staff Time Spent on
Educational/
Hahilitative Tasks

Low to
Medium

-- -- $130

Medium to
High.

$43 $45 $20

37 Amount of Client
Time Spent on
Educational/
Habilitative Tasks"

Low to
Medium

I

$15 --

.

--

Medium to
High $32 $100

r

$-3

11) Personal .

Possessions
Low to
Medium _- $65

Medium to
High -- $1

_

$124

15) Staff

Development
Opportunities

Low to
Medium $31 $32

Medium to
High

$19 $53 $68
14

* Column and Row totals and/or averages are not meaningful since they areboth redundant and non-additive. For example, the same provider mightappear in dp'to eight cells.

** The exact calculations involved the subtraction of the cell' means forthe total average standardized-cost per childweek presented in Tdble6-1. For example, the cost of the medium to high step ($43) for dayproviders was calculated by sdbtracting the average for medium qualityday providers ($42) from the average for high quality day providers($85).
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What ifi'leteing suggested here is not that the administrators of pro-

viders would necessarily use monies to increase the four quality indices

if such additional resources were made ivailable. Nor is it being suggested

that such resoUrces would be used by various provider'service types in the

same way. What is being suggested by these estimates is that on the.average

thesadditional resources withinthis range would increase quality in pro-

viders. Data on what specific allocation decisions would be made)py pio-

viders is not available fram this study.

sa,

0
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7.0 SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

This chapter will briefly summarize the substantive findings of

the preceding chapters. It should be emphasized that the findings

presented here have been limited to those concerning the patterns of
-4

relationships between-variables. 'The 100 providers studied-were

purposefully selected from a self-selected set of providers who returned

the initial questionnaire. Hence, it'is erroneous to conclude that the

distributions of variables such as provider size are similar to those

which might have been found had a random sample roviders been

available for study. However, the relationships ng such variables

as cost and quality can be defended aS,a study finding. There is little

evidence to suggest that.patterns of relationships at the institutional

level differ in institutions which volunteer az do not volunteer for

institutional studies. The evidence at hand woul est; in the judgme%

of the.project staff, that the sample---ef providers include /...the study

weretypical of providers across the nation.- The basic distributions

of provider characteristics,pan be found in Appendix A of this volume.

Theorganization of this chapter parallels the.organization of

this volume.

Section 7.1 contains the findings regarding important
selected characteristics of the providers. In particular,
the differences among the three types of providers, size
ot provider, handicapping conditions, and differences
noted in the observational situations, will be discussed,

Section 7.2 presents the findings concerning averaae
standardized costs per childweek, and

Section 7.3 outlines the major findings relative to the
relationship breen cost and quality.

Ihe purpose of this chapter is to highlight major findings, not

to be encyc/opedic and cover all findings.

7.1 Summary of Major Findings Relative to Selected Characteristios
of Providers

The characteristics that most delineated the data at all levels

were:

Type of provider,'

Skze of provider, and 11(5
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'Since thase characteristics were clearly important in a liareas,of the
lir

'analysis, they will be discussed separately in each of the following

sections: The major findings of the observational 'study wil14be

discussed, followed by the cost of care analysis. Finally, the results

of the cost of c

lt

e analysis a4presented.
f

I

7,1.1 Type oi'Provider

Handicapping condition of clients served.

6

Over .the course of the projectit became increasingly evident that

dE(y, mixed and residentialAprovidei's were characteristically different.

from each other on virtually every dimension (see Chapter 6). Vot only

were the services provided to severely handicapizied clients in day., xed,

and residential providers qMentitatively different but the corilepondOg

costs and quality of services were alao markedly dissimilar in the

providers studied. Given the differencedighich emerged between different ,

types of providers, it is clear that the three types of-providers cannot,

for both analytic and poiicy purposes, be equated.

Provider type discriminated.for the majority of the eeveral

hundred variables collected and analyzed. The following 1100ited f

variables should convey some of the most important differenc d /leave

the reader with an impression of the overall importance of the variable.'

Educational/Habilitation Services. All day providers
offered educational and habilitative services to severely
handicapped clients while 90% of residential providers
offered these services.

Medical ilitrvices. Residential provideri offered medical
services to their clients more often than day providers.

Admissions. Residential providers had an average waiting
-period for admission of 7.7 months, more tSan twice the
waiting peril& for day 13roviders.

Acceptance. The rate of client acceptance in day providers
was notably higher (83% of applicants wete accepted) than in
residential provide7, (61% of applicants were accepted).

Length of Stay. Not surprisingly, clients-remain enrolled
in day providers-for a shorter period of time than clienta
enrolled, in mixed and residential providers.
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Post-Discharge EducatiOn: Severe*. handeCepped clients
released from dayproviders 'Were most likely to-be
receiving'educatione1'serViCes in public schools after
release, while those,disCharged ,frcel residential providers

.were most likely tO continueto receive education* Etervices
in non-school4settings: .

Rate of Release..-JDay providers releas fewer clients-per
year than residential'or Mixed providers, the primary
reason for disOartie in',both types of providers being
improvement in client funictioning level.

p

, Post-Release Residential Placement. Clients were most 'A
likely to be released to their natural home as_opposed to
another type of living setting.

-

Parent Inkrolvement. ',fore parents were actively involv
10-Ahe planning anedelivery of servi-ces to their,

as dpposed tO residential Providers.

e- fSdurce-of FUn
slightly .0ore. oh
state funde were-

- provide

Residential land mixed prgviders ,depended .

diet unds than did day providers, butl,

'the most importan1 source, fOrexr typet:of

Parent Fees Parents were aore likely 'to pay fdr services
in residential or mixed providers than in day provideis.
As expected, residential or mixed.provid4rs were Observed- -

_.1to be Fore expensive wtlen they do charge than are day*
providers.

,

. 2 4:PrOvtaer 7le
one, very 'pportariV- manner- pf differentiating .providereT:klea in;

terms of.:,t4e'nUMber of severely handicapped Clien'tsaqed 21 and.,undek.
>*-that were -served. This continuum was -divided into' four categoriee:

.providew riving 'fewer than 10 such clients, providers serving .10-50

clients, providers serving 51-200' clients, and proViders 'serving more

than 200 ouch clients. A setond *portant:dimension Of 840 Wei-the
-

total nilMber og clants served,,by
,

'irt'ajority of

the providers vis3i6614' also served deverelk handicapped clients.

The.number of severely handicapped clients aged 21 and.under

served was generally positivelylrelated to quaiilv. An exception to

this:trend woe the group of providers eerving plore 'than 200 severelir,
rhandicapPed clients, where the level of quality was ldwer than that for

-the 51-200 client cell. It is cleax that 'the sdallest provider (fewer

*



than 10 olieniOd th est ldVel'Cf Oa
&

was.observed,dnvthose providers serVing be

pandicapped "Clients.

The tOtaillumber of clienis

4' somewhat positivelY related to quality except

served by. the

An inspect* ofkthe data indicated that larg

Aeverely%pandiCaPpea clients showed particula

e overall.re tionship between the-two measure of provider

44

The highest 'quality

1 and 200 severely

providerwas al

t providers.

rs wi,th many

ality ratings.

sizeanct4AlitY.:'

.However,

composed into several pagegb

tent highlights should illustra

, tit

,Raiige of
d
Resources. Both-Size variables were highly

leted to the type and range of resources available within
- theproy1der with larger providers-dffering more services:

"4!':Srqe the range of services relates directly ^to quality,
',110WaS"Observed'that size wasi strongly related to quality.

10411,:tPrOliclers. Smaller providers (especially-those serving
4ei than 10 severely handicapped clients). offered fewer
,ypes of service's than'larger providers; _these serving

-'more Than 10 such clients were similar in the range of
Yaervices offered.

ail.

the deneral

-Mihority Composition. rall, 80%'of all staff"and clients
.ip the 100 providers were ihitè (non-minority). However;
itarger providers wéref5ua to have larger proportions of
:both mdnority staff and minority clients.

' Formal Evaluations. While 63% of alkproviders conducted
-evaluations within the last five yearl., all of thdee providers
serVing more than200 severely handicapped clients performed
;77evaluations.

Parent Involvement. Larger providers had higher levels of
'parent involvement.

7.1.3 Handicapping.Condition SerVed

.There were pronounced differences in the characteristics

providers serving primarily mentillysretardea, emotionally disturbed

and deafTblind populations. The.aiher*two grouRVthose serving'

primarily multiply 'handicapped clients_and thoae serving a mixed

handicapped population) demonstrated,c6aracteristica that were more

nearlysaverage for the provider sample. For example, providets serIfing

;,.
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A
o,

pr±marilyltvereIMOoentally retardep children,and youth were likely to

serye fewer than 10 Such clients andto be Pr4y*tely controlled day

providers. Thilpplaces these providers in tth4ma11est cells on both

the Control and size variables. Howbver, thes generalization concerning

the differences among providers primarily sdr7ing various hallicapping

conditions has several exceptions. In a real sense the major finding

Concerning the relationship vis-a-vis primairy handicapping condition

served is that each handicapping condition was different from the

other conditions. In such a situation,.the conveying Of the varied

resUlisdp problemmatical. However, rather than ignore them, the

444ion was *ode to present the ;psi important findings for each pro-
,

-

vider type of Interest. Hence, in tbe following sections are presented
0-

the most important findings for selected variables. This detail should

provide some feel for the major dimensions, of the differenceSk as well__

as for some of the detail th4reof.

Contrasts,Hetween Providers Serving Primer
and Other Providers

'Eaucational/Habilitative Services. These providers were
aroctOig the least likely tO offer educatiohal/habilitative

,

,servjoes; in general, thee offered fewer services than
'oihr types A pioviders, except in the area of support
serviices.

6-6
IP

Educational Approach. Of these providers, 94%,have 4a4ped
over thevast five years in their educational approach.

4

*Mentally Retarded Clients

Staf iant Ratio. There was a low staff-client ratio of
.56 client servecrcompared to the overall mean of .86.

0 -01.terall Quality. Day providers serving large numbers of
r

mentally retarded clients were of relatively high quality.
Residential providers serving primarily mentally retarded__

,
. clients were the lowest quality group of providers studied.

ii.t Formal Evaluations. A relative* high percentage usee
.,

,

results of formal evaluations to measure client progress;
.a relatively low percentage used resUlts to develop instruc-

tiOnal programs.
fie

0
l

Contrasts HetwaenProvideia Serving Primarily Emotionally Disturbed
Clients and Other Pioviders

Cost. On all cost variables, the costs of providers in-
this grouP were the highest of all provider groups.

17 9 '-----
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Overalluality: -These ,providers had the highest quality--
ratii espetially for remigential providers;

ProviderleRecialization. Such_providers rarely hackmandates
to serve Other types of disability; they Often specialized
ih the severely hanilicapped,.with-only 19% having mandates
to-serve all-Severity levels.

Staff-Client Ratio. The overall staff-client ratio wad high
fOr this group of provider8, with .997 Staff for'eac client
served. Higher tá average ratios occurred in the aff
categories of theraPist, social.worker, psyahiatrist,
certified and non-certified teacherse,administrator, andi
"other.!"

.

Parents. A relatively high percentage of client parents were
involved in service plahhing/delivery and there was a high
level of parent_visitation noted.

Formal Evaluations. These providers were most likely to_d'
use results of formal evaluations to evaluate program '/ -

components; they-were also well-above average in the
application of other possible uses of evaluation ;maul

Physical.Facilities. 75% of these proViders have seen I,
,

significant change,in physical facility size over,the p.$t
5 years.

e
Deinstitutional ation Rates A high average of 54 cl
per provider e discharge n a year; client a
major factor in the dischar ng of clients.

,

lgas a *

. ,
Length"oi Stay. The average enrollinenr.period erg( _49(

serving emotionally disturbed clients wiadisignificl 1
shorter Oen that for other handicapping ILnditiOns:

/

Contrasts Between Providers Serving Primarily Deaf-Blind "lents nd
Other Providers

Overall Quality. Day providera were"lowest in qual
day providers; residential providers were among the h

.

-quality residential-providers. .

-ScoPekipf Clientele:11Providers serving pr arily deaf-b i

. :0!: Vise aehot g4neralliTtrue)
client ten4,h mandates tolorve other diaability grouPs
(the g

Staff-yaent Ratio. The staff-client ratio was 1.02. High,t, -

....

'staffclient iatioS exised'fol:' the categories of certifiedJ4-
and non-certif d teacher and attendent;Iritiq0 were wea1 4c
below average for all: other staff categories./

,

Parent Visite ion. :There was a high rate of parent visitt
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''t

Lepeth of:Stay.. .:,.A high average enrollment period Wa noted. .,

For examplet: an aVerage of,.:Only 1. client was released iii-the
Ponth..,"pe;i0d Irv* julyl, 1973 to June 1, 1974.

,

- fO:Uationa. ..10nly, 714 of the prOvidets conducted ...-

40iaSeessments..7040f t.hOse asseseing :clients used .the
gg .isiti'sment ,PtoicOdkes fOr all ;Ciiejilpock ,A these

piovidexs :used eVaIyati-Oil results2io OveioOpletructionalH
programs; 4aelat4.vely low number use re t9

.. ,

measure client progress. t

Educational OPPOrtunity. TpeSe ptpviders 'Oliowed .-.41,;t; Uh:est ,

levels of eduC4ional opportunity, staff,.client..0400taction,:'
and training- and evaluation; they wete considerably liwer:
than others 4n terms of client movement outHiof the prOvidet,

Discharge Factors. FunCtional deterioration or improvement
were both very common reasons for discharge from prov<ders
serving deaf.-blind clients, *AmOng residential providers,
family removal of the Client was never cited aS a reason for

release. -
A*

o DeinstitutiOnalization- Settings. Mients keleased from day
prOviderswere far more likely to be released to another
institution caring for the handicapped than to a', community
setting; residential deaf-blipd c4ents were more likely to
be released to their parents .than was any other type of ,

client.

7.1. 4 Selected Summaky' of Observational Data

The observational date, collected in 99 providers in fia. variety

of settings and frequencies, isilteSented in Chapter .4.. Overall, the

observational data noted a nuMbee.of ',differences betwee and 'gt_

,"17

repidential providers.
V

Educational Technique. Behavior modification techniques
were being utilized more frequently'in day providers.

-o 'Activity Level. In 2f& 'of observations in residential
prgyiders there 'was no definable activity at all occurring
in the setting.

,

GtOu in Patterns.. Residential pliividers:Jhad more settings
c. :sperely handicapped clients were grouped, homo-
sly,!, .

Ranle 0 ter1als. ..Residential providers had 4no play
miaerials or clientg'in.14% of obserVations and in-general,
Nt4PRe materials .available, in residential prviders tended to

.poorer condition. and of a lower quality than the day
or mixed providers. ,
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,Qbservedbehavior. "Inner-direc4d Beh d "Negative
Affect--Aggressive Behaviors" were obse ed mii4kless frequently
in the day, providers than in' eiter .residentiayOr-mixed
providers. "Staff-Client Inter4tions duringlnetruction" were_
;tore frequently Observed in day roVid0;.s..

7.1.5 A Note About'$orie Important Non-Filidings

-The focus of.e summary Of,Major:findings:norMally Precludes a
,

discussion-of relationshipe...thet'wer ot obSerVed.... However, it is

important to note that certain van ts did nbtAppear to be important

in the various analyses conducted in the course'of the study.

The primary,variable in this partituXer area is the provider

Control variallie. Whether thelkovider waslOrivltely'or publicly
controlled showed few relationships to Other'rariables. °tar than th

obvious sources of funding differences and tendency for private providers

to be considerably'smaller th Publicproviders,-ihere' were fewAifferences.

This:4erIeble, the characteristics of staff, And seVeraf-other
_

'Ireriableld not seeth io be correlated either ih the uniVeriate or multi-

:Veriate analyAi. ,This lack Of relationship.reoretients en impOrtant non-

findihg associated with the study.

7.2 Summary'of Findings Relating to the Cost a Care, for Severely
Handicapped Chaldren and Youth

The coii analysis reported in Chapter 5 of this 'volume was based

on-standar zed oost- mdata collected fro the prolirs under study.
if , .

Personnel coslip:were determined on thebasis of an allocation of staff
0,

time into,seven service areas.vConsequentl it istpossible to estimate
. .

., .d-^

the standardized personnel lofts for varioutotaff-txpe and.service
r .

-

43 as. All personnel costi 4ritrtit rted on a per Oh ek basie (the

personnel coste information, 'O ata were collected concerning n-personnel
*

nditurtiiper seterely hadfiepped client In addition to

th

e

cog& and'the funding d;rces of providers. _1

(

7.2.1 Personnel Costs eck

, -

Table 7-1 summarizes the per childTkeek Personnel costa for providers,

separated into costs for educational/habilitetive services, basic care end

program administration perage costs for day, mimed, and residential



7 Table 7-1

Average Standardized Cost Per Childweek
by Provider Type and Aggregate Service Area:

4c3, Personnel-ENvenditura,

Aggregate Service Area

Provider Type
Educational/

6 Habilitative
Basic
Care

iAdminseration TOTAL

Day

Mixed

.-,,

R

:

tiak

$48.48
,

53.50

94063

'

$12.91

55.26

.

82.43

2
c

%

..

$18.07

30.94

--/: 24.94

'-'e , .

,,,

$79.46

139.70

202.30

,

(-
...

$66.52

. ,

.

$45 66
- .

,
$23:10 $135.28
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providers in these categories aroi reported on separate rows of the table.

From this table we may see that the average personnel expenditure for the 95

providers from which valid cost data were availab* was $135.28 per 9hild-r

week. Day providers spent less than this amount and residential providers

spent more. Overall,'about half of all personnel costs were expended for

rucational/habilifative services ($66.52 per childweek). Residential

providers spend, nearly twice as much per childweek for educational/

habilitative services thaft day prdfiders. This difference is consistent

oVer all Staff categories except administrator and teacher aide. That means

that residential prOvj'!ders spent more than.day providers on Certified_

teachers and other "habilitative" staff typeS10-(e.g.4pSychologists, therapists,

w9rkerS, etc...).Per childwee±
-

Another dimension of providerSwe have considered is the priMary type

of clients served. We compared providers whoAlirved primarilySMOtiOnally

disturbed clients with all other providers anikfound that-those ProViders4

serving emotionally disturbedtplients spent',abioUt-$40 per childweek more on

personnel costs than all providers ($169.64 vs. $128:08411ftroviders
-

'serving emotionally disturbed'clients also spent,more for educational/

-hahilifatiie"AerVices than:other providers ($82.60 per childweek" s.%$62.47).

te,.)

".

o

The largest-expense for any type,of staffiast for certified teachers
u

..fi'
.

. .

($35.6§1 ,per chirdweek), followed by $20.46 -for attendants and $20.17 few
_

,
.

'administrators. Day providers spent approximitelY the,same afitount for 4,, , ..
Y: certified teathers ($as.27), follopd by $101 for adiyi'nistratOis and'

Ki 4' '
$11.59 for teacher aides.=Residential providegLalso spea the largest

,

share of their pertonnel costs on certifilp teachers ($41.43), followed by

$41.44, dr attendants, $25.95 for support staff and $2395.for administrmly = .

'

_ .

In miltikproviders, the largest personnel,,expenditureAyss'for attenda4S%4$28.57r;
, ,...

follcOpCbt?idMi.nistratswiej$23.17),, support- 5paff (45.07)0and certified -ict

teacherS;($24.59)'. ',RrOOlderrS sertAing primarily emotional2y disturbed clients
,

spent the'large'si 114;kfiOn_of their personnel' cdsts on aqiinistrators ($34.62),

.

wilitherapists second 0-31.74), and 0:ertir helK a distant third ($20.42).

In goeral the largest share of al1er3e1 costs :4,s.,;4triliDuted,to
.

ihe provision of educational/habilitative sert4dei. The,stai4rgories in

which the largest expenditures werlimade are-certified te.' s, attendants

4 e
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and administrators. Residential providers had larger per childweek expeadi-
,

tures for both educational/habilitative services and basic care than was

observe for either "day or mixed providers. Those providers serving

primar.ly emotionally disturbed clients had higher personnel expenditures

than other types of providers.

7.2.2 Funding Data

'The providers studied obtained the great majority (over 80%) of their
,

4,Aanding s" t from public sources,: state, federal and local governments_,
,.

. ,
,.. ,

as well as Wélfareprograms. Residential and mixed providers had-state'o. . .

,.
sourceN4s as theiAprimary fundip.4*agencies, While day providers had

approximately equal cOntributionS made by,staie and local sources. All

three types.of Providers received about 15% of their funds from federal
-,'

)..,

PrOgrams. Payments by families'of severely handicapped clients accounted
,

t

for very little of-the total-funding, ranging from,1% iday) to 8% (residential).
,.

However., Tarents paid some fee in over half-of. all, providers.

7.2.3 Nonpersonnel Expenditures
AL-.

An estimate of the actual dollar expenditure fOr-nonpersonnel Coits
-, ,

was obtained in the course of.the coseanalysis.: overaV., nonperionnel- 4t;--

0 a
coSts accounted for less than '25% of'the totikcoSts of a 006494. -TaPtie.

*
72 contains a summary of the non-personnel expenses4erchildweek for

providers. Again, the.cost bfa" ay prpl wat significantly less than
.

that of a residential program., henonpersonnel costS ofda; and residential

ol

providers serving prima0.1y emotia4lly disturbed clientS Were only Slightly
, .

higher than those oef other providers (by about $5 per- ildweek).

exceptionally high nonpersonnel cpstt observed for, mixed Providers cannot be:
: 4

easily explained: Giventhe'smalI number of such providers (18)and-the
,,.

problems with the non-personnei cost data discussed in Section.5".74 this're

sult should not be considered impOrtant

185.
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Table 7-2

Average Standardized Obsts PerChildweek
by Provider Tylp5i,, Nonpersonnel'EMpenditures

Provider Type
. ...

Total
Dollars

4

.

Day 624.56 '

,.,

.

Mixed 74.137

Fsidential

._

41.64

-Average for --: -4.--: .-=lz -

all Providers.
...t -

W.10
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70 Summary of Major Findings Relative to the Relationship Between
*Cost and Quality

Results of the study point to a complex relationship between

cost and quality. The eighteen quality indices were individually

related to costs.in different manners. Four of the variables were

generally positively related to costs:

High percentage of staff time spent on "educational/
habilitative tasks,

Personal possessions,

Staff development opportunities, and

. Evidence that clients receive educational/habilitative
services after discharge from the provider.

4In contrast, parental involvement with their child Was observed to be

negatively related to costs.

It was found that the quality ratings on,four indices could be

theoretically increased in the low and medium quality institutions by

changing.the pattern of expenditures across the three aggregate service

areas without adding additional resources Apr necessarily decreasing

other quSlity Indices.

Range of educational/habilitative materials,

Instructive staff behavior",

Pare t involvement with the provider, and

Respec for clients.
_

Three mediating variables were found to be stronglY correlated

with average standardized costs per childweek,

Whether.the proveer naseerving primarily emotionally
disturbed oliel.07'br-pirr,"'

The niter, of severely handicapped clients in the provider,
,

and'

1

The total :limber of clients served by the provider..

With,the important' e xception of the .rapid deterioration of quality.ratings

when large number's O f severely handicapped clients were.coAtentrafedjn

larger providers, these vables,were positivelyrelated to the qualiiy.
,ratings. Breyer, the introduction of these mediating!variables, through

egr sion procedures, did not al
1.fpf1

the basic relationships between
015

10*,
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cost and quality noted above.

relationship belNi

dential, arid 411E

fourmk:in Chapter

en cost and

providers.

However,,it must be emphasized that the

quality varied markedly across day, resi-

Details'Of these relationships can be

a

185
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8.0' POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE STWDY

1 I.

The purpose of this chaOter is to analyzethe major stildy.findings

from the perspective of those cbarged with decision makilit4n the area of

ppgrams for the severely handicapped youth. Since the primary unit of

analysis in this study.is the provider, the policy implications of the

study are at this level.

The majority of the policy implicationsof the study are in the

111 -

cost of providing quality care to severely handicapped youth. Hence, the

policy implications will begindlith an estimate ef the costs of providing

various-leVels of gatity care to severely handicapped youth: However, i

order to obtain these estimates, we must first estimate the total numbers

of severely handicappedputh in the U.S., and, more importantly, 'that por-
,

tion of thdse currentlyjn iirovidel0. The gellation of snch an estimate is ihr

worthy of a study in itself, and.was not the-focus of this study.' Nevertheless,

given'the need for such estimateS, Section 8.1 will discuss the problem's of

estimating thenliOber of severely handicapped_youth, and will,then briefly

present our best estimate concerhing the numbers of severely handicapped
_

youth.. These estimates and a series of assiWaptions will bvemployed in
, `4... 'al

Section 8.2 to generate estimates,of,the costs Of increasing quality which

wiltalen be diScussed in Section 8.3. , rrli.*
..

.'The next Sectibn, 8.4, of this.chapter will:present tbe policy implica-

tions oithe major-findings of the study hot in the area of costs. In closing,

. we will.briefly discuss tOme recomendations for-future research.:: -1.,.

J

, 8.1' Estiiating the Total Population Of Severely HandicappedeYOuin
i 7"

Providers

The two main techniques which have been used to obtain"estimates of'

. the number ofhdh4icapped,ihildren and yoUth in the U.S. are? (I) direce snr--,
_ , .

-

veys of.a. selgietedIpOpultion to'determine the actual number4eper,s-024 ft"tin9:

. certan categories, or (2) the application of standard percentages Which are
ii... .- .

e

applied tosopulation figures to yield° numerical estimates. These two

techniques are often combined and percentages which were.derived from previous

surveys are applied ih the absence of actual survey results."'Theoretically,
0

it would be'possible.on. the basis of.aacurate surveys to obtain percentages.

whik.coUld then be used to extippolate the numerical: estimates to various-.

'

sUbpopulations-of interest iinfortunately, thd previous applioationlof both t3 l.:P.4.
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techniquieihas tittered from Severa14roblems. IL/mita the,two teChniques

are-edifclOsely related, Most of these*OblemS apOly to both techniqUeS. These

.t,
general limitationscaredesoribed briefly belOW'inorder,that the estimhtes

.

presefilpiOnthe Pext section'are not misinterpreatd ip terms of acdurady;
. a

The definitions of "hanicapPed" vary considerably across
studies.

,

..,

i
.

410
Most estimates do notindicate-percentage whidh'is severeft,

. - - '

I handicapped. .

-

4
- ..

, .

.The actual censuses Which exist vary ip terms of the spefific
disablities included (e.g. only deaf, onlif mentally_retakded,
etc.); 'the populations:sutVeyed- (e.g. only school populatirs,
total poputation'exCluding:.ihstitutions, only institutions,
etc.): tlme:Tat which the S,40y,:was_donguctedi the,

, deinitiçj ,n; the techniguei'-f4 obtaiping data (personal
inte %IOW-families,' ihtervi0wstiath teapiers,:egenby.
sUrve .).

The v-alenceof.certain disdbilities seems to vary with

cert acteristice not necessarily taken into account in,
, fo percentage estimatorsused: _e.g. certain

more coMmon for inner city and Poor.areas than'

fdf 4"eas-4

T es exist tq ovesestimate.handicapped population' when the
iding the estlmate hopes for increased fundidq: either

-

alschool district or programi.hoping for,edditionalleXcesd
funds, or a .private agency particUlarly-concerned'with the

,problems of a specific.disability group'(e.g. &Of).

Tendencies id'underestimate resuirt:from reluctance on part of
certain groups' -- partibularly fend:lies to admit to a.Census'

J

taker"that there exist certain problems within' their faMily:

Many estimates rely on the."profeSsional judgment"'of thepeople
providing,information, rathertthan on speCified objeCtiye
guidelines.

Children-with.moretAan one handicapping condition can
counted in'.more thin/One categorY -- thus resulting in
connting.,

easily be
over-

t,

, . #
k-Given these major Methodological and definitional problems, a search",

of the litera e pr ced three publications that were Useful in estimating

tte total
\
nuni*m =of severely handicapped yout th4h in e 1.1..S. and in providers.(*)

_

=

* The three sources were: Ford, Nelson, Surveys of the Costs of "EduCating
Handicapped Pupils. 'Draft of Repor:prepared for HWOffice of the Assistant
fecretary for Planning and,Evaluation, 1976. One Cmt of Ten; School:

:Vianning for the Handicapped, °F.dnctional Facilities Laborato4es, New York,
1974. _Sage, Daniel"D:, and Riley, DI, The Bounty-Hunters:. The Financial
Issue in Education of Children With Disabilities, -Human Policy presiv
Syiacuse, New York, 1974. -The 1910 u:a. Bureau oT the Census istimatee
were not used bedause of the lack of burren0 of these Sstimates and the
definition employed therein.

. .
*
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The most recent and detailed of these estimates is provided by Nelson Ford

(1976). Using the estimates provided in this report, t total population

of severely handicapped youth would be in the area of 350 00. The remain-

ing sources, as well as the census, Produced population es mates Of from

250,000to 700,000. It is interesting to note that both the data from this

study, and the various estimates founa in these-publications concur in

estimating that,approximately 70% of the total severely handicapped youth

are currently in some type of provider situation.

8:2 the Costs of Incruasing Quality for Severely Handicapped Youth 4.4

Already in'Pkoviders

The estimation of

handicapped youth,already

of study results and five

discussed in detail_below.

of the assumptions to the

Assumption One:

O'The title

fhe costs of increasing:qualitY fqr seirerely

in providers-mes accomplished-through a combination

necessary asSumptions.* The assumptions are

These estimates resulted .from the application

study'S findings and.are summarized in Table 9-1.

.1

of thiS section implies an important Policy implication of

,the.study. The analysis presented in Section 6.3 examined the question of

whether increases in quality could be broUght about by changing theexpendi-,
,

ture patterns within providers across aggregate service areas withoutfilan

increase in the total cost of,care. Of the eighteen quality indices, four

were found where some small increase in quality could be achieved by changes

in expenditure,patterns. However, as was pointed out inyhat analysis,

the increases in quality would be relatively small and would,Move few pro-

viders the full step from low to medium or medium to high quality. Hence,

the analysis in this chapter starts off with an important-assumption:

To achieve signifidant increases in quality in providing services to

severely handicapped Youth, S,dditional resources'will have to be brought to

bear. Reallocation'of current levels of expenditures will not significantly

increase quality levels.

*Estimates for both the numbers of and costs of care of those:severely handi-
capped youth not in providers cannot be extrapolated from study data. FOr

example, this population may be more expensive to,care for beause of a
lack of geographic proximity to existing providers.
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lABLE 8-1

f

LOW AND HIGH ESTIMATES OF TOTAk,COSTS

(IN MILLIONS OF.DOLLAES)

OF RAISING QUALIJFY FOR SEVERELY HANDICAPPED YOUTH

IN PFOVIDERS PER fEAF% PERSONNEL EXPENDITURES (9

Estimate of Total,

Number of Severely

Handicapped Youth

' In Providers

150,000

e,

175,000

200,000

225,000

Estimate of Total

Number of Severely,

Handicapped In

Providers with Low

Quality Environments

36,750

42,000

47,250

Estimates of Cost of

Raiskng from Low to

Medium Environments

Pet Year

Estimates of Cost of

Raising from Low to

High Environments

Per Year'

$2,860** $6,760**

90

105

120

135

45,460** $11,010**

Estimate of Number of

Severely Handicapped

Providers with Medium

Quality Environments

Estimates of Cost of

Raising from Median

To High Envlronments

Per Year '

212

)248

284

314

172

201

229

258

4

478

546

615

54,000

63,000

72,000

81,000

140 337

164 394

187 449

211 505

6

Estimates of Total Cost

of Raising ill Provider

Environments io

High Quality

Per Year

312 747

365 872.

416' 995

469 1,120

. . :

275,000

300,000

325,000

350;000

375,000

400,000

425,000(***)

450,000

57,750 165

-63,000

684i50 195

73,500

,78,750

alga

89,250

94,500

316 751

426

461

497

532

344 820

373 888

99,000

, 10 00

117,00

126,000

'135,00

144,0T

151,000

162,000

401' 956

430 1,025

/240

,

56fi

603

63,41

459

487

516 1,229

256 617

v

573 1,370

281

305.

1, 625

677

, 1,494

1,619

*842

899

421'

1,867'

1,992

2,116

2,140

The estimates of fotal populations comes ftom sources exterior to this study. The estimates of costs and the percent

of sevetely handicapped youth in TOW and Medium Quality
environments were generated from study findings.

Theselestimates were derived ayescribed in Chapter 6. The lowest and highest plausible values for the low to medium

step ($55 and $136 ) and for the medium to high step ($50 and $120) costs per average
standardized childweek were

multiplied by fifty-two.

Given study data and definitions, it is highly unlikely that there are more, than 425,000 severely handicapped youths

invroviders.
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Adsumption Two:

A second impbrtant assumption employed in the coming analysis centers-
/ 0

on the important.observation made'throughout Chapter 6.0Q 'Specifically:,

not-all'of the,eighteen quality indices are sensitive to increases in

expenditures.. Certain of the indices, for example, parental involvement

in the provider, do not appear to be necessarily Sensitive to increasestin

expenditures. These results suggest that thoSe interested in increases in 4

quality in'euch indices, must not necessarily look to increases inesources,
.7e .

Assumption Three: .),

(
Anottier tossumption, based on study data contained in Table 8°-1,i is ":

in the area of the percent of the total number of severely handicapped youth.

in providers that are in low and medium quality environmeffts re

several ways in which these estimates c ld have been c lated using
.

study data. For example, we could have defined a severely handicapped youth

to be in a low quality environment if that youth'were in a provider that

received a low rating on any one of the 18 qualitl indices. This approach -

I

would have had the vast majority of the population in Low quality environments.

After considering this and a variety of other approaches, it was decided to

.define low quality_environmentsas a situation wherein more than four of

the eighteen quality indices were rated as loW for the provider. ThiS

approach led to the definition of 21% of the totall,severely handicapped

youth in the Study's s ple being in low quality environments. This is a

'very conservative approach to,classification of the clients, but masks.the

fact that a larger percentage (38%) of the-providers were low quality

envirdnments. This resulted from the fact that many of the small st pro-

viders were of lOw quality. A similar'assumption was:employed to ievelop

the estimate of the percent of severely handicapped youth in m4ium-quality

environments. Specifically, dt was assumed that if more'than sitx of the'

quality ratings received by the remaiming (non-low) providers meie Medium,

the sTVerely handicapped youth was in, a medium quality environment. This

resulted in an additional 36% of the children (in 28%;of the providers) ,

and youths were in medium quality environments. thus, a total of,33% of

the severely handicapped children and youths Were in high quality environ-

ments (in, 32% of the providers) by this definition.

1 1)4
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Assumption Four:

'The analysis of the costs of increased:quality:was done.at AL

aggregate level. The differences tetween provider types, handicapped
t,

conditions served, and.provider size wil11/4,be aggregated to,the most generalo

levels. This aggregation assumption ib necessitated by ,the complexity of

*the interrelationships detailed in the previous chapters: Tsproyide

disaggregated estimates of the costs of increasing

in.day versus residential providers, Would.require

were available for

for this aggregate

aggregate analysis

qualiiy4or example,

both more cases than

this study and even more assumptions than those necessary

analysis. However, it should be ertiphasized*that this

is limited to those qual±ty indices that were bbserved

to be positively related to expenditures. In addition, it 4ist be'added

that this summary analysis does not imply that additional resources is

necessarily a preferable policy alternative to altering the,provider

population itself.' Specifically, the analysis in this chapter assumes the

provider population as a given. Whether it woull bepreferable or more

efficient to, for example, "discourage" through policy guidelines small

prbviders since they tended to be poorer in quality, cannot and should

not be inferred from the analysis in this chapter.
__-

Assumption Five:

-Table 8-1 presents the overall estimates .4en rated by the study.

The estimqes of the total number of seVere andi apped'youth in the. U.S.

.and currently ir(proyidere, were generated in ion 84 The remaining

data'in.the table was generated using the ratio of,severely handicapped

clients observed in the Atudy, and the cost estimates.achieved.in Chapter

6.0. It should be emphasized that.the cost estimate numbers employed makes
0

the adsumption that the cost of changing the individual quality indices is

not simply additive. Specifically, it is assumed that to increase two

quality indicators, does not necessarily mean that the cost is a simple sum

of the two-step cost estimates. Hence, the cell entries in Tables 6-1

through 6-4 are the basis for the yearly estimates in Table 8-1.* The

*
, .

The Reviewers of thi s chapter frequently uestiohed the lack of reliance on

the regression estimates and weights developed in Section '6.2 for"\the cow-,0e

struction og the estlimates in Table 8-1. These regression estimates were

inappropriate for this Analysis because of the data transformations and a._ .

nuffiber of other considerations, e.g.,
standardization of the data, aggregate

scaling of the Quality IndkCes4 etc.'
N 8
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specific low and high numbers employed were developed by making the "best"

and "'worst" possilke assumptions. Specifically, the assumption tliat the

smallest and largest observed step cost, from low to medium, and from

medium to high, for total cost per average standard ed childweek was the

acti4411 cost of increasing quality. Hence, theesti tes of 'boat to increase

quality employed in the table represent'the highest a d lowest observed

possibilities 'in the study results.

8.3 Toward Interpretation of the Estimates

)

The reaUlts of th se assumptions are the estimates contained in

Table 8-1. The full rang of passibilities in terms of population estimates

has been.included for those willing to make other assumptions concerning

the population size'or the percentpf population in provideis. Our best

,

estimate has,been shaded for'ginpisis. As the estimate in4cates, our best.

estimate is that it Would cost beween $521 and $1,245.million per year to' c

raise all'sevetely handicapped.youbl. currently in providers to high quality

environments,. '

How does this estimate coMpare to'the expenditurea observed in the

study? Overall,'we obsetved in Table 5-1 that the average ptovider was

spending $7,020.($135 X 52) per year per child. In Tables6-1 we observed

that low.quality providers on the four cost indices'sensitive to increaSes

in expenditures were avetaging $3,917 per year per child and highquality
-

ptoviders were averaging $8,212 per year per child. Theresults,presented,

c

in Table 8-1 are not exactly comparable to those presented in Table

beCause the latet Table focuses on rangeeand the fOrmer on means, However,

they, can provide the,following aPproximate cOmparison: The results suggesta
4

that in order to bring the low quality providers to high quality the expen-

dituie level within these providers would have to be increased froM ita

current ayerage of $3,917 to between $9,377'and $16,927 per Child)Der year.*

this range,compares to the average for observed.highquality providers of

$8,212 per child per year. These results are, intuitively accePtablef

4- f'
1

*ReViewers of hisfattidy frequently questioned whethe the per ieit,and

child estimates oould, be combined.with th diachaf!ge data to calculate

the'cost per case.of providing high qua i,ty services to.severely handi-

capped children and:youth. For a multitude ofreasons, most importantly,

the observed mobility of clients acrosa piovider types and the measurd

ment of;aischarge'within this Study, these-eSt.imates cannot be calculaeed

fkopm thedata available within this study.

ar3
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For example, these estimates reflect the reality of what it would'cost to

increase quality within smaller providers which were generally of lower

quality on a 'per case basis. These comparisons are not exact. Harever,

these comparisons do cgincide with a asic finding of much of the research

'surrounding attempts to increaseNlarty within natural settings. Speci-

fically, the increasing of quality wi in natural settings.usualllvequires

more expenditures than the settings that eached high ratings in a natural

manner. These additional expenditures are required to "overcome" the factors
#

which impede the achievement of high quality environments.

It should be emphasized that the interpretation of these estimates

must be limited tilt <ose quality indices that are "sensitive" to increments
.

in resburces. Those wishing to "raise" ratings of other quality indices

must look elsewhere.

One final-note to methodologicallynclined readers. must;beedde14.0

The estimates generated in this section can be criticized for being aggregate

in nature, because the procedures that we use ignore thecomplexity of the

observed.relationships. However, by reducing the rdlationships to the most

aggregate level, (that is, the total expenditures per aveage-standardized

,childweek), we have forced the results in a conservative,direction. The

estimates are conservative becauseathe complexity. the relationship of

cost and' uality through third variables such-as size of provider is ellowed

to suppress relationships. (The "partialingt! or "controlling" bf such .

% third variables aImost always enhances the relationship between the independent

and'dependent variables. Hence, the estimates contained in Table 8-1 are

essentially upper-boun& if one accepts the assumptions that.go intO the

estimation process.).

8.4 Otheik Policy Implications
'49

In Addition to the impcatant finqngs outlined in the area of the

relationship between quality and'cost, there were three additional important

policy implications of,,the study for thosemakingdecisions concerning pro-

grams for severely handicapped youth.

Quantitat44ve and Qualitative Differences Between Provider Types

The three tYpes of providers fitudied were .different in many of the

relationships''among key variables. 190sidentia1 providers in the study were
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13

generally f'bti hours/seven aays a week/ year round programs, whereas the

day providersepe ated for part of a-day, usually five days a week, and

often were operative only during a regular school year. Mixed providers

varied. Some were basically residential provide&mtich offered a day

service as well Az a different group of severely handicapped Aildren and

youth; a few were really a service delivery system or atieleast a cluster

of different program-61 some,of which only offered residential care. Thus,

althoUgh. uniform information was obtained on these three 4ifferent provider
(1

tYpes, it is extremely difficult to make exact comparisons. Thbre are,

however, a few comparisons which can and should be made within explicit

limitations of the data.

Our data indicate'that during an operlting week, residential providers

offer More educational and habilitatiVe services to severely handicapped

clients than do day providers, but not a.4cy 'large amount (28, versus 25_hours

per week). It is imPortant to note that for clients in residential providers,

this amount represents the total amount received during an average week,

whereas for clients in day providers it is only'the amount received while in

the structured program studied. There is.the definite posSibility,flthen,

that clientstin day providers-receive educational and habilitative services

when at home or'in their residential setting_ The provider offering the

greatest amo*t of educationarand habilitative.services we e the mixed

providers. these providers offer severely haddicapped youth structured'

programming in the residential settings as well as,in the "day" settings.

In,suM,,if the amOunt of educational'and habilitative services offered

a severely handicapped client is a primary goal of a policymaker or.proaram

planner, then it appears 'that mixea providers offeethe most; residential

providers offer-the next highest number of hours; and, day providers offer

the least but allow for additional educational and habilitative service for

the client outside of program hours (from the parents or other sources).

The formulation of any\general policY in the area Of programs fdr severely

handicapped youth should'begin with the realization of the qualitative and

quantitative.differences.between these proVider types:
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The Non-Importance of PUbliO/Private Status

An'important "non-firliding" of the study ceniers on 'the l'ack ofdifferences'

fOund between comparable public and privatelProviders. Although'privatg pro-,

viders eXhibited some pronounced tendepcies, for-example,Nto be 4sMaller thaq
a

b'
01$.c providers, the lack of differences'along this dimension should not 10

).

overlooked bYthose making policy decisions:
ik '4.

ProVider Size and timber of Severely Handicapped Youih-,

The results of this study suggest that the total size e provider

'and the numberof severely handicapped youth served in the provider are positively

related to quality. However, an important caveat that should not e over-
,

looked is that beyond a cirtain size, on both of these size dimens ons, qu 11110,\

deteriorated rapidly. Hence, it would appear that large institutions with

large concentrations of severely handicapPed youth may not be ideal Provider .

environments for care of severely hdeapped youth.

-Within this.study Liese variables eA observed to be important, cor-

relates of cost, quality, apd a variety of ther variables. Within the con-

text of the analysis conducted for this study, they were treated as mediating

variables. For policy purposes thit need not be the case.

8.5 . Suggestions for Future Research
4

The purpose of this study Was exploratory, and little expectation was

had that information obtained would be generalizable to all providers of

services to severely handicapped youth. However, in the future, if research

is conducted on the typps of services which are offered, the dbsts and

quality of care, an effort should be made to ensure the generalizability of ,

-
the results. To ensure this, improved information will haveieto be obtained

on the total population of both providers and on the total population of
_0--

severely handicapped youth.

Research should be conducted on services provid d to severely handi-

capped youth using an approach which focuses on the indiViduai pot on pro-
c,. .

viders. Moreover, information should be obtained.on all the services
\

i
.

received blta severely handicapped'youth #om all sources nQt fUst the

major providers. One of the liniitationS,oe'the current study was its focus

on/ac-Sividers of care, making it virtually impossible to compare, for example

the true or total costs of services received by clients in day versus

reftdential proviiers. 199
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If adiditional research is conducted on the providerithemselve , .

provements could'be made in many of the details of the study. Perha s the

two moqt importt improvements would be in the cost and quality data.

Better cost and quality data would require that considerably more time be spent

visiting each provider than was possible within the resource Constraints of

the current project. For example, more in-depth information should be ob-
.

0 d

tAiined on the non-personnel costs. These costs are difficult to determine,

particularly for many of the providers of service to severely handicapped

,youth wiiero many ekpenditure items are not direct. For instance, the cOst

of space can vary from straightforward rent,to donated space in a church, to

buildings which are owned outright by.the state,.to mortgage payments on a

private home only a part of which cover space which are used by the clients.

The.information collected in this study on the costs of diffgrent ser-

vices was based primarily on staff estimates of how they allocated their time

If more accurate informatiovwere desired, staff would need to:log,or record

'their time -- a tedkous process which itself could otentially interfere with

the delivery of services. In sum, there are many way in which impxoved cost

°data could potentially be useful, but'it must be recogn zed that obtaining this

data can be quite expensive and time-consuming.

The second aspect where considerable improvement coultbe made is in the

quality of information. Many efforts have been made to develop evaluative .

standards for the providers of care to,handicapped people. cor example, the

Joint Cormigspion on Accreditation of Hospitals.had develpped extensive/guide-

lines for residential and communitY agencies servihg,mentally retard, persons.
;

Wolfensberger and Glenn have developed the PASS (Program Assessment of Social

Services).eutem which focused largely oh a'process evaluation of human ser-

vices. .Extensive efforts have been made.to develop measurement techniques

-for determining the learning and develgpmental progress of a severely handicapped

person. Future research COUlita-aempt) as was attempted inthis study, to

develop relatibely simple s gateqrasures for program quality, but undoubtedly
.

will encounter many of the eame problems: lack of external valipity and

internal reliabilitY. As with cost data collection, to obtain a complete

pleture of provider quality through the application of JCAH, PASS or similar
.4

standards,is'expensilie and time7suming.

239.
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uch research, using better defin

gener taking a to

[

s, selected frdt a known universe

ew of all needs, a d services pro-

ed to severel handicapped youth, and obtaining in-depth cost and quality

da oes not now exist;_. However, before recommending that it be undertaken,

policymakers must first clearly fclefine their questions. Decisions must be made

about the specific research needs. Undoubtedly,'a combination of 'different

types of research should be undertaken, some of which is relatively ite ,

#cope but which can provide policymakers with rel'tively useful inf tion in

la short time period; other longitudinal research e coMid ed.

Lest this closing sec on be Misinterpreted ,the study

ilathat the current study, although exploratory' in nat e, resulted

measurable and important increases in our understanding of'the Care of

severely handicapped youth.
;

E9 '
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. Notes to" the Reader of Ap2endices A and B

As an i4roduction to Appendix A: Tables of ProVidercharacteristics

and Appendix 14' Costs of Provider Services to Severely Handicapped Children

And Youth, some technical notes on the method of presenting resulta are in order.-

Bach variable reported for the. 100 providers will be analyzed in an identical

Inanner (except where this is impossible due to the nature of the variable itself)

'If,through the use of two consecutive tables. The first analysis in each

sequence (Table a)* will be a one-way analysis of -Elie variable broken down

by four other descriptive variables, presented horizontally in each table:

Type of provider (day, residential, or mixed);

Size of severely handicapped population in the provider (fewer than
10, 10 to 50, 51 to 200, and more than 200 severely handicapped
clients):

Client characteristics (mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,
deaf-blind, multiply handicapped, and mixed handicapping conditions);
and

Control (public or private).

These variables are defined exactly as they were for the case study

volume of this report (Volume 4). The reader will note that the type Of provider and,

client characteristics variables reported here are the same variables used

to describe providers in the case studies . These definitions were restated

in Chapter 2 of this volume.

The data for the dependent variables (presented on the vertical side

of each table) are in'one of several,possible:forms. The number reported

in a table may be: 3
The percentage of providers having a certain characteristi8(e.g.,
offer residential services);

The average percentage Of an institutional characteristic, averaged
over all providers of a particular type (e.g., the average number of

white clients or staff) ; or

An average of provider characteristics, averaged over all appropriate
providers (e.g., the average size of the total client population, or
average annual per capita costs).

29-



To simpify4resentation; the number of providers in each cell of the
4

table is not reported. Due to variation in response frequency and quality, the

responses for some providers ar 't available (or-appropriate) and are

therefore not reported. While. e is a base of 100 providers, several

may not have responded to a particular question; therefore, the reported

percentages fOr any item are based on the number of valid responses only.

The basic frequency distribution for the 100 providers is preSented in the

first.set of tables of Appendix A.

The second method of presentation used for each 1.rriab1e presented

(Table b) is a two-way breakdown of each variable. The independent variables

for this procedure in each case are provider type (d4r, residential, or

mixed) and client characteriStics (mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,

deaf-blind, multiply handicapped or mixed). The Average frequency, etc. of

each dependent variable for each type-characteristic subgroup is presented as

the cell entry in the table. Through this, the quality of, for example,day

providers for mentally retarded children and youth may be compared with those of

day providers for emotionally disturbed clients or with residential providers

for the mentally retarded.
/

One final technical point which:applies to the foilowing tables is that

sets of variables whiA° one would expect to add to some nuMber (100% for

example) occasiohally do notr- Tn somecases thi'S is duprounding error.

In other cases, the ga-sis for computing one of,agWtOf masiables may be

somewhat different: than that used in. computAg
1
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'Table A-la Distribution of,100 Providers
on Four Primary Variables (One-Way)

-

1.

DAY RESIDENTIAL MIXED TOTAL

43 38 19 100,

2.

<10 . 10-50
.

APL......
51-200 >200

. ,

TOTAL

.

24 33 30 13 100 ..

3.
17.)

ED

21

DB

7

MH MIXED
.

TOTAL
r

24 31 100

4.

PUiLIC
..

.
PRIVATE TOTAL

-

47
i

53 100

-

-Table A-lb Sample Distx ution: Provider ServiO.e.0

Type by Provider Client Type

MR ED DB MH MIXED TOTAL

DAY 10 8' 3 10, 12 43

RESIDENTIAL 5 9 4 6 14 38

mIXED
.

2 4 0 8 .5

,

19

TOTAL 17 21 ,7 24 31 100

200

.1



Tabl A-lc Sample Distribution: Provider Service Type
by Provider Si9104# Provider Client Type

.

MR . ED , DB ME mug]) TOTAL
.

DAY
<10 t

10-50
51-200
=-200

,

Total 'day

3

-.. 3

i * 4
e

10 '

2

4

2

oi

8

2

0

1

o

3

1

5

o .

10

.

5

3

4

o

12

13,

-15

15
o

°43
-

RESIDENTIAL
<10
10-50 , :"

51-200 -,,

:2000 .

Total residential

3

1

1

0

5

2

d 4

2

1

.9

1

' 1

I 2

i 0
1

i

4

,

,

"0

3

1

2

6

5
2

3

4

,14

:

11

11
9

7

38

MIXED
<10 ,,

10=50
51-200
. 200

Total Mixed

0

0

0

2

0

1

3

0

4

0

0

0.

0

0

0

4

3

1

8

0

2

0

3_

c"---/

0

7

6

6

2 19

TOJIAL

<10
10-50
51-200 .,

>200 .

Total
,

.

;

ii0/

6

4

52.10
17

4

9 ,

7

21

3

: 1

3

7

1

12

8

3

24

V

10
7

7

7

31

24

33

30

la

100,
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.Table Ald Sample Distribution:' Provider Service Type
by Provider Contra by Providei Clieni Type

41

_
MR ED -*DE MU

,

MIXED =AL.

-DAY -

Public V

private

Total Day

',

,

4

6

lo

3

8

2

3

_

3

7

lq

°(7
(/

'

.5 .-

.7

12

17
26

43.

RESIDENT/AL.
Public.
Priv4e

Total Residential

c

1

5

*3

6'

9. 4

,4
2,__

6

.

7

7

24

18
'20

38

iiiXED

,Public
Private-

Total Mixed .

.

1 2

2'
-,-.--

. 4

0

0

5

8

4

5

,

, 12

; 19

TOTAL
Public
Private .

.

Total

6.

11.

17

, 8 ,,t

13

21

12

12

.24.,

16
15 .

31

47 .

53
.

100,
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Table A-le Sample Distribution:, ,Pilpvider Service Type
by Provider Location by Provider Client Type

_

MR. ED DB MaXED TOTAL

DAY
Urban 2 4. 2, 3 18

Suburban . 4 4 1 2 5 16

Rural 4 0 ., 0 1 4 9
.

<;, ,

Total Day 10 8 3 10 12 43
,

RESIDENTIAL
, Urban - ---- 1 1 1 1 1 5

Suburban 2 4 1 '3 -4 9 19

Rural ';'2 . 4 2 2 A 14

Total Res ident ial 5 9 4 6 14 38

+Jib-

MIXED .
,

.

Urban 0% 0 0 5 I. . 6

Suburban - 1 ' 4 0 2 8

Rural
,

1 0 0 2 2 5

Total .Mixed 2.

IP,
0 8 5 19

TOTAL .

. Urban 3 5 - 3 13 5 29

Suburban 7
-0- .

12 .
2 6 16 43

Rural 7 4 2 5 %.. 10 28

Total 17 21! 7 24 31 100
. , \
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Table Ar2p
4,

Service Mandates

. ,

,

TotalService
Dg

Typi

RES MIX

J

<10 100

ze

1 200

.

>200 MR

Client .ype

ED. D MH M X

Control

Public 'rivate

% mandated to,serve:

- all disabilities' 19%

,

21 24 5 25 16 17 , 23 .31. 14 0. 4 32 21. 17'

mentally

retarded . 39 46 .38
,

26 43 36 30 58 85 5 29

,

21

1

63

,

41 ' 37

.

- emotionally

disturbed ' 33 i38 e .38 15 43 36 33 8 8 75

,

,

14 8,, 42 24 41

- deaf/blind 17 16 16 - 21 14 18 26 85 1. 8 31t

- multiply

handicapped
,

33

'"'.,'

35,-

:,

' 34 26 ,

,

33, , NT
Iii

33 39 43 54

.

29 38 . 28"'

% mandated.to serve

all &verity levels 46

. 4

50 47

'

32

'4hOlr'
,'

,, ,

4)):,..46(

':-.P,
'

3
0, , ,

54 50 19 43 . 42 65 53, 39

% mandated to serve

severely handicapped. 65 70 4 i 57 71

I.

68 86 :67 90 70 7IY '.66 45 , 54 75i
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Table.A-2b

Service Mandates

. 4 po, DB lo ?Ili, MIX

DAY
% mandated to serve:

all disabilities

mentally retarded

emotiOnally disturbed

, deaf blind.

multiPly handicapjtd.

_

33%

75

13

, 13

'38

,
,

13

14

.21-

0.

14 2

0

33

4\100

33

10.

-30

10

10-

40

33-

67

. 11
a

44.

% mandated to serve all
'severity levela

'\ .

44 25 67 60 58-

0
%.mandated to serve

\.severely handicapped 86 :86 87 ' 57 56 .,

-)RESIDENTIAL .

.

% Mandated to serve:

all diSabilities

i'Mentally retarded

emotionally disturbed

deaf blind .

0 - y

multiply handicapped

40

100

0

0

33

22-.

0

78

11

0

0

25

0

75

50

0

33

17

17

83

.

36

60 .

40

0

.30

mandated to serve all
everity levels 60 22 25 -. 33 71

,

1,mandated to serve
6evere,ly handicapped 100 '. 56

(

75 67 29
-

MIXED .

% mandated to serve:

all disabilities

mentally retarded

emotionally disturbed,

deaf. blind

multiply handicapped

#

.

5

100

0

0

50

0

0

75

0

f 0

0

--

--

--

--

--

0

0 -

0

38

50

.

20

60

0

20

'0

% mandated to serve--all

severity levels --' 50 0 -- 25 60

% mandated to serve
severely handicapped 100 75. -- 80

..

-50111 h
I
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Table A-3a

Client Population

.

.

To tal
Service Type

DAY RES MIk <10

4 Size.

10-50 51-200 >200 'MR

i 1,..

glient T.ype' -

ED DX MX ,,:,MIX

C trol

4,
\

publid Private:\

Average total

population 162'

f

71. 218 268 50

,

95 157. 1 665 135 66 :270 162- 44 23,6 99

Average number,

severely .

handitapped 861 39,

.

,

92

.

181 7 25 87 385 93 52

.

39

,

,

v4

113\
\.'...

.

121

,

56

HandiCapping

conditions of ,

clients:

- t Mentally

retarded

,

211

i

21 23 24 19 17

,

30

.17"
5. I

2 0 3 27 '' .18 .24

-.I emotionally

disturbed 22; 20: 26- 18 23 28 21 72

.

20 28

- 1 deaf/blind 6 6 5 12 2 10 1 0 6 76 3 3 11 4

-tmUltiply

.bamdicapped 48

,

50 '42 51 41 47 48 61 29 , 21 24

I

89 , 51 ....,;.. 55 41

- t other

7disab1ity
4

3

,

40 60
,

45
_

....,

1 3

,:'Q::,

31
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Table A-iab

Client Popul ion

w,

MR ED
,

' MIX

*DAY

Average toteI popuiation 70 ,34

Average nuinber severely

, handicapped 36 28 42
,

Handicapping conditions
of clients: N

't
,

% mentally,rearded . 56% 0 22

% emotionally disturbed 2 63 0 1. 26

%.deaf biind 0 0 77 0 . 1-

% multiply. handicapped 40 ' -24 , 23 92 49,

.
% other disabillty 2 13 0 2 3%

/.

RESIDENTIAL
Average total population 63 104 402 265 u265

Average number severely
handicapped 38 , 73 37 167 106

......

HandicdpPing conditions
of clients:

. .

.

% meritilly retardd 89% 6 0 0 25
. _

% emotionally disturbed_ 3 79 0 0 - - 16

% deaf blind, :0-- 0 74- 0 _ .._ . 2

t

% multiply. handicapped 9 16 25 100 56
-. o

V other disability 0 0 1 ,0 0%

MIXED _

Average total population
L

1150
,

55 .
147 586

Aireragenumber severely'
handicapped 512 54 74 322

Handicapping conditidns
,

of clients:

% mentally retarded 74%
. _

0 --

,

2 41

% emotionally disturbed 3. 75 0 9

% deaf blind 0 0 -- 7 9

% multiply frandicapped 24 25 \......78- 41 .

% other disabili,ty 0 0 13 b%
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Table A-4a

Other Client Characteristics

.

Total
,

Service

,Type Size 'Client Type Control

Day Res. Mix

;6..

<10 .10-50 .51-200 >200 MR ED DB MH MIX , Public Private11.=rnmimrt..r
Sex

'-- % Male

-- % Female

63%

37

61

39

66

34

59

41 .

0
32

58 '

42

,

63.

37

i 62

38

61

39

78 54 56

4 46411,44

II,

4.

60

40

61

39'

64

36

Race ,

-- % White

-- % Nonwhite

-- % Black

-- % Other

80

20

(14)

( 6)

77

23

(10)

( 5)

81

19

(12)

( 6)

83

.17

(10

( 6)

87

13

(101

( 3)

86

14

(10)

( 4)

71

29

(20)

( 9)

.

71.

29

(21)

( 8)

80

20

(13)

(7)

80 69 81

20 31 '19

(15) (26) (12)

( 5)( 5) ( 7)

81

19

(14)

(5)

77 .

23

(17) i

( 6)

82

18%

(12)

( 6)

ONMEMMMO

Average length of

enzollment (months)

--,Residehtial programs

1 .

-- Day programs

65 ,, 60 76 79 59 65 63 60 25 116, 74 79'

.

72 59

,

55 17 56 36 58 70 17
65 28 54 58 69 53 54
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Table A -4b

Other Client Characteristics

:-

1
_

MR ED DB' MH . MIX
,

DAY

Sex: A male

% female

. __

58%

42

.

78

22

62

-38

.7

44

,

56

44

"
Racee % white

.

%-nonWhite --

, % black 7
% other

77

. 24

(20)

(4)

i

80

.20

(18)

(2)

66

' 341

(31)

(3)

77

23

(14)

(9)

79

21

(16)

(5)
,

.

Average length of enrollment _

(months):

residential programs

day programs

--

71
.

__

2

--

54

.

--

53

.

--

62,

.

,

RESIDENTIAL ,

\Sex: % male
.

%
. % fthale

69%'

-31

76

24

49 '

52

53

47

68

32

_

Race: % white .

% nonwhite .

% black
% other

,

84

16

(12)

.

(4)

81

19

(12)
,(7)

71
k

v29-,
(22)

(7)

83.

17

(12)

(5)

82

18

a4)
(0,

Average length of enrollment
(months):

residential programs ,

t day programse
)

69.

--

25

--

,

116

--

.

54 67

--

MIXED _

Sex: % male

% females

59%

42

84 i,

17

--

--

58

42

43

57

Race: % white

% nonwhite - .

. .

% black
% other

,.- fi

91

10

(8)

(2)

81

19

(13)

(6)

--

--
--

--

83

17

(10)

(7)

82

18

(10)

(8)

IlVeZage length of enrollment
(months):

.

,

residential programs

day programs /

e

24

12
_

25

24

,

--

--
_

.

92

73

103

99
4

,
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Table A-Fa ,

Admissions

Toka1

Service

Type

,

Size' Client Type

1

Con 1

Day Res. Mix <10 10-50 51-200 >200 mR ED DB KR MIK .PubliC,?Private

Average Nmber of

Applicants

. e '14

. .

43 32 53 50 12 20 77 90 3 3

,

44. 31 64

0,

3 . 5

,

,

' \,

Average %

Accepted

,

,

71% 83 54
V

73 73 66 71 79 73 48

,

71

(

97 64 85 , 60%

,

Average Waiting Period

(in months)

-- Day Program

4

'' Residential

Piogram

,

3.1 0 0 0 2.6 1.8 3.7 6.0 1.9 3.2 3.0 3.0

.r

4.1

,

4.3 2.1
1

....mem =nog

11.2 4.07.7 4.0 10.0 3 7 0.4 14.2 11.1

.

2.8

.

2.8

4

2.7 7 5 18.5 8.3
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Table A -5b

Ad Missions

,

WI ,-: MH. MIX

DAY-

Average number of applicants

,

32 18 8 38 45

Average % accepted 84% 66 72 105 77%

Average waiting period
(in months):

day.programs

,

. .

3 5 3 4

.

3

1

RESIDENTIAL
Average number of applicants 16 :57. 10 38 89

Alierage,i accelAed 35% 70 87. 516

Average waiting period
(in months):

residêntial programs 4 4 8 33 9
I

1

MIXED
Average number of applicants 143 69 -- 19

.

18

Average %-accepted - 95% 35 93 63%
.

Average Waiting period

(in,months): .

day programs L',

residential-programs

,_

3

.

0

2

..

--

. 1

4

0

5
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Table A-6a

Avera e Number of Clients Discharged Between July, 1973 and May, 1974

Ag-r-w-w-q------.------r--f-----e----------------o---------n

Total

Service

Type

4

Size
1

Client Type Control

Day Res Mix <10 10-50 51-200 >200
:

MR ED .DB MH MIX Public Private

Total providers 26 11 ' 3, 37 2 42 75 13 41 , 19 33

_

34 18

Day programs 10 11 -- 14 1 4 20 32' 12 6 6 11 11 10 10

Residential

programs

28 -- 374 25

.

1 12 i 56 60 454 1 6 38 38, 17

222
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Average,Nuinber of Clients Discharged.;

Between. July, 1971 and .May, .1974

ED DB

DAY
Day clients discharged
since July 1, 1973

RESIDENTIAL -

MIXED . .

Abtal:client0 disCharged

Day clients discharged 34 40

-Residential clientsdischarged 10 23 ...,.. 59



Table A-7a

Reasons for Discharge: Day ProgramsSr,
.

)

Total

Service

Type

DAY RES MIX <10 10-50

Size

51-40 >200 MR

Client Type

ED DB MR MIX

Control

Public Private

1 clients left because

,

maximum age reached 5% 7 -- 17 b 10 14 0 0 2 '4

1 clients left beCause level

of funCtionimg improved

f

36. 35 . 42 22 29 44 52 25

.

41 52 29

i.

'54

.

42 32

1 clients died 7 7 --
J ,

0 5 9 2

.

.

1

% clients left because level

of functioning deteriorated
.. 6. 20 6 7 0 7 10 28 7 6 4 11

,
1 clients remOVed Jill family 14 12 -- 23 2 19 14 18 , 16 7 16 17 14 12 15

% clients left because

i

funding level reduced 2

......--

1. -- 7' 0 0 5. 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 4
.

% clients left for other,

reasons, (-?

i

/IN-.'

28 30 -- 22 40 36 19

$

28 41 21 0 35 14 28 281

225 225



Table A-.7b

Reasons for Discharge:, Day 'Programs

MR ED. DB MH MIX

DAY
. .

.

% cliepts left be.c:se
maxiMum age reached .

. .
12% . 17 ,

% clients left because level
of. functioning,improved, :20 31 '52 , 26- 59

% Clients died . 9 '9 :.. 4) ,:11 10

% clients leftbecausejevel .4

of functioning deteriorated ,S '.11 28. 46

-% clients reMoved by familY',7 19 8 16. 711-.
. .

%: clients left bedause
funding level reduced 3 0 0 .

% clients left for other'
.

reasons 39 24 0 47 14
.

t. ; clq, ,..t. .'

MIXED .

% clients left because ,
maximum'age.reached. 0 p'.'0'

.

* Clients left because level
of functioning improved 50: 100 :- 33

% clients died . P., 0 0 ,

% clients left because:level 0

of .functioning deteriorated 0 0 ---;-=
, -J.-- .10-

A Clients removed by family 0 0 27 /2

% clientsl.eft beCauser
funding level-reduced 0 0

,
-- 1.3.

% clients- left for other
reasons .

.
50 0 -r- 17Y 12%4



Table A-8i'

Reasons for Discharge: ReSidential Programs

Total

Service

, Type

,

Size

,

Client Type Control' .

DAY RES MIX <16 10-50 sr-2b -4b , !di ED DB MR MIX ?Wolfe Private

A

% clients left because

maximum age reached 8% -- 7 10

. .

i 8 14 3 4 0 14

.

8 1 '

1 clients left' bedause level

Of functioning,improved

,

44 -- 42 43 33,

it

.4j 49 42 49 69 67 28

q
40 46 ,

% clients died 11 -- 13 7 17 9 4 15 5 0 0 13 19 9 13

,

% clients left because level

functioning deteriorated 12 -- 9 17 12 22. 10 1 0 ,12 34 13 12 13 10

t clients removed by 'family 8 11 8 8 9 17 11 0 4

% clients left because

'finding, level reduced -- 0 2 .

t'clients left for other

reasons 15 -- 15 14 16 0 17 18 29 5. 0 22 13 , 18 11$
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Table A-8b

Reasons for Discharge: Residential Programs

MR ED DB MH MIX

RESIDENTIAL

% clients left because
maximum age reached 0% 5 0 13 7

% clients left because level
of functioning improved 27 68 67 21 36

% clients died 4 0 0 23 21

% clients left because level
of functioning deteriorated 0 12 34 3 7

% clients removed by family 25 8 0 7 8

% clients left because
funding level reduced

,

2 0 0 0 5

%,.'elients left for other
reasons , 44 5 0 29 9

w
.

MIXED

% clients left becau05-
maximum age reached 0 0 -- 14. 15

% clients left,because level
of functioning improved 94 71 -- 35 17

% cliehts died 7 0 -- 5 14

% clients left because level
of functionihg deteriorated 0 5

,

-- 21 25

% clients removed by family 0 19 9 3 '

% clients left because
funding level reduced 0 0 -- 2 0

% clients left for other
reasons 0 . 14 26%

2 3



Table A -9a

Client Placement After DiScharge from Day Programs

't

Total

Service

Type'

DAY RES MIX

.

<10 10-50

Size

51-200 >200 MR

Client Type

ED DB MH MIX

Control

?ublic Private

% clients living at home 75% 72 -- 82 59 72 79 85 75 82 21 79 69 76 74

% clients living with

faster parents I. 4 4 -- 1 .0 9 1 2 1 3 0 0.2 11 8 0.6

I

% clients il gtoup home 2 2 -- 3 8 Q 0 6 1 7 0 0 1 1J,
% clients in nursing homes 0.3 -- 1 0 1 1 0

% clients in Day

institutions 12

i.

15 -- 0 19 6 16

,

0 14 6 79 11 8 9 14

% clients in another part

of ,same facility 3 2 -- 6 0 8 0 0

,

0 0 0 4 6 0 5

,

% clients in other living

situations

,

3 2 .... 8 0 4 4

,

5 2 1 0 6 3 2 4%
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Table A-9b

Client Placement After Discharge from.Day Programs

ED DB MB MIX

DAY

% clients living at home 73% 79 21 78 69

% clients living with
foster parents 2 4 0.3 11

% clients living in group
homes 8 0 0

% clients in nursing homes

% clients in another insti-
tution 17 7 79 19

% clients in another part
of same facility 0 0 0 0 7

% clients in other living
situations 0 0 3 4

MIXED

% clients living at home 85 100 80 70

% clients living with
foster parents 0 0 0 7.

% clients living in group
homes 6 0 12

% clients in nursing homes 11

% clients in another
institution

.)
% clients in another part
of same facility 0 0 10 0

% clients in other living
situations 10

As.
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Table A-10a

Client Residential Placement After Discharge from Residential Providers

__

Total

Service

Type

DAY RES MIX <10

. Size

10-50. 51-200 >200 MR

ClientInie
....

ED DB Mil. MIX

Control

Public Private

%.clients.living at home . 38% -- 36 42 31 41 46 30 22 60 84, 35 26 36 39

% clients living with.-

foster parents 12 -- \2 11 17 9 11 12 19. 10 0 15

,

12 11,

% clients in group homes 121 -- 7 21 0. 9 11 26 12 6 17 21 17

% clients in nursing homes 7 9 3 0 3 4 20 11 13 0.2

% clients in another

institution 22 21 23 23 31 23

7k ,

7 32 l 0 35 14 14 30

.$ clients in another part

of same facility 1

i

2 0 0 0 3 0

,

0

% clients in other living

situations 8

.

12 0.2 19

_

5 5 7 5 0 3 14 .3

,

12%
1

231 235



Table A1-10b

Client.Residential Placement After Discharge from Residential Providers

ED DB MIX

RESIDENTIAL

% clients living at home 6% 56 84 '32 27

% clients living with
,foster parents 25 18

,% clients living in group
homes 0 4 17 8 9

Clients in nursing homes 13 0 0 ii6 12

%clients in another \

institution .
46 23 0 20 16

% clients in another part
of same facility 0 - 0

% clients imother living
sitUatiOns 11 7 0 7 19

MIXED

% clients liing at home 52 70 38 25

.% clients living with
foster parents

t% clients living in group
homes 37

18

10

13

0

7

52.

% clients in nursing homes 0 0 0 9

% clients in another
inititution 4. 1 - - 48 7

% clients in another part
of same facility 0 0

% clients in other living
situations 0.2 0 1 0%
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Table A-11a

Clients Receiving Educitional/HabiWative Services After-Discharge

11 clients discharged who

receive educational/

habilitative services

Miniormr

Total

77%

Service

DAY RES MIX

80 67. 88

Size p

<10 10-50 51-200 >200

73 77 6 84

16 ED DE MH MIX Public Private

69 86

% clients disgharged

receiving educational/

.bibilitative services:

aflocal schools

- in special day programs

39

24

49

23

31

22

at residential facilities 23 17 26

38

29

18 37 53

35 26 14

26 11

- at other settings

23'7

25 24

31

34

26,

32

36

20

,68

68

43

33

.80 75 79

23

14 24

30

alb

40 16

.0.11

30

23 22

L

.=



Table A-11b

Clients Receikring Educational/Habilitative Services After Discharge

MR ED DB MH MIX

DAY

% clients discharged who
receive educational/.
habilitative services 63% 97 71 86 83'

% clients discharged who
receive educational/
habilitative services:

.

at'local schools 48 78 29 . 18 63

in special day Programs 23 13 0 36 20

at residential facilities 24 . 8 71 " 20 ,b

at other settings 6 0 0 . i 8

RESIDENTIAL
.

% clients discharged who
receive'educational/
habilitative services 69 69 67

_

40
,

%clients discharged.who
receive educational/
habilitative services:

at local schools 0 52 50

.

_26 26

in special day programs 50 5 SO 14 , 24

at residential facilities 25 18 .0 58 23

at other settings 25 0 0 0 13
1,

MIXED
f .

.

% clients discharged-who,
receive educational/
habilitative services 100 99 81 84

.

% clients discharged who
receive educational/
habilitative services:

.

at local. schools . 42 84 -- 34 6

in'special day programs 59 3 14 61

at residential facilities 0 13 -- 51 13.

at other settings 0 0 -- 1 20%
I.
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% of providers offering

educational/habili-
.

tative services

Total

Table A-12a

Educational/Habilitative Services*

Service

Type

Day Ret. Mix

Size

<10 io-so 51.7200 >200.,

Client Type

ED DB NE Kr

>.1ar
.;;:%Jtatria

.Pub 'C. private

100 97: 100

it,of severely handi-

capped clients receiving

educational/habili-'

tive servicds

.Bourdper week

severely handicapped,

clients receive

educational/habilita -

tive services

97

29

98 94 98 100 .97 93 99 97 95

26 33 28 30 29

96 9 8%

29 30

*That is, educational serviCes, family services, and diagnois/referral services combined. 2 11



EducationaliftbOkiiii.* Servides
-

DAY,

A of Providersoffering
educational/habilitatiVe.
'services :

'% 'of Severely handicaPp:ed'.

clients,receiving.
educatiQnel/habilitatiire,
serviceP

Hours per week severely ,
handicapped clients'reCeive
eduCatiOnal/habilitativi,..
services

RESIDENTIAL"

% of providers offering
educational/habilitative
services

% of severely handicapped
clients receivihg
educational/habilitative
services 98 100 ' Top 89%1

Hours per week'severely
handicapped clients receive
educational/habilitative
services 25 29 3 12 31

MIXED

% of providers offerimg'
educational/habilitative
services

% of aeverely handicapped
clients receiving
eddcational/habilitative
services

Hours per week severely
handicapped clients receive
educational/habilitative
services

100% 100

106 ,100 97 99%

28 , 47 44 40



Table A-I3a

Services Offered

Total

Service

Type

DAY RES MIX <10 10-50

Size

51-200 >200 MR
?

v
Client .Type

ED DB MH MIX

Control

Public Private

k. of p7viders offering:

.- educational/habilitative

services

,

94% 100 90 90 92 97 97

,

85 88 91 , 100
.

96 97 94 94

- basic care,

,

\

9 88 90 90 87 91 90 85 88 81 100 88 93 87 91

- medical services 51 44 55 58 33 42 63 77 35 38 29 58 68 55 ' 47

f ami ly an d co mMuni t

services
(

, 82 95 68 79 71 88 83 85 77 81 57 88 87' 85 79 ,

,

- diagnosis/referral .

services .i, , 8.4 86

.

8,1 84 75 88 87 85 65 91 86 83 90

1

85

.

83

- administrativeservices 79 88. 68 79 54 91 83

I

85' 65 90 57 79 84 81 , 77

,

- support programs ,. . 7 61 Q 90 54 82 83 92 82 71 88 74, 79 76%
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Table A-13b

Services Offered

,

-
MR

,

ED DB MH.

1

MIX

DAY
% of providers offering:

....,

educational services 100% 100 100 100 100'

basic care 90 88 100 4$
80 92

medical services 56 o 33 70 50

family,services 90 100 67 100 100
t _

diagnosis/referral services 80 100 100 80 83

administrative,services 80 100 67 90 92

support prpgrams 80 38 33 70 58
,

RESIDENTIAL
% of providers offering:

,

educational servicps 80 89 100 83 93

-.1basic care

medical services

100

0

78

56

100

25

83

67

93

79
,

family services 60 78 50 67 71
-,-

diagnosis/referral Services 40 89 75 83 93

administrative services 40 89 50 67 71

support programs 80 89 100 100 86

MIXED
% of providers offering:

_

educational services
,

50 75 --- 100 100

basic care :50 75 --- 100 100

medical services 50 75 --- ' 38 80

family services 50 50 --- 88 100

ddagnosis/referral services 5.6 75 --- 88 100

administrative services 50 75 --- 75 100

supPort programs 100 75 --- 100 80%
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Table A-14a

Evaluation of Provider Services

. .

Total

Service

....... TM_ .

Day Res, l ilix

. .

<la

,

Sip

,

Client Type

.

'Control

10-50 51-200 >200 MR .tD DB MB MiX PUblic Private
1 .

% of providers formallz

evaluated,during last

fiVe years

,

63%. .60 61 74 46 55

.

70 100 47 52 42

,

75 74 64 62

% of providers evaluated

which use.evaluation re-

sults to:

-7 measure clients

progress

-- develop instruc-

tional programs
.

,

53 55 46 61 39 58

,

68 30 69 59 . 33 63 38 50 56

82, 84 79 81 78 86

t

82H 76 64

,

93 100 83 80 76 87

- evaluate program

components

2ii3

40 43 43 28 41 34 48 33 43 53 42 36 32 35 44%
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Table A-14b

Evaluation of Provider Services

ED DB MH
,

DAY
/

% of providers formally
evaluated during last five
years 60% 50 67 60

,

,67,

% of providers which -use
evaluation results to:

measure clients' progress

develop instructibrial.
programs

s .

evaluate prograM components

70 50 0

. 100: 100
,, -'
10. ...0 t3 . ..17

. --.

65'

85

40

". 50

79

50
_

RESIDENTIAL
,

prpviders fprmlfy c

levaltilied during last five

1.w:k ..
t...

.,

p

.

. .

, .

,. 67/ . '.25 83 79

.

j% o'f' prWiders Whirl' use-
,

evaly,atipn result§ to4

-s,... measure clients' progrisp

//develop instriqtional.:('L ,

- i ). -

). program§ '''. ,,,.r. ,-,--

., -

eV- -te progqam componlht§
- ,

., u.
M, , .

-

75 .,, 48 .7
'-

. 0. r.

5Q 'elk 83 100

63 52 "67

.

4

sg.:,,.:

83

33 1
-0,

.

, 31

," 1
480_

:29

,

,'

V4- s
. . 1...

o .roviders f apy )5.4.1, ,,1'

Valuated during lait f4v .,,!: T
'.'CI^.' . "' ' '-)years
. , 4

-T '1i4,

- ',
, 2

MO 25. 4,, 88 sb

r

')

. ..
..5

.4.
.. $ ok prOvj.ders whiph Use ', '

evalu41on reaultw to:%.
-

measure cli ts' prbgress
1 i.., .9, - , , ..

deVeIop ills ruational ,1

-programs '-' ' ''. ,

evalua 'poqrdim 'Components
,o

,,,,,..,
., -,,,

.

i150 'i 100 --
I i

'°50 100- f ' ---
.,,..

.

'67 38 $6.7.

,,

85'

-81

31 :

i!,
.

,

27:

7

0%

.
,



Formal Client Assessment

.

,

Total

Service

Typi Size

.

Client Type Control

Day Res. Mix <10 10-50 51-200 >200 MR ED DB 'MH MTV Public Private

% of providers which

formally assess clients 94%

,

96 89 96 93 94 94 92 94 97 71 95 95 91 96

% of providers which

use same assessment

procedures for all

clients 48 44 47 57

.

50 50 40

.

55 43 43 70 51 48 49

,

,

47

% of'providers which

assess self-sufficiency 94 96 94 89 100 98 85 92 100 81 100 97 96 91 97

% of providers which

assess intelligence

219

,

83 84

.

82 84 go

.

80 81

,

,

98 7R 76 67 86 89

,,
J

90, 76%

25



s;r.

Table A-15b

Formal Client Assessment

. .

r
MR ED DB Mil MIX

DAY

% of providers which formally
assess clients 100% 94. 100 100 91

% of providets which use same
assessment procedures for
all clients 55 38 25 36 50

% of providers which assess
self-suificiency 100 88 100 100 96

% of providers which assess
intelligence 77 74 90 , 89 91

_

RESIDENTIAL
.

% of providers which formally '

assess.clients 80 100 50 80 100
,

% of providers which use same
assessment procedures for .

..4diall clients 25 44 100 50 42

% of providers which assess
self-sufficiendy - 100 76 100. 100 99

% of providers which assess
intelligence _ 85 '67 100 91 83

MIXED

% of providers which forMally
assess clients 0 100 100 --- 97 90

% of providers which use same
assessment procedures for '

all clientS. 17 50 --- 69 60

% of providers which assess.
self-sufficiency 100 75 92 90-,

% of providers which assess
intelligence 100 100 ---

,

73 85%
4.
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Table A-16a

.Staff Characte'riatics

Total
Service

Type
Siie ,tlient Type

Contro

Day Res. Mix <10 10-50 51-200 >200' 'MR ED 'DB MH MIX' -public Piivate
,.,

Race .

- % White 80% 85 75 77 88 85 76 59 74 91: 71 79 78

% Non-White 20 15 25 23 12 15 24 41 26 9 29 21 22 ,

Sex

% Male

% Female

23

77

16

84

29

71

26

74

24

76

18

82

22

78

33

67

17

83

38

.62

18

82

11

89

26

74

23, 23

77%
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Table A-16b

Staff Characteristics

MR ED DB MR MIX
k

DAY

Race: % white

itk nonwhite

75% 99
1.

25 1

92

8

v

83

17

84

16

Sex: % male

% female

7 30

93 70

16

. 84

7

93

22

78
A.

,

RESIDENTIAL .

Race: % white

% nonwhite \

76 89

24 11

55

45

79

2

70

30
.

Sex: % male

% female

.

28 44.

72

19

81

6

.94

32

68
401-

,

,

MIXED .,

Race: % white

% nonwhite
. .

'. i

66 78

34 22

-- 73

27

88

12

Sex:. % male

% femdle
4.

.....

26

74

-- 20

100,

17

83%



Total
Service Type Size

, Cient :. Type Contr4

, Ree Kix 10 10.50 51.100 )200 , ,iliblio''..Vrints :

0 °kr ekla
overtii hours

.

0.60 0.85

,

(4,51
i

0,19 0.99 0,79 0,25 0,17 '',,0.711

,

0.98 '. .1.05 123 0.42 . ' 036

. Staff category with

sxet overtime! (ne100) (n43) (1038) (11.19) (n.24) Ins33) (n301 (a 1?) (ngl7), Inulll ("7) .(n124) °34 ;,(.47) ("53)

administrator 28 11(25%) 11(29%). 6(31%) . 4(17%) '11(331) . 7(230 . 6(46%). 4(231) 10(481) 0(01) \ 5(11%) 9(29%) 12(25%) i6(301). :

.. piychologiet 10 4(9%) 5(131). '1(5%). 3(12%) 3(91) ' 2(15%) 0(0%) 1(5%). 1(14i) \Ikl%) 7(22%) .4(8%) 6(111),2(71)

,,
social worker 7 3(7%) 14(10%) 0(01) 1(4%) 2(6%) 3(10%) 1(81) 1(11%) .1(5%), 0(0%) 1(41) 3(10%) 4(81) 3(6%),:,

, teacher 33 17(39%) 10(26%) 6(32%) '8(33%) 11(33%) 13(430 1(8%) 5(291) 6(281) , 5(71%) 10(421) 0(221) '17(361) 16(301)
. I

aide 7 5 (14) 1(3%) 1 (5%) 4 (17%) 2 (61) 1 (3%) 0 (01) 3 (18%) 0(0%) 1 (14%) ,:;) 2 (8%) 1s(31) 2(41) 5(9%)

'.- other 15 3(7%) 7(18%) 5(261) 4(17%) 4(12%) 4(13%) 1(13%) 3(18%) 3(141) 0(0%) 5(21%) 4(130\ 8(17%) 7(131)

,

255

(H).

,

.256'.



Table A-17b

Overtime

MR ED DB MH
-

'MIX

DAY (n = 43)
4

Per capita overtime hours 0.95 1.11 2.02 0.30 0.77
..--.,

Staff,category with most
overtime:

_

iolministrator 1(2%) 4(9%)- 0 2(5%) 4(9%)

psychologi.t 0 1(2%) 0 1(2 2(5%)

social worke 2(5%) 1(2%) 0 0 0

teacher 3(7%) 2(5%) 2(5%) 5{12%) 5(12%)

aide

other

2(5$.),

2(5%)

0

0
.

1(2%)

O

1(2%)

1(2%)

.1(2%)

0

,

RESIDENTIAL (n = 38)
,

Per capita overtime hours 0.72 1.15 0.32 0.17 0.2.2

Staff category with most
overtiMe:

administator 1(3%) 4(10%) 0 2(5%) 4(10%)

psychologist 0 0 1(3%) 0 : 4(10%)

social woricer O. 0 « Q 1(3%). 3(8,)

teacher 2(5%) 3(8%) 3(8%) 1(3%) 1(3%) I

aide 1(3%). 0 0 0 0

other 1(3%) 2(5%), 0 2 (5%) 2 (5%)

a

MIXED (n = 19)
.

'Per capita overtime hours 0.08 0.33 -- 0.20 S
%.f.. .

.

..44

Staff category with most '

overtime: .

administrator 2(10%) 2(10%) __ 1 (5%) 1 (5`,.)

psychologist' 0 0 -- 0 1(5)

social worker 0 0 -- 0 0

teacher -s,.. 0 1(5%) 4-(2%) 1(5)

aide

other

0

0

0

1 (5)

1(5%)

2 (10%)

0

2 (10':,)

4,0
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Table A-18a

Parent Involvement

,

,
Total

Service

Type
Size Client,Type

,

Control

2

e"- ,

Rs. Mix <10 10-50 51-200 >200 MR ED DB

,.,

MH MIX Public Private

% of providers in

which there is some

parent involvemen t' 9: ,

.

98 89 100 88 97 100 100 94

; t)

100 86

,

96 97

.

98 92

% parents active in

planning/delivery

of services 46 56 35

,

46 44 60

,

42

,

25 47 61 46

\

45 37 -) 43

,

49%

25S C14 259



Table A -18b

Parent Involvement

.
.

_

MR ED DB MH MIX

DAY

% of providers in which there
le,,some'parentinvolvement 100% 100 67 100 100

% parents active in planning/
delivery of services 45 74 49 58 52
.

RESIDENTIAL
-

% of providers in Which there
is some parent involvement 75 100 100 83 .85

% parents active in plannr / .

delivery of services
-

38 47 44 16 30
,..

MIXED

% of providers in which there
is some parent involvement 100 100 -- 100 100

% parents active in planning/
delivery of services 17 _ 67 -- 45 20%

.

1

f.

230



Table Ar19a

Parent and Client Visits

,

Total

'Res.

Service

Type

. Size

lit

Client,Type 'Control . 1,

Mix <10 .,10-50 5 200 >200 MR ED DB MB. MIX Pdblic Private

% of clients visited

by family;

-- more than once

a month

-- less than once

a month

*

-- never

43% 42 45

,

.

,

44 47 53 28

.

.

53 58 54 . 31 36 44

c,

.

41.

33 34 29 33, 33 33 32 29 34 43 33 31 29 37

24 24 26 23 21 14 40 lir. 9 3 36, 33 27 22

i of clients who make .

.home visits:

-- more than once

a month

.40 29 60 22 54_ 53 20 45 55 4,8 38 29 46 32

--lessthanoilce34392532237,33.45
a month 'il

41 37 27 31 29 .40

-- never

231

27 33 16 25 24 13 47

. .

3 8 15 35 40. 26 .28%

232
_



Table A-19b

Parent and Client Visits (Residential Providers)

MR ED DB MH MIX

REIIDENTIAL,
.

% of clients.visited by
family:

more than once &month 52% 49 54 24 : 40

less than once a mOnth- 24 46 43 26 32

never 25 16 4 50 28

% of clients who make hothe

.

more,than once a month 32 42 48 , 14 23

'less than once a month

never

53

9

50

9 .

, 37

15

14

71

. 37

40

.

MIXED -
....

% of clients visited by
family:

more than once a month 55
1k?

-- 37 ,18

less than once a month 40 2 -- 38. 27

never 5 17 -- 25 55

% of clients who make hom e
visits:

dnore than once a month 63

,

80 -- 56 48

less than once a month 28 19 -- 37 13

never . 10 5 -- 7 39%

2 6 3



Table P4-20a (

Changes in iroviders

.

Total

,

Service Type

.DAY RES MIX <10

Size

10-50 51-200 >200 MR

Client Type

ED DB MH MIX

Control

PUblic Private

% of providers which

changed,over last 5

years in:

- enrollment

'-capacity 56% 55 53 63 41 46 72 65 50 '60 57 54 57

,

,

56 56

- enrollment size 75 78 65 90

7

68 73 86 69

,

75 68 71 1 83, 78 73

- handicapsserved

,

42, 40

,

42 47' 32 39 48 54 31 45 43 38 50 42 42

- severity of han

diCapOerved

,

46 36 49 63 29

,

46 54 62 31 39

.

43 50 57

,

.50 .43

,

discharge

criteria 27 18 29 42 14 27- 21 25 25

,,

14 33 28 33 22

7 funding eOurce/

1eveLY'

.

74 80 73 63 68 67 96 54 75 63 71 75 80 67 80

-,physical size

of facility .
58 58 55 63 41 55 72 62 69 75 71 46 47 ,

58 58

- range of

services 71 75 60 84 46 67 : 90 85 75 65 71 79 67 73 69

-----: iiiher Of'staff

0

79: 75 81 84 71 76 90 77 80 80 '100 83' 70 ,45. 51

,

- educational

approach
t

75 68 82 79 77 70 76 85 94

c

70 71 71 73 73 77%

261 233
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Table A -20b

Changes in Providers

MR ED DB MH MIX

DAY
b% of providers which changed
over last 5 years in:

enrollment capacity 67% 57 67 50 46

enrollment si..ze'4 89 71 - 67. 70 .. 82

handicaps served

severity of handicaps
served

33

44

57

17

,33 .

0

30

40

46

46

dischar e-ieria 22 ,29 0 20 10

funding source/level 67 86 67 70 100

physical size of facility 78 57 67 40 155

range of serviCes . 90
,

86 33 70 . 73

numberstaff ' ,

educationaiapproach

)8
89

.71

57.

100

33

80

50

64

82

RESI6ENTIAt .

% of proViders which changed
over-last 5 years in:

enrollment capacity' 20 56 50 64

enrollment size. 60 50 75 33 86

handicaps served 20 '44 50 17 57

severityof handicaps
served 0 50 75 . 33 64

discharge criteria 20 22 25 50 '29'

furiding source/level

physical size of facility

100

40

50

78

75

75 50

71 ,

43

range of services 40 44 100 67 64

number of staff 75 89' 100 83 71
_

educational approach 100 89 100. 83 61
.

MIXED
% of providers which changed .

over last 5 years in:
.

.

enrollment capaCity 50 75 63 60

enrollmnit size,
_

handicaps served

severity of handicaps
served

50

50

50

100

25

50

--

--

--

100

63,

75

80

40

60

dischar43 ctiteria 50 25 -- 38 60

'. funding source/level 50 50 -- 75 60

phy5ica1 size of facility 100 100 -- 50 40

range of ,sorvices 100 75 -- 100 60

nuMber of staff 100 75 -- 88 80

educational. approach 100 50 -- 88 80%

26G



Table A-21a

Provider Quality

Total
Service Type

DAY RES MIX <10

Size

10-50 51-200 >200

t

MR

Client Type

ED ,DH MH MIX

Control

Public Private

Total quality as

of maximum score 63%

,

65% 59i 67% 57% 63% 68t 64% 62% 66% 62% 62% 63% 63% 64%

Quality components:

- educational

opportunities 8.4 8.7 7.7 8.8 8.4 8,5 8.5 7.5 8.1 .8.6 8.7 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.4,

- itaff-client

interaction 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 .0.2

A,

- parent ,

involvement 5.1 5.5 4.7 5.3 4.3 5.2 5.7 5.4 5.3 5.0 5.1 5.3 5.6 \ 5.1 5,1

- humanization 3.6 3.7 3.3 3.7 3.9 3.3 3.7

,

3.3 3.5 3.9 3.8 3.3 3.6 3.5

.

3.7

*

- extent of

training and

evaluation 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.6

1

3.8 4.2 4.6 5.1 3.9

.

4.2 4.9. 4.2

,

4.6 4,5 4.2

- client move-

ment out of

provider

_

3.3 3.1 3.1 3.8 2.2 3.2

,

3.9 3.8 3.1 3.8 1.4 3.2

II

3 5 3;1 34

268



Table A-21b

Provider Quality

. .

.

'

DB, MR MIX
I

DAY
.

Total quality as % of- _

maximum score .67% 67% 57% 65% 65%

Quality components:
.

i

educational opportunities 9.0 8.8 \ 7.3 8.7 8.9

staff-client_interaction 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.2

parent involvement 6.0 5.3 4.7 5.8 5.2

humanization

extent of.traini an
evaluation ''

client movement,out of
provider.

.

3.8

)1.3

3.1

3.9

4.3

3.5

4.0

5.0

1.3

3.8

4.0

3.1

3.5

4!7

3.4

RESIDENTIAL

Total quality as % of
maximum score 46% 64% 66% 53106, 61%

Quality components:

educational opportunities

,

6%4 8.6 9.8 5.7 7.4111

staff-client interaction o 0.1 1.0 o o

parent involvement 3.2 4.9 5.5 4:7' 4.9

humanization
.

extent of training and
evaluation

client movement out of
provider

2,9

2.8

2.4

3.9

4.2

3.6

3.6

4.8

1.5

1.-.8

4.2

3.3

3.7
.

,4.4

3.4

MIXED

Total quality as.% of
maximum score 75% 67% -- 66% 64%

Quality components:

educational opportunities 7.5 8.5 9.8 8.2

itaf-...client interaction o o 0.1 o

parent involvement 7.0 4.5 5..3 5.2

humanization

extent of training and

3.9 3.9 -- 3.7 3.5

:evaluation 5.0 4.0 -- _ 4.5 5.0

client movement out of
a

providbr 5.0 4.8 -- .3 ,: 3.8
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Table H-1

Table B-2

Table B-3

A

Table 8-4

:Table B-5

Table'B-6.

TableH3-7

Table B-

Table B-9

Table B-10

Table B-11
:

TaBIe,13-12

.Ttle B-13

m

Tab14,8-14",

Table 8-15

'4r

j'abe 'S --lb

Table 8-1.7

.Table 8-18

List of Tables

Percent of Observations by Provider Service Type by
Estimatetl Percent Severely Handicapped in Setting

Percent of Observations by Provider Setvie Type.in
Various Settings Within the Provider ,:-

Percent of Observations by irovider Service. Type by
Number of Clients .in Beds ani/or Cribs

PerOent of Observations by Provider Service Type by
Number of Cliqnts Out of Beds

el&

Percent of Observations by Provider ServiceType by
. Number of Staff.Present

Percent of: Observations by
Sex ,of Group

Provider

Percent of Observations by Provider
Degree of Institutionalization

Perc of Observations by Prbvider
Con ition of.Interior of Building

Percent. of Observations,by Provider
Personal Appearance of Clientaf

'-Percent og ObserVaIions
Odor of the Set;k1g

Service

J.

Servi Type by

Service-Type by

Servi,ce J'Ype -by

by Provider Service Type.by

PerCent of.Observations by Provider Service'Typk by.
Deg5ee Of Sleeping-Privacy

'40

Percent of Observations by Provider Service TyPe. by
Degree.of Toileting PrivaCy

Percent Of Observatiop,s by ProVider Service TYpe by
.

General Activity Level

Percent of Observations
Type of Activity-

.

Percent of Observations by Provider ServiceType by

by Provider Sevice Type by

Presence of Operant Conditioning .

Percent of Observations by Provider Service Type by
presence of Play Materials

Percent of Qbservations
,Condition of Materials

Percent of Observations
Quality of Materials

by Provider Service

by Provider Service

4,0 1 .A.

Type by

Type by

r



_

Ti)-e B.L
Ali,e,c;W)

by ELimated Percent 'S6Verely.-Handicapped in 'q.c...5.114.

.PercorA 11-of 0rvationMO,Provider Service Type

reent Severely
Ilandicapp0

:ID ,

lotal

4.3%

_10.5

E.4

5.2

4.7

6.8

62.1

100

ider Service Type

Residential .Mixed

4.9 .1.8 5.3

12.0 10.6 8.9

6.0 3 . 7.7

6.0' 2.8 5.8

4.4 0.7 7.7

8.9 3.9 6.5

57.9 74.8 58.3

100 100 100%

2 7



Table B.-;2
4

Percent of Obe;ervations Ly.Provider Service Type
in Various SettingsWthin the Providei

*,
A 4 '

,

Setting-- . Provider Service Type
l

.
, -

1

Total Day Residential Mixed

0

Wapd:

Living room or Day room 47..

Workshop

Dining room or Caketeria

gedroom or bathroom

Classroom

'Auditorium, Gym or
. Recreation area,,

Therrapy room
A ,

Other

4.1%

9.5

4.4 ,

.6.6

3.i

54.1

1 6.8

4.1

7.1

0.0

3.5
.

ik..1..--40

3.8

" 1.6

70.7

8.0

3.1
14

5.8;

11.3

16.3

2.8

,7,8

.- 6.4

31.9

7.4

6.tt

.

<,

10.0
-,

3.6

11.0

6.0

8.9

3.1

51.1'

5,0

3,8

(

,
,=4"-..

',4?,;.4-

100 100 100
.

- 100%



Table b-.5

PerCent of Observations by Provider Service TYPe
by Number of:Clients in Beds and/or Cribs

cL

.No. of Clients in
Beds/Cribs

Provider Service Type

,

,

TQtal Day Residentia31 Mixed

*

0 93.1% 96.2 85.5 495.2

1-10 5.9 3.1' 12.0 4.8

11-20 1.0 0.7
.

2.5 . 0.0

0.1
, .

0.0 0.0 '0.0

100 100 100 . ', 100 ._ \

4 : I-

Table B-4

Percent of Observations by Frovider Service Type.

by Number of Clien Out of Beds

No. of Clients
Out of Beds

0

1-10

11-20

21L30

31-40

41-50

51-60

.61-70

over 70

Total

2.7%

80.0

3..0

1.6

0.6

17.2

0.2

0.1

/

:

:.

Provider Service Type.

Day

1.6

84.2

7.8

4.0

1.1

0.6

0.3

0.0

6: A

12.4 15

1.8

14 .;0:51

100 100

g:5
/r

0

0.0 0 0
14'

100 100%

f

,



. Table B-5

.
.

- percert qf Observations 'by Provider SerVice -Type
-c7;117' by ,Number of .Staff PreSent, .

.

Number of
, Staff Presbnt

.
.

PrOviller Se .-

Total Day -,
,

Res iciêtitial 0 Mixed

.6% 1.1 2.6 .

'

1

,

1-5 90.4 88.7 91.1 92.1
4

6-10 5.5 8.2 'AL8 4.1

11-15 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.5

16-20 0.4 0.2 .- 0.0 0.7

,

21-25
,

0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0

26730 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 '

31-35 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0
A .

%
over 35 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0

." 7 100 100 lop* 100%
ft.

)

275
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Table B-6

Perent of ObservationS by Provil4tprvice Type
by Sex,of Grogpio0

#f

Sex of Group

.

,
Provider Service

..

Total,

,

Day Residential Mixed

All Male

All Female
*

Mixed

...,

lip

.

22.8%
k ' ,

8.6

69,2

19.1 26.3

'

u 3.8 8.2,

77.1 65..-5!'

24.4

12.6

63:0 :

100 100 100

.

106%

TableB -7

percent of Observations by,Provider Service Type

by Degree of Institutionalization

Degree of
.-Institutionalization

Low

High

Moderate

I

r

Total,

*

45.4%

42.4

-12:2

100

,

Provider Service Type

\114

Day Residential Mixed,

37.8 38.1

35.5 44.2 413.o

8.5 18.0 12.2

100 100 100%7

2 7 S '



Table 878

..:Percent of Observations by Provider Service.Type
by Oondition of Interior ofiBuilding

Condition of Building
Interior

.

Provider Service Type
-

,

Total Day Residential Mixed

Excellent
q,

Moderate

Poor

_

'

77,4%

21.4

1.2

79.2

20.5

0.3

73.8

25.1

1.1

78.0

20..0

2.9

100 100 100 100%

Table B-9

Percent of*bbservations.by Provider Service Type
by-Personal Appe.#ance of Clients

4Vrsonal Appearance of
11- . .

Provider Service Type
j

Total Day Residential Mixed

1. AdegUately Clothed

2. Ill-fitting CI:othes

3. Inappropriately Clothed

4. PaftlyoClothed or
Completely Denuded

5., k and 3 abeft ,11

5. 1 and 4 above.

96.1%

2.0

0.9

0.5

0.3

0.2

99.8 91.8

-

0.2 2.8 3.1

0..0 3.2 0.2

0.0 0.7 1.0

0.0 1.1 0.2

0:6 0.4 0.2

100. 100 100%

21

,
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`21

Table B-10

Perce/ nt of Observations by Provider Service Type
s

/ by Odor of the Setting

.

Odor of Setting

e

, provider Service Type

.

Total Day Residential Mixed

Neutr7Wil.-

Antiseptic -
..,

Noxious
.

93.6%.

402.6

3.8

97.5
.

86.2

0.0 . 9.4

-2.5 4.4

90
0.7

5.2

100 100 100 .100%

4

ktv

*.pprcent of,Observations by PrOvid8r8ervice Type
by Degree of Sleeping Privacy

A-
, 'Take B-11

.... ..
1 . . .

Degree of Sleeping
Privacy .

;:::.)

ProvidepService Type

_

Tot
.

1 .

Day

/

Residential Mixed

Very Private

Somewhat Private

Nbt Priliirtv

.217.21)
,

'43. .1

4)
38.7

C

4

59.4

- 9.4

e
-310

.

'

53 % 4

"t

36.8

,
:22.2

-...,,,

35.7

iLl
_

*

1000 if)13 100 100%



Table 8-12

Percent of Observations by Proyider Service Type
by Degree of Toileting Privacy *

..

Degree of Toileting
Privacy

,

Provider Service Type

Tota1- Day Residential Mixed

Very Private

Somewhat Private .

_

Not Private

J

61.9%

,

. 15.9
.,

4
22.2

.

79.1'

12.4
,

18.5

,

)0.

45.5

13.1
_

41.4

53.5 .

21.2

25.3

100
-

100
,

100 100%

Table 13-.13

Percent of Observations by Providet Se
,.by General Activity Level

*

ice Type

General Activig(
Level

Pilbvider Service,Type

, _7*

Total R sidential Mixed.

,

'

tow ,.

,

24.3% 17.8 31.4 26.6,
,

Mpderate 49.3 49.3 53.2'
h

46.6 .

High , 26.4 32.9 15.4 26.8

100
:

100
,

100 100%

/1116
'

2-79
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Table B-14

Percerit Of Observations by Provider §ervice Type

by Type of Activity

Type of Activity Provider Service TyPe.

No Activity

Meal

Nap or Resting

Vocational

Recreational

Educational

Self Care

Basic Care

Free Play

Therapy

alt

Total, Day Residential Mixed

11.3% 2.9 21.6 13.4

12.9 11.8 '416.0 12.0

3.6 5.1 4.3 1.4

2.9 2.2 3.8

16.3 16.9 ,1S 1 16.0

33,6 38.8 23.0 35:1

3.2 2.2 3.5

1.O . 0.9 0.4 1.4
J

10.94, 9:6 8,6

4.7 5.7 1.9

100 100- 100 -100%

Table B-15
c7,7;

Percent-of Observatione:by Provider 80V,ice Type..

by Presence of Operant ConditlipihT,

,

.

.

Presence of
Operant 5pnditioning ,

Provider Seivica Type
.

..

Total
.

Day

.

" Residential Mixed

Observed
.

Not .--

4,

.

, .

21.6%t

78.4

28.6

71.4

'1749-

82.. 1

,

'16.7

83.2

3') 100. 100 100



Tabie E -16

Percent of Observations by Provider Service Type
by Presence of Play Materials

Presence of
Play Materialb

Provider Service Type

Total, Day Residential

'None 8.6% - 4.1 13.8

Few 17.5. 12.6 25,7

Adequate 73.9 83.2 60.5

100 100 100.

. Table B-.17.,

Rercent of Observations by Provider,Service Type
by Condition of Materials'.

Mixed .

9.8

'100%

,AA

,

Condition of
Materials

\..0 ,

0
'

Provider Service Type
WMF:

Total Day Residential Mixed

Excellent,

Good

Fail",

W
Poor,

Not Applicable

.

4.

.

61.0%

24.6

4.8

- 1.0

8.6 .

68.7

23.3

3.7 .--

0.0

4.3

51.3

28.0
.,,

6.5

1.8

12.4

59.2

23.8

4.9

1.5

10.6

.

100 100 - 100- 100%

41t.,
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Ttigle B-18

tiercent of ,Observations by Provider gervice Type
by Quality of Materials

V.
. .

,

,
iQuaitY of -4-1 '

140.00/01
4'N

,
Provider Savice Type

Total Day Residential
t

Mixed

_High 62.9% 70.3 53.1 61.9

Moderate 22.4 , 23.8 22.2 27.1

Low 60 1.4 i2.4 6.4
,

Not Applicablv J 8.7 4.6 12.4 10.6

.

100 100 100 100%

,

I.

,1-APROI.k.:2!A
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Tible C-1

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK

BY SERVICE AREA AND STAFFCATEGpia

FOR,95 PROVIDERS

Service

../ae

.

,

..p......................i...---opr,..

Stafi, Categoty ,

,

.

TOTAL

.

trators

Oa
tors

Psychiew

tristo

Psycholo.

gists

Soc10

Workers Therapists

,

Nurses Attendants

tified

Taohs

Teacher

Aides

Support

Staff

Other

Staff

Basic cage 0,43 0.01

i
0,42 0.03 0,02 1.30

.

1.85

'

'11.85 4.52 2.33 ,0.06 1.50

t

24.32

Diucational/

Habilitative 0.52 0,02 2.15 0.97 ..0.44 7,62 0.47 5.76 27.37 6.89

.

0.42 ' . 2176 55.39 /

Medical services 0.04 0.41 0.13 0 0.62 0,35'

,

1.50 0.10 0.02, 10.08 - 0 /

,

'

0.04 2269.

Familyffialnunity

Services' 0.31 0,01 0.23 0,17 1 31, 1.42 , .0;12 0,42 0.69

1

0.16 ,0.02 0.67 4.53

Diagnosis and.

Referral 0.38 0.03 0.30 20.4 ) 0.43' 1.02 .0/A8 0.25 '1.60

1.35

. 0.24 0.01 0,22

0.74

6.60

.21.10

18.65

AdAdniitfation 17.98

' 0.51

20.17

0,02

0,01

0.51

0,43

0.15

4.01

0.20

0,01

3.42

0.34

0.01°

2.57

1..06 0,36 ,032 . -0.30

, /

Support
0.23 0.20 1,76 . 0.13 !

,

,

,

0.13

i

10.13 .

15.19

15,70 ',

0,12

6,05 1358 ,

,

TOTAL
32,00

....04

4.58 20.46

i.,

35.6R

.0i.,.....t

284 235
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Table d-2

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK

BY SERVICE AREA AND STAIO;CATECtg

FOR DAY PROVIDERS'

,

Service

.Arek

l .,-
.,

, ,

'

....................................................................................,..............,

Staff
\

Category
.

.

. Torn

,.

9.29

,

Atoinis-.
&dors'

.. Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Psychol0-

gists

SOcial

Workers Therapists Nurses AttendantE

Certified

/Teachers

,1,-........-...;,..-

6.3,

Teacher

Aides

2.38

Support

;taff 1

Other

..

Staff

....i.........--

0.01

.

Basic cari
, 016 0 0 0.18 012. 0.22 0.02 1

Educational/

Habilitative
0

:

76 0 0

,

:
0.55 0.32 5.85 0%02 E'i.14 25.59 7.,.6 0 0.35 41.24

IkIlicel services . 0.01 0.06 0 6 ',.. 0.02 , 01.24 . 0.19 .0 , 0.02 0.17 0
,

0 0.71

.

Family/Omani*
iervices' 'i

,

0.37'.
0 0.24 1.40 047 0.10 1.12 0.49 0

,

0.31 4.30

:Oiagnollis and

Referral'
0.41

.

0

...........

0.14 '0.39 0.37 0.62 0.02 d 1 0.59

1.56

0,25

-.........................r...........

d.to

. .;

0

t

9

,0.15

0.04

2.94

18,07

WWM.Ommm

maaistiation 14.36 . 0.04 0.02 9.10

.

, 0.37 0.9'7 0.01 , 0 0

Support

TOTAL ,

'004

16.11

,

0

0.10

0 0.01 0.06 0 0.01 0,11 ( 0.24

,

2.36

2.38'

'. 0 2.91 '

0:16 1.29

V,

2.46 ,8.39 0.46 0.37

i

35.27, 11.59 ' . 0.86

I.
79.46

23ci
d
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.Table 0-1

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST pER CHILDWEEK

BY SEVIICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY

' V FOR PROVIDERS PRIMRRiLY SERVING

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CLIENTS ,

-

SerViee

10 a

i

' Staff Category
,

/

OdwOMMAMO

.

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Psycholo

gists

Social

Workers Therapists

0

Muses

,

Attendants

Certified

Teachers

Teacher

Aides

Support

Staff

Other

Staff

TOTAL

,

,

Basic care 0.20 0 2.10 0 0 .12 5.63 .66 , 5.29 0.91 3.18 0.08 , 2,75

6.42 ..

20,92 .

57,64

1.48

7.35

.
7.61

42:44

21.20

Educational/

Ilabilitative

.......10.-..........-

Medical services

1.38 10.26 0.98 1.56 16.35 .0.17t

*,

. 4.32
',',

16.01 9.56

...m....................

0.63

0.01 0.04

,

0.36 0 0,01

,

.0,40 0.55 0.06 0.01 0

-....1*......................

0

..m.-...a.04-.

0.04 4

0.61 lei

..........i

0,37

Family/Community

Services

0.63 0 1.00 0.13 2.33 1.67 0.12 0.17 0.58 0.11

Diagnosis and

Refs:nal .

1.10 . 0

1

1,27 0.42 d.98 2.30

.

0.12 0.30 '0.71 0.04 . 0,Administration 31.24 0 2.12 0.09 1.05 4.50 0.4 0.32 2.05 0.39 0 0.27

....**6-..-......

0.35
Support 0.06 0 1.75 / 0.03 0,02 0.89 0.03 0.47 . 0.15 0.06 r..../

AL 34.62

a

0.04 18.86 1.65 . 31.7 ' 2.06 10.93 20.42 13.34 18.10 10.81 168.64
\

239



Table C-4

'AVERAW STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK

BY SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY

FOR PROVIDERS,PRIMARILY SERVING OThTR THAN

FIDTIONALLY DISTURBED CLIENTS

-,mip...mu..ois.r.mmo...isoismm.i...m.....----aimmommxmomm,........................7...,.....m...migo.....e

Service

.Alill

,

, 1

. I

..

$taff Category '

, . TOTAL

Adminii-

tratore
I,

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Ptycholo-

gists

Social

Workers Therapists Nurses Attendants

,........
Certified

Teachers

Teacher

_Aides

'441101

Support

Staff

'Other

St,aff

,

Dodo care ,

'I

1.74 0,01 0 004,.

,

0 0,22

.

2,15 13.49 5,43 2,12 0.05 1.19 26,44
,

Educational/

liabilitative
,

0,31 0.02 0.12 0.97 0,16 5,43 0,54 6.12 30.21 6.22 0.37

it

1.84 52.31,

Medical services 0.04 0.50 0.07 0

.,

0.e4N 0.34 1,74 0.11

k' 0

0.03 0:11

AUFWMMI

0 i 0,04 ' 3.00

, Pagily/Community

Services

0.23 0.01 0.04 0.18 1.06 0.11 9.12 0.48

/

0.71 0.17 0.02
,

"

0.69 3.82

.

Diagnosis and

Eaftrpal

)

0.20 0,04 0,06 2.45, 0.29 ,0.70 0.07, 0.23 1,82 0.29 0.01 , 0.18 6.34

Admblistration

)

14,59, 0.03 0.01 , 0,23, 0.16

...............,......

' 0.20 ,)//

,
/

0.34 0.3 .1.i8

\

0.28 0 0.86 18.20

Supt
,

0:63,

--

0.01

, .

0.01

.

0.1111

7.06

0.24

5.20

2.08

22.83

0.12

39.50

0.14

9.33

14.62

, '

0,06 17.97

.

,

TOTAL ,

.

,

,

17,74 0,62 0,30 3.87 ,.,-'1.70

Nmonio--memmem",,i.lum,-NuPP-mi"'"'"rig'

15.07 .4.86 128.08

2)0
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AVERAGE SINDARDIZED tOS PER CHILDWEEK

,BY sEOCE AREA AND kAFF CATEGORY
,

FOR MIXED PROVIDERS ,
a

;

' Staff Category

Adminis-

trators

Psycholo-

Oats'

Social

WOrkois

%

Therapists Attendant

ertified Teaóher

Teachers, Addeo

SuOiort Other

Staff

basic care
26.08

Educational/

Habilitative

3.77

0.05 0.02 1.01 0.46

0.06 0.29 ,0.68

o 0.11 0.32'

0.01 ' 0

3.88

\ 1.88 , 0.04 30,94

0.09 1.75 &13 0.01

27.17

292

2.55 10.71 '28.57 24.59
139.70

293



TableC ,

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK

BY,SERVICE AREA AND.STAFF OATEGORY

'FOR RESIDENTIAL ,PROVIDERS

G errie

,

.....r............,

Sad o care

Staf f tegory

,

.

.

,

ToTAL

Adminip,

trators

Medical

DoctOts

Psychia-

trists

PSycholo.

gists

$oo 1

Véors Thor s

10

Mee ttendant;

Certified,

Teachers

Teacher

, Aides

1

Support,

Staff

Other

Staff
,

3.64 0.02
r

1.14 0.08.

1.74

0.06 4.54 23.83 4.03 3.03

6.47

0.13

113

2.61

3.89

, ,

44.70 ,

77.24

Educational/

Habilitative
0.28 0.05 5.83

,

0.53 11.66 .12 11.27 13.27

,

Medical services 008 0.95 0.35 0 0.02 0.47 3.43 0.21 0 0 0 0.05 5.56

Foily/CemmUnity

Services ,

22 0.02 0 0 0.15 1.35

,

0.35 )3.18 ' 0.75 '. 0.10 0.04 0.04

,

1.32 5.12

Diagnosis and

Reftrral
0.41 0.07 0.61 4.94 0.37 169 j.13 0.52 3:28 0.32 0.02 0.31 12.57

24.94Abanistration 17.98 0.01

\I
1.15 . 0.27 .0,32 0.98 0.77 '0.67 0.84

,

0.06 1.89

Support 114 0.02 0.95 , 0.01 0.02

,

0.45

,

0.50 3.90 0.d5, 40.04 124.63.. 0.26 32.17

202.,30+T0TAL 23.95 1.14 10.63 7.19 2.67 17.09 10.67 41.15 41.57 9.96

,

25.95 10.33

291
r 295
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Table 0-1
.

AVERAGE STANDiRDIZED COSTS PER CHILWEEK:

PEECENT ALLOCATION OF STAFF CATO* COSTS TO SERVICE ARIAS,

FOR 95 PROVIDERS

.11111111MOMMEM=111=11=14mimmuivoimmimmmo
1

krvice
Area

1

.

,

Striff Category ,. .

.

.

Wale
trators

Medicel

Doctors

Psychia-

trists
Psycholo.

gists

Social

librkers

, .

Therapiits llurus Atteadaati

Certified

Teachers,

Teacher

hides

Support,.

Staff

Other

Staff

,

,

. ,

Basic CIN

.i................'

IducatiOnal/ '4

Habilitativo

6 1.8

,

10.5

.

1.0 0.9 10.9 ' 40.6 .57.9 12.7

,

,23.0 ' 0,4 24.8 18,4

2.$ 3.8

,

53.6

,

28.4 17.0 64.4 10.2

Am...p...4....,=....No.mw.,-,,..,..........00..,....oxiiimmin.o.m....,

32.8

2.,8.2'76.7

,

0.5, 0.1

68.0

'0.8

2,7

0.0

45.6

0.6

40.6

2.0
plied 84MIC1088 0.2 81.9

............0....m

,

3:11 0,

,

0.7 2.9

Family)C0imuniti

Services 1.5 1.6 5.8 4.9

i

51.1 3.5 2.6 2.0 1.9 1.5 0.1 . 3.3

Disgnosis lad,

Reforral 1.8 5.6 7,4 59.6 16.7 , 8.5 1 .7 1.2 .4.5 2.4 0.0 3.6 4.6

ItadAlitratiOn
,

84.9 4:0 10.8 5.9 13.3 8.8 , ' 7.8 1.6 3.8 3.0 0.0

6.8

12.2 ,

.0.40.4.,,,,,.mmo

'2,0'

1 salallpmemommem-

4

16.7

13.7

100.0

1/4,......

2.4 1.3 '' 87
,

,

0.2/
0.4

k
1.9 4.4 , 8,6 0.4' 1.2

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 f 100.0 100.0 't 100.0

It

100.0 100.0

,

I

100.0 100.0 100.0 )100.0 100.0

29



41-

AVERAGi STANDARDISED COSTS PER CHILDREN;

PERCENT ALLOCATION OP STAPP pTEGORY)01$

TO SERVICE AREAS FOR DAY PROVIDERS .

' Service

'Area"

42.6 12.9 69,7

a.

Medical services

lamay/Coomunity

dirvices'

'Diagnosis and

Raftrral

0.1

2.3

2.5

*nistratiOn 89,1

60.0

40.0

0,8, 2,9

18,6

87.5 30.2

56.5 5.6 21,7

14.9 7.4

12.5, 7.8 . 11.6 2.2 5.2 4.7 22.7

,Suppore

TAL

0.2 0.8

100.0 100.0 loo.o loo.o

0.7 0

100,0 ' 100.0 100.0

2.7 0.5 ' 2.1 99.2 I '' 0 3.7

1

100.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ',100.0

2 9 9
;



AVE47,,cfliCENT ALLOtATiON

OF STAPP CATEGORY'COSTS TO SERVICE AREAS

FoR mixt ,PliOVIDERSs"

,

.,

SeEvios

/

.

Staff Categ'orY,

.t.' '

.

Adminii- .

trators

Medical

Doctois

fsychia-

trists

Isycholo

gists

Social

Workers Therapiss

f

,

Nurses

, ,

Attendee

ertified

ita5hers

!Sachet/

Aides/

Support

%Staff.

Other

Staff!

Basic care 04 9.1
4

2.7 , 33.2

,

29,3 58.0 5.3 a.9

iducational/

Ilabilitative

16 o , 150
A

.41.6 21.2 35,2

4

10.3 30.2 80.2 85.0 61.0 33.0

Medical 'services
I ft 0 . .6

i

34.3 0.5

.

0.3_ 1.1

ramili/Community

Seivices

.

,,

,

2.5 2.8

Diagxsis and
Reftrral

0.8

,

4,5 46.2
)

25.7 .2.6.7 , 8,0 4:5 2.8 1.0 .. 2.5

AdministXatioft 95,7 4.5 27.4 i.5 (1.3.S 15.7 1,4 7.6 0,6 0 13 22,1

,

SupOrt 0;1

'

0* 0 0

.

.

2,1 3,7

'

6.1 0.5

I

1 0.y
.

100.0 .i 19.6

.

ToTAL 100.0 100.0 10.0

,

,

100 .o.

.

100.0 100.0 loo.e 100.0 1,00.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

.

,

,

1p0.0

301 3:j2
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Table 0-4.

0 AVERAGE STANDARDIZ COSTS PER CHILDWEEK: /

PERCENT AULOCATIOWOW TAFF CATEGORY COSTS

:TO SERVICE AREAS FA IDENTIAL PROVIDERS

Service

1 Area

)
f.

,

Psycholo

glsts

Staffeategory

Social

Workers

11,

Therapists Nurses Attendant;

1.....!-.-.44i!

Certified

achers

TeacheT

Aides

1

Support

,Staff

Other

Staff

,

, T°TAL

Adreinis-

trators

liedicil

Doctgrs

Psychia

triits

Basic care 15,2 1.8 10./ 1,1 , 2.2 9.3 42.5 57.9 9 7 10 0.5 25.3 22.1

Educational/

Sabilipative

1 2 4.4 64.8 24.2

q."

19.9 1 ; 410; 0.5 27.4. , 65.0 4,4 37.7 38.2 ,

. , ,

,

Medical i4rvicee

.......96.r
, 0.3 833 33 0' 'd

,

;0

e fp 0114
"g *.', 32 k '0 5 /

/.'
1

.

0 0 ,

,

0.5 ' 2,7'

Family/Commoity
r

Services
gralomr44414...w.

0.9 1.8 , . '5.6 2: 1 . ,2. 1.2

,
y

118 0.2 0.4 0.2 12.8 .. 25

Diagtosis and

Reftrral

1.7 6.1 1 567

0 ,

68.7

(

,`.!,:. 1,39 .. 3 2

,

1.3 7.9

,

3.2 0.1
)

3.0 6.2

Administration 75.1 09 0;,

.

; 10:8r.,

.1%.,,,31
,

12.0 5 , 7.2 4 1.6 2.0
.

0 0

.

18.3 12.3

SUPPat .

,

TOTAL

5,6 1.8 ' .9

s,

,

b,i 0.7 2.6 4.7

loo.o

,(9.5

looto

P0.1.

100.0

0.4

100.0

.94.9

100,0

2.5

100.0

1ii9

100,0

ci 100.0
,

leox '100:6

,

100.0 100.0

313'
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Table D-5

AVEM4E STANDARDIUD COSTS PER CEILDWEEK:

.PERCENT ACATI0N OF STAFF CATEGORY TD SERVICE AREAS

FOR PVIDEIftRINARILY SERVING EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CLIENTS

,

'Area
.

.

MIIIIIMP=MIMIMMINMeittlift1111.11.

Basic cm

.....,.,

....7"...--.........i.m...,,..,.."*..
hdeinis

trators

.0.6 .

..

Medical

Doctors.

'0

.

Psychia-

leists

.

11.2

Psycholo.

gists

,

0 A .

Staff

Social,

Workers

Ca

.

Therapists

.,
, '

,

TOTAL

,

.

', Nirses

I

Attendant:

Certified

Teachers

'leacher

Aides

luppOrt:

Staff

Other

Staff

. 2..0

.

17.7 32.0 48.4 .'

,

4.5

.

\23:8 4 .4 25.4 .

4Milwomsat

59.4

12.4 '

Educationall

Ilabilititive. 4.0 0 54,' 19.3

......km..........6.,

. 25.7 . . 51.5 8.3 39.5 78.4 '.

. .

71.8 3.5 . 40.1

la

Medical services 00 100 1.i 0 0.2

.................r.=..".......i.i......mosomo-

.

1.3 . 26.7 1.5 0.01 0 0 04 0.9

-----............
Pasily/Cceemalty

Servicef( , 1.8 0 5.3 7.9 38.4 5.3 5,8 1.6 . .2.8 0.8 0 5.7

......4....6..............

3.4

.

4.4 .

4.5
Diagnosis and

Refurral 3.2 '0 6.7 25.5' 16.1 .2 5.8 2.7 . 3.5 0.3

hdeinistration 90.2

04

,100.0

0

1..k...m.mm........../...................

0

100.0

11.2

9.3

.100.0

5.5

i.8

100.0

17.3

0.3.

100.0

14.2

. 2:8

100.0

19.9,

1.5

100.0..

'.

2.9

.

44 .

100.0

10.0

P
0.8

100.0

.........,..............

, 2.9

.._

.0.4
,

100.0

, .

0

,

,

.96.1
. .

100.0'

.

2.5

3.2

Aillilii

25.2,,

roviimmilimmtitftwIlitiOnitslaIMMINIINISOMMINIIIINNIIIINI101211111111.1114=11111111=IMIONINIMil

TOTAL

100.0 L-'

r .6

305
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er)

Service

Area

Adminis-

trators

Table D-6

A RAGE STANDARDIZED COSTS PEI1 CHILDWEEK:

PERCE ALDOCATION O STAFF CATEGORY TO SERVICE AREAS

FOR PROVIDERS P IMARILY SERVING OTHER THAN EMOTIONALLY,DISTURSED CLIENTS

Psychda- °Psrhcao-

triste gists

basic care

Eduaational/

Mabilitative 1.7

Medical services
0.2

'Family/Community

Services
1.3 .

Diagnosis and ,

Mural 1.1

1.6

3.2

80.7

1.6

40.0 25.1

23.4

13.3 4.7

Staff Category

e

downralmomftllowlellomsokinnomi0
....1

Certified

Teachers

Teacher

Aides

0

9.4

1.2

62.4

65 20.0 63.3

0.2 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.8 0.1 14.2 2.2

1.0 4,6 3.1

AdFinistritiOR 02.3 4.8 3.3 5.9 9.4 0.4 6.5 1,4 3.0 3.0

0.1 . 3.7 3.6

17.7 10.3

S9port.
3.6 1.6

0.6 0.1 4.7 9.1 0.3

100.0 100.0 100 . 0

3J7

100.0 loo.e 100,0 100.0 100.0

1.5 97.0

100.0 IMO

1.2 10.2

100.0 100.0

I

3)3
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APPEWDIX E

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COETS PER' CE.ILDWEEK
.(ROW PERCEWTS)

4
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WW1 renicu

Pasily/Mouniir
Suvicei #

%wroth and
Of anal

0,9 0.0 3.9 1.8

1.4 15,2

6.9 0.2

'0.8 13.8 0.8 10.4

4.7

5.1

0,6

3.7 29.1 9;4 2.6 9.2.: 15.2 3.4 0.3 14;94 1

5,7

AV'

0.41' 5 31.1

..
6.5 1,5; 5 1.2 3,7 24.3 a;7: 0.1, : 3.3 100.0

77.8 0.1 1.9 0,9 1.5

2.8 0.0 1.9 , 0.0

15,5 , 0.4 2.5

0.0

1.9

1.5 1.4 5.9 41.3 0.0 , 3.2 100.0

,

1.2 1.1
9.4 0,7 0.7 813 0.6 100.0

. ,

8,8 3.4 15,0 . 26.2 7,4 11.5 4.4 100.0

v..N.F.I*Nwpos



AVERAGE.SiODARDOED CATS PER CHILDWEEK:

PERGERT ALI,OCATION.OF tERVICE AREA COSTS

TO STAFF CATEGORIES FOR DAYTROVIDERS

1' 057,c

Area

,

Staff Category

f4.

Adsinis-

tratorr Doctors

Psychill, Psycholo- Social Certified Teachet: ',$Upport , Cther
, ,

,

trists , gists Workers Therapists Nurses Attendants Teachers Mdes2,h, Staff, Staff
, .

TOTAL

ksic care 1.7 0, 1.3 24 66.7 4.6 0. 100.0

Educational/ La

Radical services 1.4 8.5

1.3 0.8 14.2 0.3 , 62.1 18.6 0,8 iOb.b

, r ,armulallovolaalilnonarawarnelurammailarar. lamonamomm

2.8 33.8 26.8 2.8 23.9' Ipu:

, family/Community

SeEvices'
0 5.6 32.6 10.9 2.3 26.0 .7, 7.2

Diagnosis and

Reftrral,
13.9 '

Mministxation 79.5 .0,2

4.8 13.3 12,6 21.1 0.7 20.1 8.5

100.0

100,0

03 0.6 2.0 5.4 0.1

SuPP 3rt
1.4, 0.3

8,6 3.3 0.2 100.0

rfl=11.1.1.111...larblIMMenrra

2,1 0,3 6.5 8.2 81.1 0 100.0

,

20.3 , 0.1 0,2 1.6 3.1 10.6 0.6 0.5 44.4 3.0

1

1.1 100.0:

.1;
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i

,

?

A

.41

1

...

Table 13-3

AVE8gesTANDAVIZED COSTS PO MOBS:

PERON? Alduos Or soles AREA oisTs To STAFF GATEGOPIES

1 ToR MUD PRoVIDERS

' TOTAL

Staff Castor/

4

lAdidnir media!' Psychii Piyabolo. Social

'trators DootOi tristif gilts Workert

task cora 0.4 0.1 0 0.1

fAucationdi

Nabilitatirs

Radical services

Fanily/Comunity

Servisai

Diagnosis Ind

Refusal

Mainisization

0.9

1.1 9.7

1.0 1.2

9.3 0.3 1.3

6.5 0.3 1.7

0.5 .26.0

82 19.3,

TOTAL

841

0.1

19.4 0.2 0.1

24.4 3.1 8.0, 19.3 2.0

1.0 ": 1.0 4.7 1.2 1.3 6.1 0.1

o 0.8

7.7

ANrowl1=41..ftwmsw.

0.3.

1.7

6.4 '

20.5

0.5

17.8 4.9 17.9

3
.,,,,...,:.,,

'

A



1161e E-4

AVERACE STANDARDIZED COSTS PER CHILDNREK! .

PERCENT ALLOCATION OF STAPP CATo* cons TO SERVICE AREAS

FDR RESIDENTIAL PROVIDERS

lirtice ,

Alit

., Staff Categoiy

MAI,

Adninis-

tretors .

8.1

Wedical

Doctori

0

Psychia.,

trists

2.6 '

Itycholo.

gists

0.2 .

Social

Workers

.,0,1

.

Therapists Nurses Attendanti

Certified

Teachers

_

Teacher

hides 1

Support

Stiff.

Other,

Staff

.

,,...............:...............................................

basic cue' .34. 10.2 53.3 : 9.0 6.8 ..0.3 : 5.8

5.0

0,9 .

100.0 .

100.0

100.0

Educational/

tabilitative

......................................

Medical services

14

1.4

0,1

17.1 .

,

7.5 23 . 0.7 151

8.5

.

1.5

61.7

14.6

31:8

,

far

4.1:::

.
i

0

S.4' ,

0

'1.5:

06.3

.

0

...........................011111111111.001MINIIIIIIMINO,1101.101111WININIMININIMI

0,4 .

familygolounity
.

Services ,

4.3 0.4

,

. .11.7

.

2.9 26.

2.9

6.8

12.6

3.5

.....r..................................

1.0

14.6

4'.1 .

2.0

26.1

'0.8

2,5:

0.8

02

25.8

2.5

,.....

,

100.0

,100.0

100.0

Diagnosis and

.lefural

3.3
0.6 4.9 39.3

i

AdMIDISEV4i0A 72.1

,i

0 4.6 1.1 1.3 . 3.9 3.1 , 2.7 3.4 0.2
/

0 1.6

Supprt

rTAL,

4.2

11.8

0.1

0.6

,

3.0

51

0

3:6

0.1

1.3

1.4

8.4

1.6

5.3

12.1

20.3

0.2

20.5 ,

0.1,

4.9.

76.6 .

12,8

0.8.

5.1

: 100.0

100.0,

316
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Table E-5

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COSTS PER CHILLIEEXt.

ERCENT ALLOCATION OF SERVICE AREA COSTS TO STAFF CATEGORIES

FOR PROVIDERS PRINARILY,SERVING EMDTIONALLY DISTURBED. CLUES

ierviie

,Azei _411.1.41....graulmimimmamormsonsimummoswirimmimummusiswaurompiftwo.rourmom.

Wchie
dist'

Psycho lo-

,giets

staff

Social

Workers

Category

Therapist'

1

Purses Attendant!

25.3

6.4

Certified

Teachers

10......,

4,3

23,7

Teacher

hides,

15.2

Support

Staff

0,4

Othei

Staff

13.1

TOTAL ,

100.0

Adginis"

trators

&died
'Doctors

Dad: care 10 0 10,0

15.2

0 .

1.4

0,6

2.3

26v9

24,2

3.2

0.3

tducational/

gabilirative 2.0

..........,,,,,,,,,,,.........1.......m.........m...............,.....mmmio.mm

0 14.1 0.9 , 9.5 100.0

AUMNEMMOW11

2.8 1000Radical services 0.5 2.7 24.3 0 0.7 27.0 37.2 4.1 0,7 0 0

family/Cosnunity

Services' 8.4 0 13.6 1.8 31.7 22,8 1.7 , ' 2.3 7.9 1,5 0 8.3 100.0

Diagnosis and.

leftrral, 14.4 0 16.7 5.5 12,9 30.2 1.6 3.9 9.3 0.6 4,9 100.0

100.0

100.0

,Arilinistntion 73,4 0 5.0 0.2 2,Er 6 10.6 1.0 0.9 4.8 0.9 0 0.6

1,.............iii.

1.7.0.3 0 8.3 '0.1 .

.

0,1

,

4.2 0,1 2.2

,

0.7 . 0.3 .82.0

TOTAL . 20.5 0.02 "11.2 1.0 3. 18.8 1.2 6,5

1

12.1 7.9 10.7 6.4 100.0
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, Am* STANDARDIZED COSTS 'PERpilLEMEEK:

'PERCENT ALIDCATION'OP suoilcg AREA COSTS 10:STAIT.' CAriRIES

FOR .PROVIDERS,PRIMARIU SERVIN0 QTNER THAN EMOTIONALLY:'DISTORBED.CLIENTS

.
..4

4, ',

, ,.,.. .',Aten

,

:. , ), Stift Clitsgory , -,,

,

..,

i' !, .4,

idminis-

tintois...

,Nidical:.

..Doctort

.Psychia.

..trists

P lo,,,

gists
al ,',..

110rker,t,

., .

,

therapists

.

. .

..,.11nrest

--.
Attendsntt

Cer1fi.d
sachrs

,

. Otwr

TOTA
i,

,.,.,...

*sit Mitt' ..
..v.,.n: .,,.,

. .,..,....

tiOnAli:.°,.

iabl1ltat1va p :.

.6.6.

...4!2.

. . . .

':',...00 :

'. on ,

..,

,

00

02 ,

,.... . , 51, ,,, i .,

. ,

,.}.1.,

53.7, t
I.

,.

. .

., ,',

,

..
0.*

'' 1,(q

Nedicla 'Serien 1..2 '..'..4.7. 2,
' :'.

''0;7

1 '

I,

,.513.;0 '.

.,H

.J...

. ,..,
I,

,t.$.1.1'..

lanily/Cesmanity'
'11):;.vicie:',-....:. 6.0 .. 0.3 .. . 1,.,0;. ,, .'.4;7,

--

27,7 '2,9 H 3.1' . ', 12 i 18.1 '. '1004

DignOiliiinti-

:. lehicsi
--....
3.2 ,

80.2. :

.

0.6

02

..

6,9

__, ..........

, 38.6..! .;

,.................._

: -4.6-' .'

..., .,, , ...

'11.0 .:

..,_. .
. .0.2 i.. 2.9

.4.4,7-. .: '

,

100,0

.100.0'.',, ..,.

Adninistraticst
,.',;.,....' -, .

.:

0.1
; .'

.

. 13 0 .0 .1..1..

ve...t.
, .

.. 1.

,t

..

,

.

'

.

-3;5 .

...........

., 0.1 0.1 ,.. ,3 .. '. ... .1.6. 0. ', 0.8'T .. HU ,' ,:...042.:.: 100.0.:

\ 1 .0 . 0.4 .. 0.2. 2.2. 1;0 ''. 31.6' .:,f 2.9. , 22.3 '. 5,3 . -: 8.5, ,..;.

,

2.7 .

1 0011101MIIII
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APPENDIX.F

..AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CQST PER,,CRILDWEEK
(DOLLAR TABLES)



kirete
Service

. Arta

,

r .1r,, .,,, ,,,, ,,,
. (

4

Staff Category'

Il i if . 4

,

,t

Adidas.

tutors

Medical

Doctors

Psychiw

trists ,

iycholo.

gists

,

aput. ursu ab Al.; sChirdw,

.

4

,

8taff

taxational

Iiibilitativa

.kr

$78.22' 18.61

,

22,70 88.20 123.32 ---452.87 ' 73 61

' '

53

.

1 '" 1, 4 ,

'.

*1 ,,,,* 4

41 4

.59 43115,75

Belie ,44,54

,

55,59 . 9191 2,93 5,57 120:43 287,55, 11244i , 229.09

,
17. 12

'

1606.91 182.53 4036.40

I

1363.20 1.61 41.36 23.19 14.40 51.97

1
60.05 55.81

,

81.27 14.43'

, .

1

31.76 1702.07

- /081485.96

.

75.834 36.97 114.32 143.29 625.27 421.21, 1915;07 1478.68 436.28 1698.46 422.88

--,.--,........

.

$8854.22

Note 7899 severely handicapped Clients served by these 95 providers
,

32$
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Table F-2

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER WEEK

BY SERVICE:AREA AND.STAFF CATEGORY

FOR DAY PROVIDERS

.,,Agcrenato

.. Service '

Aro'

,

)
Staff Category

. TOTAL:

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors ,

Psychia-

trists

Psycholo.

gists

Social

Workers

Thera-

piits Nino

Attend-

antsv

Certified

Teacheri

Teacher

Aides

Supitor',

Staff:'

':Other

Staff

DOLLARS

,

Ed
ucWO nal,

Habilitative

.1

$ 55.42 0 3.77, 34.43 99.50 ' 197.77 4.60 11.1. 1297.62 238.07 0.10 20;84 $ 96548

,

Basic

Care

,

4.67 3.90 0

0

0.67. 1.33 41,19

,

13.60 :19.17 379.09 98.57

.

113.62 042 676.13

Adminintta...

tion

344.41 0.25 1.11

,

3.60 35 1705 0.67 91.49 26.18, 0

. .

4.'84 497.17

TOTAL001,LARS $404.50 4.15 4.90 38.70

.

111,68

.

256.71 18,87 32.33 1768.20 362.82 113.72 :2130 $ 138.58

Note: 1629 severely handiCapped cliantrved hv,thesn 42 nrovi&rs

'1

4";,;
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32'

Table F-3

kieraga Stpdardited Costs Per Week

by Aggregatilace Area and Staff Category

fOt Nixed Providers .

Aggregate

SerVice

Area

I Staff Category

;

.

TOTkL

DOLLARS

Adminis-

tutors

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

triste

Psycholo-

gists

Social

Workers

Thera-

piste Nurses

Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers

Tischer

Aides

Support

Staff

Other

Staff

Educational

Habilitativo
$139,51 5.90

t

7.19

,

181.89 173.61 646.98 115,81 917.69 1470,44 421,45 0 652.33

.

$4732.82

WC
Care

r.r...rdio.mr..r.,..,
$4kainietra-

tion

33.40

2409.49

71.21 0 1053 1.19 348,19 301.99 1395,74

I,

209.78 69,62 2884.86 338. 7664,82

2,09 84.45 21.44 105.10

t

102.61

ql

tk

'119.80

,

8.94 32.41
.

2965.42

Tcal, DOLLARS $2582.42 79,20 ' 749 276.87 196.24 1100.27 520.41 4392.32 p00.02 5ObI p2884.86 1023A1506446 ,

NOTE: 3147 severely handicapped clients served by these 18 providers.
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Table1-4.

I

'Average Standardized Ccul,Ber Week

' by Aggregate Service Area anditaff:Category

for'Eesidential Providers

Aggregate

Service

Area

1

.

Staft Category .

---
TOTAL

adninis-

tratorS

Medical

Doctors

8sychia.:

trists

hyd010-

gists

SOCIA1

Wbrkers

Thera-

pists Nurses

Attend-

ants

Certified

,Teachers

Teacher
.,

. Aides'

Support

Ataff

Other

Staff

D'OLLABS

Educational

Ilabilitative

,j $76.45 47.66 53,47 108.78 128.18 671,99

I

117.89 990.33 862.75 411.37 31.24 223.70, $3743.81

Basic

Care

98,9i 111.49 26.89 2.04 12,90

,

107,17 617.12 1921.44 54.21 81.56 2856.80 330.73 4 6221.27

Administra- ,

11 tion

, ,

1986.53

k

3.11 10.44 17.51 16.56 6e,21 112.35 113.18 50.01

-,-----,--..,,-,------,,.---,-

2.66

.

60.21 24i8.77

,,

, TUEUDOL1AMN 2161:90 : 162,26

,

'90,80 128,33

,

157.64 847.37 867.36

_

3024.95

)

966.97 495.59 2888,04 622.64 12413.85

NOTE: 3123 severly handicapted clients served by-these 35 providers.

?29
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'Table 7-5%.

_Average Standardised Cost Per Ned:

by Aggreghte Service Area.* Staff....catigort:

for Provideri Primarily Serving'.

Emotional1y.Disturbed.C1ients:

.84iff Catsigory

tional

tive

Adminis- Medical Psychia- Peycholo, 1,4aa1 Thera-

trators Doctors Wits gists. *dais, piste

$ 158.09

15.81

0.05

2.38

106.75

34.80

93104

1.51

274.01'

10.48

523.34

270.25

Attend,!, Ciiifitd 'reacher:

anis ,Teachera Ki4es.,Nurses

17.11 193.15

.245.87

917,68

32.15

451.23

63.90

, !

Ada.inistra-

tion
1081.86 0 21.55 3.89 40.34 12.76 15.91 62.97 18.14

sipport.. Other

Sta4

41.28 410:36

195,97

17.50

$3186.09

AL DOLLARS, $1255.76 2.43 98.44 324.83 910.89 70.48 454.93 1012.80 .533.27 1098.82 623,83

1971-.27

$6549,58

NOTE: 1040 severely handicapped,clients servetby these 19 providers.

01
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Table 0-6

Average Standardized Cost Per Week

by Aggregate Service Area and Staff Category

for Providers Primailly Serving Other Than

Emotionally Disturbed Clients

Aggregate

Service.

Area '.

........_

.
,

,
Staff Category .

A: ,

WL

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors

sychia-

trists

sycholo-

(lista-

Social

Workers

Thera-

lists' NursW

Attend-

Ants

Certified

Teachers

,

Teacher

Aides .:

,

Support

,

Staff .

i

1

Other

Staff

DOLLARS

Educational .,

Habilitative

$ 58.25 23.26 1.69, 87.00 R5.65 435.25 87.73 620,51 1230.98 305.61 4.12

'

158,14 $3098,19 .

Basic

dire
.,51.72 0.88 3.69 3.30

.....-.

4.33 82.98 349,28 1593.82 278:34 ,12'.93 1848 ,09 11948 4556.5,4

Administra4,,

tion
'.1435 .02 2,04 0.06

.

28.02 7.91 35.64 71,88 65.79 85.85 13,50

,

0 , 15.33. 1781,04

TOTAL DOLLARS $1544,93 94.18 '.5.44

%.

118,32 97.89
,

553:0 , 508.89 2280.12

.....,

1595,17' 524' 372.65 $9435.77

Note: 6859 severely handicapped clients served by these 76 providers
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APPENDIX G

ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS 0F!RE

'OF EXPENDITURES ON QUALITY
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The purpOse of this sectiOn is to present the Imodelzand specific

analysis that was employed to examine the effects of reallocation aggre-

gate service area expenditures'on the indivldual quality indices: In

the first section below, we will.develop a general mndel far application

'to the data. It should be emphasized, that certain assumptions were ne-

cessary for development of a model. These assumptions are clearly, stated

at the appropriate points. The second, third, and folirth sections apply

the mode]) to the appropriate data sets. Generally; the results indicate

that Adthin some provider types, for certain quality indices, limited in-

creases in quality could be obtained by reallocating existing dollars.

Our primary interest is the location of those configurations

of administrative,- basic care, and educational costs Which' dorrespond

to maximum scores on the various quality indices. This search for

optimality significantly dictates the form of model which Should be

considered. It is clear, for instance, that the usual linear =Wel

Q (a, b, eh) = c
0

+,c
1
a + c

2
b,+ c

3
elle+ £

where: Q = quality index

a = administrative costs per average standardized
childweek

b = basic care costs.per average standardized childweek

eh = costs incurred through programs for educational/
rehabilitative standardized childweek °

c
i

= constants fit by regression

e = error term

is not appropriate. Since c
i

does not change pith changes in a, the

model'in Equation 1 can only-show qUality either increasing or decreasing

without bound as a ranges from zero to infinity. This model is undesirable

for two reasons':

1. We know that real systems always eventually reach s turation
with increasing expenditures.

2. The only conclusion to be drawn from this model would be
that spending as much money as possible produces higher
quality. This is not the purpose of the analysis contained
in this section.
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,Theteois an additional reaaon to di t the model::.i3One would:generally
_

expect that after a few years of exper ce.progtams would evolve .
. .,

. .

.

configurations which at least approximated optimality from their viewpoint.

Ihis in turn would force.linear regressfon coefficients to be near,zero,

with the result that the iodel would not only fail fo identify the

current locations of local maxima, but would spuri uslY imPlY that changes

in cost,components were unrelated to quality.
. ,

We.can correct.these deficiendies by introducing quadratic thrills

so tfiat model I becomes
,

Q (a, b, eh) = c
0

+ c
1
a + c a

2 +cb+cb2 +ceh +ceh2
+ e.,.

2 .. 3 4 . 6
..

(Equation 2)
In this form the response surface has curvature and the partial derivatiVes

a as? as?

aa -..ab aeh

all exist.and are non-trivial functions'of a, b, and eh respectively.

Optimal points may now be located by traditional maximization methods.

One furthetcrefinement of Equation 6.2 is appropriate. Another

way ofddescribing.the,difference between Equation 6.1 and.Equation 6.2

is to note that in Equation 6.2 the coefficients of a, b, and eh are.

no longer cOnatants, but are lineatfunCtions of their respective variables;

that is, if ;4 is.a linear function, (x) = ax +.0, then

x = aX2 + Ox.

We have argued that it.is feasonable to expectthe coeffiCient

of a tO vary with differing.leveIs of a. It-is equally reasonable to

expect the coefficient to bediffetent at different leVels,of b. We

can generalize the.coeffidients still further by makihg them linear

functions not just of theii own variable, but of all three:

0',

(a, b, eh) =a+ 0 a + 0 b + eh
1. 1 3

so that

,:e (a, b, eh) a = aa + 0
1
a
2

+
2
ab + 0

3
a eh.

Substituting this general coefficient in model (1) leads us to

Q(a, b, eh) = c + cla + c
2
b + c

3
eh + c

4
pit + c

5
b
2
+

c
6
eh

2
+ c

7
a-b + c

8
c
9
b.eh,+ e. (Equation 3)

,

* ,

For, a discussion of these techniques consult any advanced-calculus
textbook such as Kaplan, Wilfred, Advanced Calculus, Addison-Wesley,

fTi 1952, Chapter 2. 337
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,5uctuTio,441-1,4B-slesignerLfpx_use-witiLzencesaion-ana1ysia,__,.---.
its validity as a descr4tion of otii data may be 'tested by the ordinary

statistics of regression: R2 and P. In Table G-1 we:present these

statistics for each of the 18 quality indices for day providers. 'In

four of these cases the adjusted R2 exceeds .20, indicating that the

cost information is sufficient to account for at least 20% of the variance,

among providers.' These four are:

1. Range of Educational/habilitative Materials

5. Instructive Staff Behavior.

6. Parent Involvement with the Provider

8. Respect for Cliente _e"
Table G-2 shows the regression models for these indiCaters of quality.

Tables G-3 through G-5 show the values of ihe'reepect for clients

index at various levels of administiLatire, basic care, and educational/

habilitative expenditures. Among programs with low administrative ex-

penditures (the first column of Table G-4), the quality index peaks at

4a moderate level of educatio )Anal/habilititive expenditures.. t higher

levels ef administrative expenditures tbe level of respect for clients

appears generally lower, and there is no longer a clear relationship

betweserespect fmr clienti and either educational/habilitative expendi-

tures or basic care expenditures.

ipother *ay to examine the interrelationshif; of all three cost

variables simultaneously with respect for cliefits is to calculate the

partial-derivatives of the quality function with respect to the cost

variables:

a Q8

aa

3Q8

+ .24eh - .03b + 3.68a lEquation- 41'

3eh
.24 - 1.05eh + 1.28b - .03a (Equation ,-!)

1

P
*et,

3Q8
,

--g-wc = 1.44 - 2.16eh - 1.05b + .24a (Equation 6)
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, ..100.,10- It/

AEGAEstftirkeitrOgWi-Eii

-
,

,

Quality Index

-

Adjusted.

R
2

F.
(b)

.

A.. Range of Educational Materiali .49 .33 2.93 .025'

1 4. Stnff TiMe. on EducationS1 ..26 ,.02 1.08
S.

. Amount. 'of Client Time on_

Educational Task' .

,

4.. WarmStaff-Client Interactions

-.085...,

..27

0

.02.

0.25,

1,08

5. Instructive Staff Behavior -51 3.13_ -,..010

-40

-35

.20 2.03

_.

.106. Parent Involvement in ProVider

7. Parent Involvement with7Child .35 --# 0.14 1.64
.

,

13. Respect for Clients' .54 .38 3.51 .005

.,

9. Privacy -e-- .12 0- 0.41

. .--
10--Non-InstitUtional Environment .29- .05 .1.22

,
.

11. Persodal PossessionS (a)
---- ....-.....

12.. Physical:Comfort .

, .12
*

0 0,42
.

13. Evidence of Client Assessment .16 0 0.55

14. Evidence of Program Evaluation .21 0 0.79

15. Staff. Development Opportunities -1.4 0 0.50

16. Evidence of Client ctional
Level.Improvement .24 0 . 0.96

17. Movement to less Sheltered Structure .38 .18 1.86 .10

18.... Evidence that Clients Receive
Educationai/HabilitatiVe Services .33 :11 1.50

(a) All day providers received the same quality rating for personal possessions.

(b) Degrees of freedom: regression = 9, residual = 27; 37 cases are usediAn
the analysis.
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Table G-2

STANDARDIZED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS

FOR QUALITY-COST'MODEL

Model Component

Range of

Educational/

Habilitative

' Materials

Instructive

Staff.

Behavior

Parent

Involvement

with Provider

Respectifor

Clients

Educational/Habilitative

Expenditures -.76

Basic Care Expenaitures -.04

Administration Expenditures .45

EH x B -.62

EH x A

B X A

(EH)
2

B
2

A
2

.64

.13

.95

.20

-1.27*

-1.89

- .55

1.11

. 1.70*

.56

.07

.80

-.47,

-1.26*

* indicates coefficients significant at the'.05 level or better.

310

2.48*

.56'

-1.39

-1.62*

- .54

.22

-1.56

.06

1.

1.44

T.26*

-1.05*

.24

. 03

-1.08

. 64

1:84*

an



MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF RESPECT

FOR CLIENTS IMEX BY BASIC CARE AND.ADNINISTRATIVE

-COSTS PER AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CHIMER: DAY PROVIDERS*

Basic gire'.Coats

Per Ali0E,o,

4andardirid

ve Coats per Average Standarc4zed C41thteek

111=110

' .

*

44'

.41

. $2.50 to $3.50

to'

t,

impioN4'

Over $

,

Ove;a4 Mean(

'4. ( /
(

,
,

1 nirile's,

(3)

(1)

.48

(5)

re eans;, 9,Numbers4n pare
I

eses are'.1

d its, iatin egor es can found On vioage :A.,
:,.,,..' ,..

7 7
) . I 021.0*: esinl, of a of t ,Oglatiise behavi

4 1.24 , ' absence .of, a lIthie If Ibeha i'Fs.
!... 1 .

,
J, pt

I&

'-

.75

(16)

.62

(42),

,.



Table G-4

MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF RESPECT

FOR CLIENTS INDEX BY EDUCATIONAL/HABILITATIVE AND

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS PER AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CHILDIEK: DAY PROVIDERS*

,

Educational/Rehabilitative

Costs Pei Average

Standardized Childweek

Administrative Costs per Average Standardized Childweek
0

Under $10 $10 to $20 $20 to $30 Over $30 Overall Mean

,

$ 0 to $20 .72 .40
,

...... .......
.60

,

$20 to $20 '

(5)

11,05

(3)

.00

---

.00

......

.00

18)

.60

.

, (8) (4)
(1)

(1) (4)

$40 to $60 .90 .60 .00 .60 .65

, (4), (4) ' (1) (2) (11)

,Over $60 .60 1.20 .60 .66

(6) (1) (2) (8)

' Overall Mean .83 .32 .40 .48 .62

,

(23) (11) (3) , (5) (42)

_
0

* Cell entries are means. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies. A discussion of the index

and,its rating categories can be foundlh page 30. The points for this analysis were:

0.0=Low: presence of all of the negative behaviors.

1.2=High: absence of all the negative behaviors.
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Table G-5

i?

MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF RESPECT

_FOR_CLIENTSINDELRY_BASIC,CARE

COSTS PER AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CHILDWEEK: DAY PROVIDERS*

Educational/Babilitative

Costs Per Average

Standardized Childweek

A'

v
Basic Care Costs Per Average Standardized Childweek

tinder $1.00 $1,50 to $2400 $2.50 to $3.00 Oler $3.50 Overall Mean

$ 0 to $20

$20 to $40

.

$40 to $60

,

4

Over. $60

.40'

(3)

.68

(7)

.,48

(5)

1.20

(2)

.00

(1)

...

.00

(2)

.60

.

(2)

...
.

....

.40

(3)

1.20

(1)

M.

, ."

.90

(4)
,

.60

(4)

1.20

(3)

.48

(5)

.60

(8)

.60

(14)

.65

(11) ,

.66

(9)

Overall Meah
.63

(17)

: .24

(5)

,

.60

(4)

.75

,

(16)

.62

,

(42)

* Cell entries are means. Numbers in parentheses are' frequencies. A discussion of the index

and its rating categories can be found on page 30. The points for this analysis were:

Q j fl 0.0=Low: presence of all of the negative behaviors.

1/4) 1.2=High: absence of all the negative behaviors.
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The-functions EqUation 4 through Equation 6 correspOnd exactly to tfie.

generilized coefficients we introduced in model Equation 3. By examining

them.one at a time-we can see exactly how the dependency Of.qualitY index:

on One cost varies through the range of proFiders.: From Equation 4 we

coniclUde a generally negative relationshiebetween exPenditUres on ad-
.

ministration and the degree,of respect with.which clientsyappear to be

treated.. The positive.coefficient of a, howevei, indicates., that this

negative relationship reaches saturatiOn after an increase in administra:

tive costs. The comparatively small coefficients bf b and eh indicate that

this relationship between administrative expenditures and respect.for clients

'is relatively non-interactive with either basic care expenditure levels

or expenditures for educational habilitation.

Equations 5 and 6 state a generally positive relationship between

basic 6are expenditures and educational/habilitative, respectively, and

respect for clients. There is a significant negative interaction of eh-,

x b on respect. (F - 5.06, with Land 27 d.f. p405.) The negatO

interaction in equations with positive-main effects indicates a non-

additivity imposed by a ceiling effect. Ace either of the care variables

has raised the quality variable, the other is unable to have additional

effect. This limitation may be partly an arti of the restriction

'of the quality, measures to only a limited ran n any event, respect .

for clients increases as either of the.two cost ponents is increased,

leveling off at a maximum in the case of educational/habilitative expendi-

-tures and inabasing over the the entire range of basic care expenditures.

-
Equations 4, 5, and 6 provide one final Aece of information about

the relationship of the quality indices to costkoomponents. From calculus,

"it is eas'y to show that if the quality function has a maximum within some

region, that maximum must either lie on the boundary'of the region or at

the combination of a, b, eh that satisfies

0. (Equation 7)

In the following discussion, all coeffiCienis are computed
in the metric of standard scores.

Is
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In this caSe the feasible region is given by

a b, b > 0, eh > O.

a + b +:eh . ,total expenditutes
for a given provider

A straightprWard FORTRAN computer programrcam:search,for the maximal pointe

usinf:these.equitions. The results Of these computatione wire cOnsistent

with our somewhat torei.ntUitive analysis of;the partial derivativOlt _

(1) At all budget levels the optimal configuration includes

minimal administrative costs.
30

(2) Because -sr, increased" throughout the range of- b,

the optimal point lies at the extreme greatest eXpenditure

(3) The level of respect is not very sensitive to trade-offs

between expenditures for basic care and educational/habili-

tative services, confirming the ceiling effect noted earlier.

The predicted optimal quality levels at

a = 0, b = $14, eh = $46 and

a = 0, b = $60, eh = 0
*

differ by less than one percent.

(4) Thejoptimization provides one.additional bit of reassuring
*-

information noOyielded by any of the other analyttcmethods.

As the feasible region expands (by increasing the budget

constraint), the predicted value at the maximum also,increases.

At mean budget levels of approximately $70, a 10% increase

in budget is accompanied by a slightly"greater.than 10%

increase in-the quality indices.

Similar analyses may be conducted for the remaining variables for

which significant cost deptedence has been found. ,Tsbles G-6 through'

G=8 show.the ratings for instructive 'staff behavior, which depends in a

rather complex way on the cost components. F.tests of the regression

model point to the interaction between educational/habilitative and ioasic

care as the single most significant predictor (F=12.53 with 1,27 d.f.;

p=.002). There is unidimensional dependence on educational/habilitative
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expenditures (linear) and:administration expenditures (pop-linear).

The partial dertvatiVes provide some further qUatntifiCation of this -

.dependence:

1

3Q
=

=

=

1.11

-.55

-1.89

- i2.54a + .07b

+ .07a - .47b

+ .56a + 1.70b

+ .56eh

1.70eh

+ 1.60eh-

. .aa

a ti

3b

3Q5

3eh

Thb components of.the quadratic terms show the existence of saturation

levels with respect-to administrative and basic care costs, but, reasonably

enough, a continually increasing level of instructive staffbehaVior as

the amount spent on educational/habilitative programs increases.

When optimization is'performed.on this-function the constrained

maximum is found to lie at a point where administrative costs are abput

twice as high as the average over all day providers ($30 as COmpared to

an average of $16.25) and other costs are minimized. The predicted

quality level at this point is 80% higher than that at the average values

of expenditureis As was the case with the previous quality measure,

,respect for clients, here also the level of the quality index remains

relatively stable over a considerable range of at least some'of the e?c-
,

pehditure components. A mathematical saddle point exists where 6

a = $56 , b = $1.60, eh = $25

sarich results in a predicted quality level,which is still nearly:50%

higher than that at average,expenditure levels. Because of the

arbitrary scaling of the quality indices, percentage comparisons should

be yiewed only as.generally indicative of the slope of the respOnse-

surface in these areas, and not as an actual humerical ratio to be

found under experimental or operational conditions. Finally, according

to 8br optimization model the value of the maximum is not influenced by

the size of the total budget constraint, but only by the way cost items

are appOrtioned within'that budget.

The range of edudational materiali, Tables G-9 through G-11, show

less variance than any of the other indices her6 discussed. Only three

of the day providers scored less than the maximfim on this scale.
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MEAN AND PREQUENCY,P*QUALITt OFINSTRUCTIVE STAFF

BEHAVIOR INDEX.BY BAHIC. CARE AND EDUCATIONAL/HABILITATIVE

COSTS PER AVERAGE STiNDARDIZEDCHIOWEE'R: :DAY PROVIDERS

Educational/Habilitative

Costs Per Average

Standardized Childweek

Basic Care Costs Per Average Standardized Childweek

$0 to $20

$20 to $40

$40 to $60

Ner $60

, Overall Mean

Under $1.00 $1.50 to $2.00 $2 50 tO $3.,00 Over $3.50: Overall Mean

.33

(3)

.14

(7)

.20

(5)

.00

(2)

.00

"MOM

f4

.50.
101_

(2),

.00

(2)

warYlo

.00

(3)

.00

(n

"raft

=O.

.11.1.

.25

(4)

.00

1)

.33

(3)

1.000

.(5)

(8)

.07

.27

(11)

.55

(9)

.17

(17)

.20

(5)

.00

(4)

,.43

(16)

.26

(42)

-4,

Zell eqries are means. /Numbers in parentheses are frequencies." A discussion of the index

and its rating categories can be found on page 29. The points for this analysis were:

0.0=Dow: all three behaviors are absent or are present an'

average of less than once per observation series.

1.0=Medium: the three behaviors are present at least once

but less than twice per observation series.

2.0:High: the three behaviors are preAent an averagetf

at least twice per observation series. ,
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Table G-7

MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF INSTRUCTIVE

STAFF BEBAVIOR INDEX BY EDUCATIONAL/HABILITATIVE AND

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS PER AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CH/LOWEEK) DAY PROVIDERS*

-Educational/Habilitative

Costs Per Average

Standardized Childweek

A

Administrative Costs Per Average Standardized Childweek

Under $10

$0 to $20A

.

$20 to $40

$40 to $60

Over $60

Overall Mean

.00

(5)

.00

(8)

.25

(4)

.50

(6)'

.17

(23)

$10 to $20 $201, to $30 Over $30' Overall Mean

4

.66

(3)

WM.

0114144

t 441-1.1 .25'

(8)

.00 1.00
44-1

(4) (1) (1) (14).

.50 .00 .00 .27

(4) (1) (2) (11)

11111441
.00 1.00 55

,(1)
(2) (9)

.36 .00 .60 .26

(11) (3) (5). (42)

* Cell entries aremeans. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies. A discussion of the index

and its rating categories can be found on page 29. The points for this analysis were:

0.0Low: all three behaviors are absent or are present an

average of less than once per,observation 'series.

1.44ed1tim: the thiee'behaviors are present at least once

but lessthan twice per observation series.

353
2.0:High; the three behaviors are preient an average of

at least twice per observation series. 354



Table G-8

MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF INSTRUCTIVE

STAFF BEHAVIOR INDEX BY BASIC CARE AND ADMINISTRATIVE

COSTS PER 'AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CHILDWEEK: DAY PROVIDER *

1 i

Basic Care Costs Administrative Costs Per Average Standardized Childweek

Per Average ,

Standardized Childweek
Under $10 $10 to $20 $2011to $30 Over $30 Overall.Mean

_.

. ,

Under $1.50 .00 . .50 .00 1.25 .17

4
.

.

(7) (4) (2) (4) (17)

,

$1.50 to $2.50 .60 .50 ,

......
.20

(3) (2) ---
......

(5)

$2.54 to $3.50 .00 .00 ---
......

,00

,

(2) (2) --- --- (4)

Over $3.50 .36 .33 .00 , 2.00 .43
.

.

(11) . (3) (1) (1) (16) ),

,

Overall Mean .17 .36 .00 .60 .26

(23) (11) (3) (5) (42)

,

_

-, .

* Cell entries are means. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies. A discussion of the index

and its rating categories can be*found on page 29. The points for this l'analysis were:

0.0=Low: all three behaviors are absent or are present an

average'of less than once per observation series,

1.0=Medium: the three behaviors are present at least once

but less than twice per observation series.

2,0=High: the three behaviors are present an average of

at least twice per observation series.
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All three were at relatively extreme budgetary configurations/ ohe spent

:over $30 for administration (as did only four other provider0; the other .

two spent only average or small amounts on administration but were among

the highest spenders on educational/habilitative-protjrams. These latter

two were also among the most costly in providing basic Cre. Gfven the

insensitivity of this variable over most of the range of cost configurations,

the only conclusion to be drawn from the models is that high levels of

expenditure nit onlySeem.unnecessary for this variablebut rnay indicate

the presence of other characteristics causing the lower'rating6 on the index.

The level of parent involvement in providers is ielated to budget

configurations, but the dependenée'is not generally a causal.one. A
(7-

number of providers utilize'volunteer or nominally paid parent help as a

substitute for.programmatic expenditures: Thus we find, in Tables 6-23

to 6-25, that parent involvement is highest ifi those programs with

comparatively modest expenditures 'for all budget areas. Parent involvement

is at its highest in those prArams at the lowest levels Of administrative

cost (under $10) and at or just below the median of basic care costs and

educational/habilitative costs.

The regression model provides further, confirmation of the notion

Of parents as a substitute for expenditure. The single strongest con-

tributor to the regression equation is the.interaction of educational/

habilitative costs and basic care costs. Its coefficient is large,

significant, and negative, indicating that when the two increase together

(as in high budget providers), parent(Anvolvement drops most rapidly.
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Table G-9

irk

MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUAliTY OF RANGE OF

INDEX BY BASIC CARE AND EDUCATIONAL/RABILI

STANDARDIZED CHILDWEEK: DAY P

*TRIALS

STS PER AVERAGE

VIDERk *

1 ,

Educational/Habilitative

Costs Per Average Basic Care Cats Per Average Standardized Childweek

Standardized Childweek

Under $1.00 $1.50 to $2.00 I $2.50 to $3.00 Over $3.50 Overall Mean

$ 0 to $20 , 2.00 2.00 ,--- 2.00 2.00

(3) (1) (4) (8)

$20 to $40 2.00 --- 2.00 '2 00 2.00

(7)
...

(3)
(4) (14)

$40 to $60 1.83 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.81

(6) (2) (1) (3) (12)

Over $60 2.00 2.00
1011

1 1.60 1.77

,

(2) (2)
1001.

(5) (9)

7

Overall Mean 1.94 2 00 ,1.87 1.93

(18) (5) (4) (16) (43)

* Cell entries are means. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies. A discussion of the index

and its rating categories can be found on page 27. The points for this analysis were:

353

0.0=Low: few materials are available.

1.0:Medium: a range of different materials are available; they are

at least in fair condition and of moderate quality; only

available sometimes to clients.

2.0=ligh: a wide range of materials which are in at least good

condition, of high quality, and are always accessible

to severely handicapped clients.
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Table G-10
4

'MEAN. AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY 0? RANGE Or,

EDUCATTONAL MATERIALS,BY EDUCATIONAL/HAHILITATIVE1ND

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS PER AVERAGE :STANDAR0IZED CHILDWE* 'DAY PROVIDER*
4 .

k

Educational/Habilitative

Costs Per Average 4

Standardizedthildieek

4

.

:

Administrative Costs Per betage Siapdardized Childweek

. . .. %

Under $10 $10 to $20 '$20 0 :$30 Over: $3,0 Overall Mein

1----"
J A

.

. r

$ 0 to $20 2.00 2,00
,-...,

2.00

,

(5) (3) ...... ,

(8)

,

.2,00$20 to $40 2.00 ; , '2.00 ,o2.00 2.00
. I

(8) ( ) (1).

,

::(1) (14)

$40 to $60 2.00 -'2.00 . 2.00 , '1 50, h 1.91

. (4) (4) .(2) (2),
.

(12)

i

Over $60

w

1.66 -__

. 1

2.00 462.00,

v .

1.77
,

(6) (1) (2) (9)

Overall Mean 1. 91

. .

. 2.00 ,' 2;00' ',,.,180 1.93

,.

,

(23) ,(11) (4) . .(5.): (43)

0

* Cell entries are means. Numbers'in parentheses are frequenciis. A discussion of the index

and its rating categories ,can be found on page 27. The points for this analysis were:'

0:04ow: ,few materials are available.

1.0=Medium: a range of different materials Are available; they are

at least in fair conditioa'and of moderate quality; only

available'sometimes'to clients.

2.0=High: a wide rAnge of materials which are in at least good ,

conditiop, of'high quality, and are always accessible .

to severely handicamed clients.
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Table G-11

MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF RANGE OF

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS IMEX BY BASIC CARE AND ADMINISTRATIVE

COSTS PER AVERAGE STANDARDIZED CHILDWEEK: 'DAY PROVIDERS *

,

.4:ord

Basic are Costs
Administrative Costs Per Average Standardized Childweek ,

Per eraqe

Stan ized Childweek

Under $10 $10 to $20 $20 to $30 Over
/
$30 Overall Mean

Under $1.50 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.75 1.94

,

$1.50 to $2.50 2.00 . 2.00 2 00 ,

I

(3) (2)
...

"'" (5)

$2.50 to $3.50 . 2.00 2.00
... ...

2.00

.

(2) (2)
.111.M MIN.

(4)

Over $3.50 1.4. 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.87

, (11) (3) , (1) (1) L (16)

,

Overall Mean 1,91 2.00 2.00 1.80 1.9'1

. o

(23) (11) (4) (5) (43)

1

* Cell entries are means. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies. A discussion of the index

and its rating categories can be found on page 27. The points for this analysis were:#

0.0=Low: few materials are available.

V .4

1.04leditm: a range of different materials are available; they are

at least in fair condition and of moderate quality; only

available,scaetimes to clients.,

2.0=High: a wide range of matepals which are in at least good

'condition, of high quality, and ire ablays accessible

to severely handicapped clients.

1,Tr047.7.117r7
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MEAN AND FREQUENCY FOR QUALITY OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT

IN PROVIDER *Ex BY EDUCATIONAL/HABILITATIVE AND BASIC CARE

COSTS 'PER AVERAGE STAARDIZED CHILDWEEK: DAY PROVIDER*
4,

Educationai/Rehabilitative

Costs Per Aiirage .'

St'andarOized Childweek

4
Basic Care Costs Per Averag4 Standardized Childweek

Under $1.00 1 IQ to $2.50
,

..

$2.50 to $3
,

,

.

Over $3.50
p

Overall Mean

,

$ 0 to $20

,

' i

$20 to $40,

.,

$40 to $60

,

Over $50
.

,

kb0

(3)

2.57

(7)

1 66

(6)

3.00

4.00

(1)

...

4.00.

(2)c

3100

(2)

3.60

(5)

.

, /

--PI 4

4

2.

/10

4.00
.4

II)

m ,
t

3.00

(4)

A

.

4)

,

ft

2.50

ol:

.1

(4)

r

414

3.00

2.66

(.3')

.1.20.

(5)'

2.25

e.(16)

,

° .

.

,,

2 0 ,

^1

(4)

3 6

,.,

2. ,

(3)

1

(5)

h'
11

,

46) ,

,

.

i

Overall Mean 2,.22

(18)

,

:

* Cell entries are,means. NuMbers in parefitheteiarefrequenpiea. A.dticuesion of* indl$,"
and its rating.categories can be fbund'on page29. lbe"pointslor this analysis wite:

3a4

0.04ow: :,..no:sparent(imalvement.

2.02Medium: parent involvement in'aeleest ont activity:"

gh:, more than 25%, f the parents are involved in

,at least 3 actiVkti,ei:



Table G-13

MEAN REQUENCTFOR QUALITY OP PARENT,INVOIVEMENT IN

PROVIDER INDEX BY
ADAiNISTRATIVE AND EDUCATIONAL/HABILITgTIVE

COSTS Ptli AVERAGE iTANDARDIZED CHILDWEEK:
DAY PROVIDERS*

EducatiOnal/Habilitative

Costs Per Average .

Standardized
Childweek

Olo $20

20 to Siib'

' $40 to $60

,

Over $60

(.

,niiirative Costs Per Average
Standardized Child4i0

Under $10
$10 to $20 $20 to $30

,(5)

(

3 00

(6)

2,00
4

43)

2,50

44)

Ilmmtm

Oar,

2,00

(1)

1 00

.011110#n
2,69 2,54

(23) i (11)

)1 .4tt

2,00

Over $30

41

(1)

2 00

(2)

1.00

(2)

tt 1.60

(5)

Overall Mean

2,50

(8)

2.50

(12)

2.00

(9)

2,46

(43)

* Cep entries a leans. Numbers in parentheses are frequencies. A discussion of the index

and its rat' ategories Can be,found on page
29, te points for this inalydis were:

0.0=Low: no parent involvement.

,2.0=Medium: parent involvement in at least one activity.

4.0=High: more than 251 of the parents are involved in

at least 3 activities.
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,Table G-14

MEAN, AND FREQUENq FOR QUALOY OF PABENT,INVOIMF

PBOVfDER INDEX BY:BASIC CARE AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFS TER

AVERAGE,STANDARDIZED CBILDWEEK: :6AY,PROVIDE

I. ,

Per,Ave ge

Standardized:Childwee

Administritiv4 Costs Pet Avera4e5tandardited Child
(

Under $0 2

Under $1.50 2,57
2.00

$1.56 to $2,50

$2.50 to $3,50

Over $3,50

Overall Mean

3.33 4.00

(3) (2)

3.00 3,00

(2) ,(2)

2.54 2.00

(11) (3).

2.54

(11).,

2.00

(1)

2.00 1.60

*'Cell entries are means. Numbers in parentheses are fre ncies. A pcuts o the index

and its rating categories can be foUnd on page 29. The points for this an fSilwerei

0.0=Low: no parent involvement.

kOmMedium: parent involvetent in at least one activity.

4.0tHighi 'lore than 25% of.the parents are iniplved in

at least 3 activities.
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APENDIX H

AVERAGE STANDA4DIZED COST

PER CHiiDWEEK SY
; 0', .q

AGG14010.10E*OICg,A,REA

ANDSTAFT"CATEGORY

NORMALIZED TO iopyt

5

3 7 0
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Table H-1

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST 1,ER WILCOX BY

AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGOPY FOR

PROVIDERS PRIMARILY SEWING MCl/WALT

DISTURBED CLIENTS: NORMALIZED YO 1001

14gregate

Service

Area

w
,

,

'! Staff Category 1
, TOTAL

s'

8811148
idaiais-

trators

Nedicil

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Psycholo-

gists

Social

workers

Thera-

pists

Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers,

Teacher

Aides

Supportli

Staff

Other

Staff

Educational/

p,Habilitative 1' 8

0.9 , 2.8 1204.

7.

0.2 2.8 10.2 0.3 4. ,,, 181

Basic Cate

.

0.2 0.02 :1.01

4
C.,

0.08, 4.1

1-

0.7 3.4 0,6 1.9

4

10.3 1.8

1

58.9

Administration

i

'1
181.5

004

0 . 1,2,L,

c)

4%0.05 0.6

.

2 6 0.2

0

0 1 1.2

-

0.2

4
0.2 25.2

TOTAL mums 20,5 ' 0.02 11,1 0.9

,

3.5 18.8 1,2 6.4 12.1 7.9 10.7 6.4

i

100%

Note: 104D severely -handicapped clients serveiby these 19 piovideis.

g,"
Oo'

372
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TabWi'*

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED C6ST PER CHILViEEK BY

'AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY FOR

REBIpENTIAL PROVIDERS: NORMALIZED TO 1001

0.... ..=0. 4

Staff Category .

Aggregate
-

. TOTAL

Service

Area ' Adaanis- Ned4cal Psychia- Psycholo- Social' Theri-
Nursep

Attend- Certified Teacher SuppOrt Other
DOLLARS

trators Doctors trists giSts Workers pists .

,

ants Teachers Aides Staff Staff

,

Educational/

Habilitative
0.004 .06 3.4 3.3 1.1 6.7? 0.7 4 6.2 18.1 3.3 0.6 2.7 . 46.9

-

Basic Care

.

2.5 O. 12 0.04 0.04 1.2 4.1. 13.8

,

4,1.1. 1.5 122 1.4 40.8

. ..

.

.

f

,

Adainistration 8.8 0,004 0,5 .0.1 0.1 0.5 , 0.4 0.3 0.4, , 0,02' 0

-.,

0,9 12.3

,

,
r;

TOTAL DOLLARS 11.8 0.5 5.2 3.5 1.3 8.4 5.2 20.3 20.5 4.9 12.8 5.1 '100.11

.,,

Note: 3123 severely handicapped tents served ty. these 35 providers,

'

44'

A

o ts



Table H-3

AVERAGE $TANDARDIZED COST PER MOW BY

AaREGATE,SIRACkAREA AND STAPP oATEGOPY FbR

MI8D
1093PPED. TO 1664

lo, t

r 1

Aggregate

Seriice

'area

.0

Staff Category 1
,

TOTAL

DMAisdeleie.

trators

medical

Doctors

Psychial'i

ttists

Psycholo-

gists

,Hocial

%dere

Thera-

piste "all/

Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers

Te

Aides

,...rt

:Staff

Other

Stiff

Educational/

Habilitative p'07 001 049 0.5 13 3.6 13.3 6.9

.

16:i 4.2 0 4.9 38.4

Basic Care 0.1 o.r 0 0.02 0 2,9 1.1 13.2

,

1,1-- 0.6 17.9 2;.3

,

.
.

)9.6.

Administration 18.6`'-'10007 0 0.2 0.2 1.1 0.3

,

0.3 1,3 .

,

,0,02

,

0 ''''22.1

TOTAL 14 0.1 0.09 0.8 1.8 7,6 1.7 20.4 17,6 4.8 17.9 7.4 100%

Note: 3147 severely handicapped clients erved by these 18 providers.

04 r
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''Table H-4

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER CHILDWEEK BY

AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY FOR

95 pROVIDEES: NORMALIZED TO 100%

,

,

Aggregate

, Service

Area

..
, .

/ Staff Category
,

.

CI

.

VTAL

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors

Psychia-

trists

Psycholo-

gists

Social

Workers

Thera-

pists

Attend-

ants

Certified

Ttachers

Teacher

Aides

Suppr

Sta f

Other

Staff

DDLLARS

I

Educational./

Habilitative
0. 9

,

0.041 J. .9 2.3 1,6 6.6, 0.5 4.7 21.9. 5.3 0.3 2.6 42

Basic Care 0.7 0.31 0.66 0.03 0,03 1.3 2.6 10.1 3.4i

,

.8

.

11.2

.

1.2 33.8

.

Administration 13.3 ,
0.01

,

,

0.3 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.9 0,2 . , O.$ 11.0

,----
TOTAL DOLLARS

14,9 0,3

/.

2.9 2.5 1.9 8,8 3.3 15'.1 26.3' 7,4 11:6

,

'4.4 ,100,11

.

ote: 7899 severely handicapped clients served by these 95 providers.

10

373



Table H-5

AVERAGE STANDARDIZED COST PER,CHILDWEEK BY .

AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND ,STAIT CATEGORY FOR

DAY' PROVIDERS: NORMALIZED TO 100%

. ,

Aggregate ,

, ,Service !!

Area il

-,.

,

el Staff Category

.

Adminis-

trators

Medical

Doctors-,

Psychiar

tristS

Ps Cholo-

ists

Social

Workers

Thera-

pists

1

Nurses
,r,L

,

L
Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers

Teacher

Aides

Support

Staff

Othar

Staff

DOLLARS

1";---

Educational/

H ilitative..,

-4

, 1.0 .,'

..

01 0.1

(....

1,4 2.6 8'.7 0.1 6.1 34.3 1q.3 0 1,01 61,1

, .

Basic Care

i

0.2
,,

.

0.07 0

,

0.01 0.02

.

'0,6 .

,

0.3 0.2

1

'3.5 2.9 0,01

.
,

. 16.2

,

Administration

i

'18.1,

.

0.05 0.2

,

0.1 0.4 1.2

.

'0.01

1.

0

.

,' 1.9
;

047 0 0,05

1

,

22,7

TOTAL DOLLARS'

e, i

.20.2

.

-0.1 0,2 , . 1.6 3.1

'it

10.5 V 0.5 0.4

o

44.3 14.5

"1i

2.9

.

.141

,

. 100e

379
v

Note: 1629 seVerely handica

,

clients served by thes 42 providers.

A

A

330

,
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Table H-6 '

AVERAGE STANDARDISED COST PER CNII1HEEK BY

AGGREGATE SERVICE AREA AND STAFF CATEGORY FOR ;-

PROVIDERS PRIMARILY SERVING DTHER THAN EMOTIONALLY

DIST06"16'CLIENTS: .NORMALIZED TO 100%

'

,

Aggregate
.

ServiCe '

Area''

.
,

.

.

Ste f 'Cate
1 ,

f gory

' 9

.
TOTAL

-idelinis-'

tiators

Medical

Doctors

Psychlha-

triits

Psyaiolo-.

'gists

:
Sociai

WSrkers

,

Thera-

pists

.

Nur ses

Attend-

ants

Certified

Teachers .

Teacher

Aides

. 7

Support

Staff

Other

Staff

DOLLARS

1
Educationalt.

Habilitative
° 0.5 ,

.

0,05

..

0.2

,

, 2.8 1.1
,

:

iP
,

4.8 A.5

,

5.3

,

25.5 5.2 0.3 2.1 48,7

,

.. )

Basic Care'

,

1.8

1
.e.4 0.0V

,

0.03 :002 0.5,4, 3.;2: 12.2 'l, 4.3 '1,8 11.4 1.0 37.01

. Adnd,nistration

,

1,1.3 0.02 0.007 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 .0.2

.

' Q.9

.

0.2

'

0.6 14.2

.

TOTAL DOLLARS

,

13.8 0,4

.

.

0.2 , '3.02 1.3 .5

,

4.0 17.8

,

30.8 7.2 11.7 3.7 100%

Note: 6859 severel; handiapperielients
served by these 76 providers.

I.

Si

S.


